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PREFACE

"".. the threai from Soviet fcrces, conventional and strateyic, from the
SQoiet drive for domination, from the increase in espionage and state
terror remains ',reat. This is reality. Closing our eves will not make
reality disappear."

Ronald Reagan

In the military strategy and resulting weapons program flowing from its doctrine, the

A I USSR has long followed the Leninist maxim that quantity has a quality of its own. To
eppreciate the commitment that the USSR makes to its armed forces, it is useful to -fart
with a look at the weapon systems the Soviets are procuring for those forces and to place
those figures alongside similar US procurement. For the decade 1977-1986. the USSR built
: ,•,.00 ICBMs and SLBMs, the US 850: the USSR 140,000 surface-to-air missiles, the US
16.200: the USSR 24.400 tanks, the US 7.100; the USSR 90 submarines, the US 43: the

j .USSR 28.200 artillery pieces, the US 2,750.

Because of the large Soviet advantage in numbers of troops and weapons. the West has
in the past relied upon superior technology to ensure the continuance of an effectivw
deterrent. Each year, however, we confront a more technologically advanced Soviet
Union. which has been aided by theft and legal acquisition of Western technology and
g;rowing sophistication of the USSR's own scientific knowledge. Our technological lead
is being increasingly challenged.

Soviet Military Power 1987 reviews new developments in the USSR s armed forces over
the past year and places these in the context of cuirrent doctrine and strategy. Thesei Jj developments again underscore that the USSR is building new generations of offensive

strategic and theater nuclear forces, as well as conventional land, sea. and air forces'and
Sstrategic defense forces, going far beyond legitimate requirements for defense. Among the4 more iioteworthy Soviet military eiforts for 1986 were the following:

.,The USSR's newest class of strategic ballistic missile siurimarine. the DELTA IV.
"is preparing to put to sea on its first operational mision carrying in its missile
"bay 16 SS-N-23s, the Soviets' newest submarine-launched ballistic missile. Each

I SS-N-23 carries 10 MIRVed nuclear warheads and has greater accuracv than
its predecessors.

* The USSR's first fifth-generation ICBM, the road-mobile SS-25, now numbersU about 100 launchers, with additional support bases nearing completion.

. An extensive network cf rail support facilities continues to fake shape in
-J, ~preparation for the imminent deployment of the rail-mobilie ý;'.S-.X-_2,4 iCB,'V. This

missile, aearly the size of Peacekeeper, will be armed with U) MiRVed nuclear

warheads. Some of these eew missiles will also he deployed in silos.

0 Test flights have now begun for the follow-on missile to the SS-18 Mod 4 ICBM. a
missile that will probably have greater throw-weight, carry at least 10 warheads,

1 and have greater accuracy than its predecessor, increasing its effectiveness
I against US ICBM silos and other hardened targets.
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a le USSIZ, ,vyen thouzh it has 441 SS-29 longer range intermediate-ran'Te nuclear
:orce missite iaunchers already deployvd, is vigorously pursuing test-rirings of a

t more accurate versýion of the SS-2 missile, which could become operational
this year. Deployment continues foi the newest generation 5S-23 and SS-21 short-

iringe ballistic missiles. Based on previous practice, tests of new follow-ons for
these systems could begin soon.

4 In strategic bomber developments, aa!itionai suprsonic BLACKJACK bombers
have joined the five aircraft that were reported last year to be undergoing
tight-testing. More than 50 operational BEAR H bombers are now fitted with
3C00-kilometer-ran-e. nuclear-capable AS-15 air-launched cruise missiles, and
:hese bombers have routinely flown training missions against North Americathroughout 1986, apprcaching within 80 kilometers of the Alaskan coast.

* Along with the operational deployment of air-launched cruise missiles, the USSR
$ is pursuing dlight-testing of SSC-X-4 nuclear-capable ground-launched cruise

missiles and SS-NX-21 nuclear-capable sea-launched cruise missiles
*f irom submarines.

" The USSR has begun operational deployment of an entirely new generation of
mobile -urface-to-air missiles, the SA-12AGLADIATOR. The SA-X-12BiGIANT,
i second missile for this new mobile missile system, is still under development
andi has the capability of intercepting cruise missiles, tactical ballistic missiles,
aircraft at all altitudes, and it may have the potential to intercept some types of
s:.trateglic ballisti.c missiles as well.

e In additional air developments, the naval aviation BEAR J communications
relay aircraft became operational. The new MIDAS tanker aircraft also became
operational, enabli:.g the USSR to extend the range of its strategic bombers and
eventually its supersonic fighter-interceptors. More than 300 of the Mach-2+
FULCRUM fis.hter-interceptors are now operational. Additional units of the
CONDOR transport, with its 150-metric ton lift capacity, have emerged irom the
airframe plant at Kiev.

3 Thp USSR's immense military industrial capabihities ar? mirrored in its naval
construction program. To cite just a few examples, the third KIROV-Class
nuclear-powered cruiser and the eighth SOVREMENNYY-Class aguided-missile
destroyer were launched; the second SLAVA-Class guided-missile cruiser be-
came operational; the lead unit of the SIERRA-Class nuclear-powered attack
submarine was assigned to operational forces; the second AKULA and SIERRA
units began sea trials: the fourth DELTA IV- and the fifth TYPHOON-Class
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines were 'aunched; Baku, the fourth
KIEV-Class carriet, entered sea trials: and fitting out proceeded on the 65,000-
"metric ton aircraft carrier Leonid Brezhnev, while construction continued on the
second carrier ot this class at Nikolayev Shipyard.

4
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a Soviet production facilities for all types of ground force equipment continued to
turn out modern T-80 tanks; nuclear-capable, self-propelled and towed I52-mm
artillery pieces; and 220-rim multiple rocket launchers. They soon will begin series
production of HAVOC and HOKUM attack helicopters.

*,The USSR's research facilities continue to exploit new biological warfare tech-
U nologies. New genetically engineered agents could be so impervious to treatment

that only scientists with the knowledge of how the original mutation was developed
"could produce an effective prevention or cure.

Each of these developments, as well as other efforts by the USSR to enhance its military
Sforces and its military-related space program, is reported in Soviet Military Power 1987.

This year's edition provides an updated report on the USSR's strategic defense program,
a program that over the past 10 years has cost the Soviets the equivalent of some $200
billion for all types of defensive weapon systems and supporting subsystems. Over the past
year, our monitoring has revealed the construction of three additional large phased-array
ballistic missile warning and targe. tracking radars, beyond the six reported previously.
The Soviets may even build one or two more such radars in the near future.

Appreciating the size of the Soviet Union's armed forces is not enough. We must also
think critically about why the Soviets continue to devote such a large portion of their
national resources - 15 to 17 percent of their Gross National Product - to supporting
this military buildup. As free peoples, we must base decisions on our security, bothI: national and collective, on a realistic understanding of the Soviet military threat. We
do not have to iook far to see evidence of that threat: to subjugated Eastern Europe,
including Foland and the crushed Solidarity movement; to Afghanistan where, despite
a sham withdrawal of some Soviet forces, the drive against the Afghans continues; to
Ihe flow of arms and hostile activities in our own hemisphere; to the support of state

- terrorism; and to Angola and Ethiopia, where Soviet surrogates are in combat.

As free peoples, we must understand that the Soviet political system - a system the
Soviets proclaim will prevail over ours - fosters the growth of military power. It provides
for long-term investments in research and development, as well as long-term decisions on
the production and deployment of weapon systems, wita none of the public debate and
scrutiny on funding and other issues so essential in free societies. Against the background
of the reality of this continuing Soviet challenge, Soviet Military Power 1987 is published

to report on the USSR's military developments. It is designed to assist informed citizens
in free nations everywhere "o make the choices required to provide for the defense and

I security necessary to safeguard freedom.
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S~Chapter 1

Soviet Policies
and Global
Ambitions

=2 '• The major task assigned to the Soviet mil-
"itary, quite unlike that of other nations' mil-
itaries, is to achieve a force posture for the
Soviet Union that provide3 for absolute secu-

rity as it continues to seek world domination.
41. -The USSR's drive for absolute security, how-

ever, threatens to create absolute insecurity
for its neighbors and other states, thereby
resulting in heightened global tensions. Such
a force posture is very costly to establish and
maintain and places a heavy burden on na-
tional resources. Despite economic constraints.
the Soviets continue to deploy materiel in large

M "amounts, as well as to develop newer, more ca-
pable weapon systems. Morecver, Soviet plans
Snd policies for the use of military power in

* _ both peace and war are continually adapted to
7 'respond to technological advances and changes

in the political environment.
The Soviet deployment of survivable land-

"f, ",based and mobile theater and strategic nuclear
Orces has markedly increased the USSR's con-

% fidence that the West now face-, tremendous

destruction regardless of which side initiates
nuclear strikes. These deployments exacerbate
"the strategic imbalance in ICBMs and con-

.. • firm the Soviet advantage in the number of
!,,•4 shorter range nuclear missiles, particularly in

Europe. The Soviets view these developments
as hastening the day when nucl,'ar weapons
might only be useful in deterring other nuclear
weapons, rather than as a credible deterrent to
conventional attack.

The ZSU-X is the USSR's newest antiaircraft
.. rifle and tank divisions. The ZSU-X adds

to the air defense coverage provided by
. ' highly effective surface-to-air missiles. This

upgrade illustrates the Soviet military's
dedicaticn to force modernization programs

.... .. . ... . .. that continually field more capable systems.

7 Chapter i Soviet Policies and Global Ambitions
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P. l" it I . n III .. .. - ,

One interpretation of these developments is eornic growth. These policies do not represent
that nuclear deterrence of a Warsaw Pact con- a fundamental alteration of the Soviet cen-
"-entional attack may be diminishing. A second 1rai pianning system. They are designed to
interpretation is that while the Soviets believe raise capital and labor productivity through
the fear of vasL devastation might eventually improvements in the managerient and worker
prevent both sides from using nuclear weapons, incentive s,-stems anti. most imoortant, througlh
and thus both sidcs wouid avoid such a conflict, a major technological renovation of the
thov' still think such a war is possible. In the countrv's industrial base. Tlhe Sov,,et 12th
Soviet view, their preponderance of power in Five-Year Plan (FYP), for 19S6-90, call; for ex-
conventional forces means the West must rely tensive replacement of obsolescent machinery
to a significant extent on nuclear weapons to and equipment. The focal point of investment is
deter a major conventional attack. the machinery-producing .,ector - the source

The Soviets systematically work on the prob- of new capital stock, consumer durable goods.
lem posed by the conventional and nuclear and military weapons and equipment. Civil
forces equation. On the one hand, they are de- machinery-producing ministries are slated for
veloping formidable nuclear weapons that help an 80-percent increase in investment in the
to create a "non-use" environment since these next 5 years. This investment should help re-weapons are so destructive. Moreover, they are dress the past concentration on military indus-
modernizing existing defenses and developing trial mini-tries, which now account for almost
advanced defenses against ballistic missiles. 60 percent of total output and investment in
On the other hand. they are developing, mod- the machinery--producing sector.
-rnizing, and fielding conventional forces that The Soviet goal is a more modern, productive
would erable them to prevail in a non-nuclear economy that will support advances in military
environment. Essentially, while the Soviets technoogies and generate sufficient growth for
might strive to create a global situation favor- military outlays to increase without absorbing
able to the employment of their conventional an ever larger share of GNP. The improved
forces, they currently plan and develop a well- economic performance in 1986 provided a good

4 balanced force posture that would, in their start, but whether the prog-ani will ieallv take
view, enable them to fight and prevail over hold remains uuestionablic. Measures taken so
their adversaries at any level of conflict, far, such as tightening" worker discipline and

increasing managerial accountability, address
Domestic Policy the most accessible targets in the program

In domestic policy, the Communist Party of to raise productivity. It will be more diffi.
the Soviet Union's (CPSU's) majer challenge cult to achieve the assimilation of advanced,
is to revitalize the flagging Soviet econory high-qualit-machinery- which is to provide

and lav the base for future military expansion. more than two-thirds o: planned productivity
'_,oviet economic growth slowed from an annual increases - and to overcome impediments to
average rate of 5 percent in the i960s to 2 growth such as high raw material costs and
percent in the early 1980s. During this period, skilled labor shortages. Moreover, rapid tech-
military spending grew faster than the overall nolorzical innovation and efficient management

economy because of the leadership's strong are likely to be hindered, as in the past, by the
commitment to military power. As a result, the ccatral planning system that the leadership is
miilitarv's s;hare of the G;ross National Product reluctant to alter fundamentally. If progress

(GNP) increased fruaa sorome 12-14 percent in toward the more efficient and productive use of
1970 to 15-17 percent by the mid-1980s. The resources proves insufficient, then sustaininconcomitant deprivation of civil }nvestment is high groa=h rates will become increasrng-

a primary factor behind the country'3 aging ly difficult.
and inefficient industrial base, and the ntglect Other initiatives undertaken by the leader-
of Soviet living standards is a major reason for ship reflect a desire to reform the Soviet system

chronically low labor motivation and produc- within the existing framework. The dom-iran.
tivity in the USSR. theme of Soviet social policies is the need fo,

In response to these problems, General Sec- greater discipline and order. This theme has

retary Mikhail Gorbachev has introduced an taken the form of a renewal of the labor dis-
iambitious series of programs to stimulate eco- cipline campaign popularized under Andropov

€t
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' lnd ci.rackdown on corruption and alcohol more sophisticated use of propaganda and the
S Abuse. (,wrbachev*- attack on corruption and foreign news media to influence international

~~~tl:e, ncv x".i,,••."'vt hin the Party elite Is part of a public opinion.
S!:lr er efort to transformi the 1),irtv into a mnore

,inic or�,,.,t~... on that can better control The Role ok die Military

lie devel•opment of Soviet societ V.
In the Leadership Structure

Foreign Policy The Soviet strategic decisionmaking process
In foreiun poticy. th• new leadership has is dominated by the Party leadership but

retained long-term Soviet objectives and strote- influenced by top military leaders. The strat2-
_nes. although it appears to be acting with gic decisions that result from that process -
"" reater vigor and, in some cases, greater effec- how to prosecute the war in Afghanistan,
tiveness. The Party leadership remains con-mit- for example - are Party decisions. Military
ted to the long-term objective of establishing professionals certainly play an important role
the USSR as the dominant world power. The in the strategic decisionmaking process by
USSR's relationship with the US has remained providing information, assessing alternatives,
a central issue in Soviet foreign policy, par- developing contingency plans, and making rec-
ticularlv the strategic equation. The main ommendations. The dominant players, how-
goal of the Soviet arms control strategy is to ever, are the most influential Party leaders who
control the pace of force modernization in the sit on the Defense Cournil.
West. as well as to block certain programs The Defense Council, the highest decision-
such as the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) making body for all aspects of national secu-
and other US military modernization plans. To rity policy, conveys the Party's wishes on all
Jchieve these objectives. Gorbachev has given defense, budgetary, organizational, and senior
new emphasis to the Soviet Union's policy of personnel matters. It is composed primarily
trying to pressure the US to soften its nego- of Party leaders and is chaired by General
tiating positions in the arms talks. He has Secretary Gorbachev.
intensified the USSR's campaign to divide the Marshal of the Soviet Union (MoU) Sergey

4 US from its allies, floating a wide range of Sokolov, Minister of Defense, is the only mil-
arms control proposals designed to pressure the itary member of the Defense Council. MSU
US to accept an arms agreement beneficial to Sergey Akhromeyev, Chief of the General Staff,
the USSR. probably serves as the Secretary of the Defense

The Soviet policy toward Eastern Europe Council and participates in its activities. Their
follows established patterns. Gorbachev has participation works two ways. First, it allows
emphasized closer economic ties within the top military leaders to express their ideas and
socialist community, particularly in the sci- concerns in the key national security decision-
entific and technical areas. He has also in- making body. Second, 1nilitary representation
creased pressure on East European leaders to provides the Defense Council with the capabil-
move ahead with economic improvements in- ity to ensure that direct action is taken on
tended to make the socialist system work bet- its decisions.
ter. to supply better quality goods to the USSR. The stanuing of the military within the
and to foster modernization of Pact members' overall Soviet leadership has been somewhat
military forces. i-educed in recent years. One example is De-

The policies of the General Secretary toward fense Minister Sokolov's continued status as a
the Third World reflect a continuing commit- candidate member rather than a full member
ment to destabilizing Western-oriented states of the Politburo. While some ministers of
and to supporting Soviet allies with military defense under Stalin and Khrushchev had to
and economic assistance. He is vigorously pur- wait several years to achieve full Politburo
suing policies established by his predecessors. membership, the trend during the Brezhnev

As with domestic policy, Gorbachev has years was to accord the minister of defense
tried to portray his approach to Soviet diplo- fll membership. Since Sokolov has apparently
macy as a new era in the USSR's foreign policy, been passed over for full membership on sev-This approach is more stylistic than substan- eral occasions, the leadership might wish to
tive. It largely reflects the new leadership's retain a slightly less powerful figure in charge

11 Chapter I Soviet Policies and Global Ambitions
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o" defense. This break with recent practice demonstrate actual military capabilities and,
may also he perceived as a reduction in the in maneuvers held outside the Soviet Union,
-starus of the armed forces within Sov'iet the cooperation of the host countries.

deciCsionmakinq circles. The USSR dolivers more militarv assistanceCirrently. the professional militarv are as- than economic aid to Third World countries inain a more visible public role as spckesmen seeking to acquire influence. Miitary assis-

f'or Soviet military and foreign policies. The tance is more useful because it can be closely
policy decisions that affect the armed forces, controlled and supervised, and it provides an
however, will continue to mirror the prefer- expansionary potential for use against states,
ences of the Party elite, abutting Third World clients.

Military assistance is tailored not only to ap-
In Power Projection peal to the customer but to create a dependence

Because of the USSR's limited ability to that is militarily, politically, and economically
provide large amourts of economic aid. and be- costly to break. The recipient often is made
cause of disenchantiaent in other nations with to rely on the Soviet Union for training and
Soviet-style socialism as a political system, the advisers, logistics support, spare parts, and re-
Soviets rely heavily on the military for project- pairs. Advisers and technicians deliver, assem-
ing national power. The USSR accomplishes ble, and maintain purchased equipment, and
political goals through the presence of mili- •hey supervise training and the construction of
tarv forces in ether countries, global air and military facilities.
naval deployments, port calls, demonstrations The growing complexity of modern weapons
of force, and exercises. This reliance is also has given the Soviets the opportunity to send
visible through military assistance programs an increasingly large number of advisers to
and the use of top armed forces leaders in a client countries in the Third World. Advisers
diplomatic capacity, can influence the military and foreign policies

To gain influence over politically volatile of host countries by providing personal and in-
situations in other countries, the Soviets have terservice linkages that complement and shape
occasionally resorted to military force. They overt ties. They can spot talented and po-
max use threats of forceful intervention, as litically impressionable individuals and single
in Poland in 1981; actually intervene, as in them out for special instruction and political
Afghanistan in 1979; or base forces in a country indoctrination in the USSR, where training
to ensure political stability, such as the Soviet of foreigners includes large doses of Marxist-
Groups of Forces in East Germany, Poland, Leninist ideology. The influx of advisers also
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. Permanent So- provides cover for members of the KGB and
viet bases have also been established overseas; GRU. Moreover, the umbrella of military aid
one of the most notable is at Cam Ranh Bay can cover the use of Cuban and East German
in Vietnam. proxy forces for security functions, training,

Soviet air and naval deployments are also overseeing combat operations, and even the
used to project national power. Since 1970, the actual employment of combat forces, most re-
USSR has deployed BEAR aircraft from the cently demonstrated in Afghanistan.
Kola Peninsula to Cuba. In Angola, the So- Soviet military -epresentatives are also used
viets maintain and operate CUB transport air- in a diplomatic capacity. High-level Ministry of
craft supporting counterinsurgency operations Defense officials, such as Sokolov and Akhro-
against the National Union for the Total Inde- meyev, are used as spokesmen for the govern-
pendence of Angola. Soviet naval deployments ment. In July 1986, Sokolov headed a high-level
are used to show the flag in the Caribbean military delegation to Finland. He was accom-
and occasionally in the Gulf of Mexico, and to panied on this reciprocal country visit by Air
exercise with Cuban Navy and Air Force units. Forces Commander in Chief (CINC) Marshal
Soviet naval ships also conduct port calls at Alexsandr Yefimov, Navy CINC Fleet Admiral
Havana, Cienfuegos, Mariel, and periodically Vladimir Chernavin, and General Staff arms
at ports in eastern Cuba. control expert Colonel General Nikolay Cher-

The Soviets stage large military exercises in vov. This visit also demonstrates the use of
the USSR and in non-Soviet Warsaw Pact coun- the military in a diplomatic capacity and the
tries to show their strength. These exercises military's endorsement of Gorbachev's policies.

13 Chapter I Soviet Policies qnd Global Ambitions
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The USSR's new. highly capable MiG-29/FULCRUM is replacing older MiG-23,'FLOGGERs.

In August 1986. the military pi esented Soviet sucsflindustrial modernization and h i.

proposals on arms control issues to the Confer- voiced their support for it. They r aa th

ence on Confidence and Secui-itv Building \te-- economic revitalization will ease resource (ion-

IJ sures andi Disarmament in Europe. Akhromneyev straints and accelerate the introlitiction ot ne.w
i a al to allow onsite inspection technoloiv. I the s f I

Sincluding, aerial inspection -- to assuire m'Iitirv modernization in the V990.s. The aireais

.compliance with the notification and verifi- targTeted for priority development in the 12th

*cation provisions; ot a prospective agreement, FYP - computers. electronics, instrument.;.

Akhromevev also played a prominent role in machine tools, and robots -are ke, to future

the October meet-;,n betweer Rea- weapons production as well

- gran and General S-cret:irv Gorbachev in Revk- to hiizher capitail and labor prodluttivity in the

javik. The use of Akhromevev in this capacityU whole economp, hoevr Gih23FhGG's

instead of one of the civilian negotiators ne I h hr em
" aain demonstrates Soviet use ot the militarv industrial modernization plans will involve in-

"in roles the West goenerall reserves for diplo- creased demands tfor many o the same re-

mats. Akhromevevns visit to Tunikey a month sources that Could be used to prodluce weapons.

later isalso believed to have been mainly (iplo- Thus short-term luctuations mayt occur in the

Smatic. as an effort to imorove Soviet-TUrkish rate of growth ofsSoviet miietarye Sonrminr over

" nreiutions that have been straineon sInc, the the next few years. Nonetheless. the achieved

- ieivdeSAan ia level of military expandituind Afhnit so in sle that
the Soviets have a formidable base fi-onm which

In National Economics to continue to modernize their armed forctes.

Soviet military leaders realie than theiarmed lintause of substantial inve.tment in military

servinernonwill be the ultimate beneficiary industry overnization plan t w v -
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pacity exists to turn out mos: of the military indispensable to the Warsaw Pact's preparing
"hardware projected for the remainder of the for and actually conducting coalition warfare,
S1980s, including some of th( most advanced so potential strains within the NATO Alliance
.weaponry yet produced. are seen as a source of great vulnerability to

In the 1990s, a successful economic revital- the West. The military principles governing the
ization program could have a profound impact conduct of coalition warfare constitute a key
on the military. If the Soviet, achieve at least element in Soviet strategy, a strategy a'ined

partial success in industrial modernization and at dividing and destroying an enemy coalition
can sustain accelerated growth, the economic while enforcing Warsaw Pact unity.
base for military modernization - most impor- The Soviets now believe that a world war
tantly in sophisticated, high-technology sys- could be waged for an extended period with
tems - will be strengthened substantially. If conventional weapons only. Although general
economic progress proves insufficient, however, nuclear war is not considered inevitable, with
the leadership will face difficult choices in their current force balance, the Soviets would
the late 1980s between larger investments in be prepared to wage such a war if a conven-
the economy and larger investments in future tional conflict were to escalate to the use of
military programs. If past national strategy is a nuclear weapons.
guide to the future, the Soviets can be expected The Soviets recognize the catastrov-.ic con-

to place military power as the first priority, sequences of global ruclear war. Nor. ,teless,
they seek to survive and prevail in :h a

Soviet Doctrine and Strategy conflict. In a global war, they plan to eliminate
To the Soviets, military doctrine is concerned the enemy's nuclear forces and the related

with the essence, purpose, and character of a command, control, and communications capa-
possible war and the preparation of the country bility; to seize and occupy vital areas on the
and its armed forces for war. Military strategy Eurasian landmass; and to defend the Soviet
deals with defining the essential tasks of the state from attack. In their cor cept, a future
armed forces; carrying out measures to equip war will consist of strategic attack and defense
and train the armed forces; preparing the econ- operations and campaigns in continental and
omy and the population for war; identifying oceanic theaters conducted in accordance with
potential adversaries and assessing their capa- a common goal and strategy. They have de-
bilities; and determining the size and composi- veloped formidable strategic attack forces con-
tion of military forces necessary to wage war. sisting of ground- and sea-based missiles and
The accual practice of preparing the country long-range bombers. These are complemented
and its armed forces for war, as well as training by a widespread strategic defense effort. This
troops for strategic, operational, and tactical element includes a large national air defense
combat, is encompassed in Soviet military art system, the world's only operational antiballis-
- to include the effective application of mili- tic missile system, and ar intensive program to
tary power to achieve political goals. ensure the survivability of the Party, the state.

Soviet military writings state that a future military forces, industrial infrastructure, and
war would be a decisive clash on a global scale essential working population through harden-
between two diametrically opposed socioeco- ing, dispersal, and mobility.
nomic systems - socialism and capitalism. The Although strategic nuclear and strategic de-
idea of only two camps means that a world war fense forces would play the dominant role in a
would be a coalition war. The Soviets believe nuclear war, the Soviets recognize the crucial
that an outcome favorable to their interests de- function of combined arms warfare in seiz-
pends on complete unification of the political, ing and occupying their ultimate objectives.
economic, and military forces of all countries They believe that a world war could be rela-
within the socialist coalition. To this end, the tively brief or develop into a protracted con-
Soviets have concentrated on developing and flict. Great importance is attached to the initial
implementing a single strategic policy for the phase because it would largely determine all
entire Warsaw Pact forces. Marshal Viktor subsequent actions. This belief accounts for
Kulikov, CINC of the Warsaw Pact, has referred the extraordinary attention paid to the overall
to his command as a unified combat formation. mobilization capability and to the perceived

As cohesiveness is seen by the Soviets as requirement for a rapid transition of high-level

15 Chapter I Soviet Policies and Global Ambitiona
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political-military control organs from a peace- services. The concept of combined arms war-
time to a wartime footing to take maximum fare specifies that the services and independent
advantage of the initial period of a wz r. units must be undei a single commander.

Soviet doctrine envisions that a war with the Although the Soviets envision that hostil-
West would be wide in scope and waged over ities may be conducted in three theaters of
vast territories. Such a war would t,! char- war -- Western, Southern, and Far Eastern -
acterized by an absence of continuous fronts, the theater of military operations geographical
by rapid and sharp changes in the strategic concept (Teatr Voennvkh DeistLii, abbreviated
situation. and by deep penetrations into rear TVD) is the focus of planning and control for
" support areas of the forces involved. Forces major theater strategic military actions. The
would rely on mobility to maneuver and to TVD concept has also been translated as the-
wage an intense . •uggle to seize and main- ater of military operations (TMO), theater of
tain the initiative. The Soviets emphasize the military action (TMA), and theater of strategic

) primacy of the offensive. stating that military military action (TSMA). Each TVD can extend
• and political objectives are ultimately achi.?ved a thousand kilometers or more in both depth

only through aggressive and continuous offen- and width. Military assets vary within a TVD
Sire actions. Defensive actions are. howeier, and are usually determined by political objec-
receiving increas.ng emphasis in Soviet Lives and enemvY strength. For strategic actions.

. . strategy. These would be innovative operations plans are formulated for the full spectrum of
) undertaken either to support nearby offensive combat throughout the entire area.

operations or to create favorable conditions for Soviet planning for the Western Theater. en-
"resuming the offensive, compassing all of Europe, envisions three con-

The Soviets believe that victory in war is tinental TVDs - Northwestern, Western. and
) possible only through the combined and coordi- Southwestern - and two oceanic TVDs. Arc-
nated efforts of all services and troop branches, tic and Atlantic. This organizational concept

), 4As a result. Soviet military strategy, which enables military planners to work out the strat-
Sviews warfare as a series of interdependent. egy and tactics to achieve political objectives

"large-scale operation-, is the same for all the in a given geographic region, taking into

16
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consideration the capabilities of the missiles, operation to consist of several fronts conduct-
aircraft, -zhips. and ground forces at tiheir dis- ing dynamic. fast-moving operations to seize
posal T'he same planning process ~iý used in strategic ground objectives located 600 to 800

dthe Southern and Fari Eastern Theaters. While kilometers away. Front offensive operati.ons
a strategic operation wilthin the TVI~s may he would be combined, coordinated operations to

i conventional onlv. contingcency nuclear strike include air. antiair, assault ,airborne. amphibi-
planning is con dt'cied at all levels. us. or joint), and naval forces.

'li'e contemporary Soviet concept 4f theater If a war escalates to the nuclear level,
,ti-:te,,,Ic military actions has expanded in scope Soviet doctrine calls for the massive use of
an1d ciomplexity. They, now plan for a theater nuclear weapons to preempt an immninent.
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large-scale enemv attack. The Soviets would the economy. Repair and recovery operations
"employ ground, Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF), would be organized to deal with war-relat-
naval, and aviation systems in a coordinated ed damage.
strike against targets throughout the depth of
enemy territory. Following nuclear exchanges, Soviet Arrneu Forces Structure
the Soviets anticipate that combat at all levels Supreme leadership of the USSR's, Armed
would continue, possibly for a protracted pc- Forces is vested by the Soviet Constitution in
riod. Their doctrine stresses the reconstitution the CPSU and in the highest bodies of the
of remaining forces and the continuation of the Soviet government -- the Presidium of the
offensive where possible, despite heavy losses Supreme Soviet and the Council of Ministers.
and widespread devastation. Party dcninance of the armed forces is assured

through its decisionmaking authority and
power over personnel appointments. Party con-
trol of the military, however, is assisted by the
Defense Council.

Direct control and administration of the daily
activities of the armed forces is entrusted to the

Ministry of Defense (MOD), headed by MSU
Sokolov. As Minister of Defense, Sokolov is
charged with maintaining the condition and

4 ACI C OCEAN FLEEr overseeing the development of the armed
P"'beA V. ,Cri forces. This responsibility includes officer re-

cruitment and conscription of enlisted person-
PAi•FM sa nel; equipping the forces with weapon sys-

TVO .u..INEW ft... tems and military materiel; developing military
,-, IIAVAL AVLA'IO1 Me

NAVAL MW R strategy, operational art, and tactics; training
the forces; and ensuring high standards of mil-
itary discipline and political loyalty. Sokolov
is also responsible, in coordination with local

Specific Soviet aims in a global war would government organizations, for the civil de-
be to: fense program.

* defeat European NATO forces at any The MOD Collegium functions as a consul-
level of conflict, occupy NATO countries, tative body and policy review board. Chaired
and use Europe's surviving economic by the Minister, the Collegium discusses and
assets to assist Soviet recovery; resolves issues connected with the development

* neutralize the US and its allies by of the armed forces, their combat and mobiliza-
disrupting and destroying their military tion readiness, and the effectiveness of military
forces: and political training. Membership includes

* deter China's entry against the USSR, the deputy ministers of defense, the Chief of
and if deterrence fails, neutralize Chinese the Main Political Directorate, and other top
capability to interfere with the USSR. militarv leaders.
while avoiding land war in Asia; The Minister of Defense exercises control of

* limit damage to vital Soviet political, the armed forces through first deputy ministers
military, and economic structures; and and deputy ministers of defense. The first

* dominate the postwar world in which so- deputy ministers are as follows: MSU Sergey
cialism would become the basic politico- Akhromeyev, Chief of the General Staff since
economic system in all nations. September 1984: MSU Viktor Kulikov. Coin-

From an internal viewpoint, the CPSU mander in Chief of the Warsaw Pact Forces
leadership would seek to maintain its con- since 1977; and Army General Petr Lushev.
trol over the government, civilian population, Five of the 11 deputy ministers are CINCs
military, police, and internal security organs. of the services - Strategic Rocket Forces,
Efforts would be made to minimize losses to the Ground Forces, Navy, Aerospace Forces, and
Soviet leadership, essential scientific and tech- Air Forces.
nical personnel, the general population, and The five service CINCs are responsible for
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peacetime administrative management, includ- Military districts and groups of forces are
ing combat and political training of the forces. subordinate to the Ministry of Defense. They
Dir(,ct leadership of the Armed Forces contain their own staff elements responsible

A is the responsibility of the Supreme Hi-ah Com- for political affairs, personnel administration,
I mand (Verkhocnove G!auiokomandovaniye, training, rear services, construction and billet-

abbreviated VGK). The G,-ncral Staff serves as ing, and civil defense. Each MD and group of
operational staff and executive agent for the forces command staff has officers who serve as

VGK. Six other deputy '.efense ministers are chiefs of their respective service components.
A in "harge of civil defense, rear services, the Soviet naval forces are assigned to four fleets,

main inspectorate, construction and billeting, all of which have command and staff organi-

personnel, and armaments. zations and relationships similar to those of
The most important element in the Defense mil.tary districts.

Ministry for peacetime forces management. as In wartime, non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP)
well as for wartime control of operational for- forces are planned to come under Soviet com-
mations, is the General Staff, headed by Mar- mand. In peacetime, NSWP plans, doctrine,
shal Akhromeyev. As the central military staff tactics, training, force structure, and readiness
organ, the General Staff exercises operational are shaped according to Soviet dictates. This
control over the armed forces. It is responsible policy seeks to guarantee that the coalition
for coordinating the activity of the main staffs will act as a single body. In terms of a wartime
of the 5 services, the staffs of 16 military dis- strategy, the Soviet objective of dismantling
"tricts. 4 groups of forces, 4 fleets, rear services, NATO and maintaining the cohesion of the
"civil defense forces, and the main directorates Warsaw Pact will be of primary importance.
of the Defense Ministry. For the East European member states, this

The General Staff coordinates military plan- means that the Soviets will subordinate East
ning, advises the Defense Council on military European national interests, particularly in
"policy, develops military strategy for approval war, to Soviet-defined policies
by the Defense Council, and directs functions
common to all the services. The major responsi- Wartime Command and Control1 bilities of the General Staff in peacetime are to The Soviets believe in a rapid and efficient
ensure that military forces reach and sustain a transformation of their peacetime national

high level of combat readiness and to prepare security organization into an operational com-
strategic operation plans in the event of war. mand capable of achieving all major politi-
During wartime, the General Staff would be the cal and military objectives in a general war.
primary organization to implement operational To this end, they have established peacetime
orders of the VGK. national security and high-level military or-

Territorially. the USSR is organized into 16 ganizations that closely approximate the an-
"military districts (MDs). An MD is a high-leve! ticipated wartime structure. These peacetime

.4"J administrative command element that contains organizations expect to shift their activities
', military units up to army level, training insti- to wartime operations with minimal organiza-

tutions, recruitment and mobilization offices or tional disruption and little augmentation in
military commissariats, and other military es- membership. Party and state control would
tablishments. A primary mission of the military be maintained through the relocation of high-
district commander is to train military units so level officials to hardened emergency facilities.
that they have a high level of combat readiness. In war, the Defense Council probably would

Other important responsibilities include reg- be expanded to include additional represen-
istration and induction of draftees, mobiliza- tatives of the highest Party, state, and mili-
tion, civil defense, and premilitary and reserve tary leadership. It would function similarly
training. In war, certain military districts, such to the World War II State Defense Committee,
as those on the USSR's periphery, could gen- ensuring centralized political and economic

" erate fronts or other operational field forces, direction of the entire war effort.
either singly or in combination. Soviet units General Secretary Gorbachev would func-

Sstationed in Eastern Europe are organized into tion as wartime Defense Council Chairman and
four groups of forces, located in Poland, East exercise direct leadership of the Soviet Armed
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. Forces as Supreme Commander in Chief of

' 19 Chapter I Soviet Policies and Global Ambitions
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* The lead unit of the USSR's 65.000-metric ton aircraft carrier class -- now fitting out at
Nikoala yev Shipyard, with sea trials anticipated in 1989 - will mark an evolutionary advance in
Soviet naval capabilities over currently operational 37,10O0-metric ton KIEV-Class carriers.

the VUK and head of its G• eneral Headquar- of Defense, the Chief of the General Staff and
* ters (Stccka). other first deputy ministers of detense, the

The Ministry of Defense Colletgium would Chief of the Main Political Directorate, and the
Sprobablv providle the foundation t'or the• war- five Armed Forces Commanders in Chief.

time Stacka VGK, which would inlcludie, in The General Staff would serve as operational
* addition to the General Secretary, the Minister staff and executive agent for the Stacka V(GK.
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,Worling in conjunction with the main staffs of Military ModernizationS' five services, the ,ain Operations Direc- In his pragmatic approach to Soviet power

-crate of the General Staff would draft plans for politics, General Secretary Gorbachev has vig-
strategic operations for consideration by the orously supported the military modernizationI S'tatka VGK. Once approved, these plans would efforts instituted by his predecessors. Quantity,
htb issued to operational commanders as orders quality, and diversity continue to be stressed
of the VGK. This group would ensure timely in Soviet weapon programs. Gorbachev's ap-
and precise execution of the VGK military proach to arms control allows the USSR to
campaign plans by the operational commands. appear flexible and reasonable while it fields

To ensure centralized control of strategic large quantities of increasingly sophisticated
planning and decentralized battle management weapons. He continues to support the mili-
of the armed forces, the Soviets *n wartime tary's expensive policy of making up in quan-

4 would employ intermediate High Commands of tity that which is lacked in quality. Pursuit
Forces in TVDs that would be subordinate to of ths policy has resulted in the accumula-

* the VGK and would be responsible for directing tion of military equipment far in excess of
the efforts of subordinate formations. Comman- what one might reasonably expect for defensive
ders for four of the probable TVD High Com- purposes. Indeed, this practice is facilitated,
mands are MSU Nikolay Ogarkov. Army to a large extent, by internal characteristics
General Ivan Gerasimov, Army Gen- of the Soviet political system, characteristics
eral Mikhail Zavtsev, and Army General Ivan not found in Western democratic nations. The
Voloshin. In certain circumstances, the VGK closed nature of the Soviet state means that

I might create High Commands for independent it can be unresponsive to public opinion and
-strategic directions (that is, a major axis or that any public restraint on the small num-
av enue of attack not already under the control ber of men who rule the USSR is virtually

, of a High Command in a TVD). non-existent. Thus, the Soviets are able to
A wartime coalition command structure also sustain their long-term arms buildup programs

has been created for the quick transforma- unaffected by public opinion and to employ
ton of the Warsaw Pact into an effective mil- their nilitarv forces in wars of aggression,
itarv alliance capable of operating as an su- as in Afghanistan, with little concern for
extension of the Soviet Armed Forces. Since puh,;ijc reaction.
the late 1970s. the Soviets have introduced The Soviet Union's strong commitment to
and institutionalized measuret_ aimed at mod- and reliance on the military as the prime in-
ernizing the Warsaw PacLS ur'fied command strument of national power is described in
- tructure. The integration will be achieved detail in the following chapters. As derived

, through the complete wartime subordination from their doctrin,. aud strategy, the Soviets
o" he armed forces of the non-Soviet Warsaw have established a large offensive strategic and
,Pact countries to the High Commands of Forces theater nuclear force, a comprehensive strate-
iHCF) in the Western and Southwestern TVDs. gic defense program, a general-purpose force

IThese commands provide a key link between for all types of worfare, a highly developed
the supreme military authority vested in the combat support structure, and an expanding re-
VGK and the fronts, fleets, and armies operat- search and production base that gives primacy
ing within the TVDs. to military needs.

In keeping with the Soviet concept of com-
* bined arms operations, the TVD HCF not only

has the assets available in the ground forces
but also the naval and air assets. In the West-
era and Southwestern TVDs, some if not all
of the armed forces of the non-Soviet Warsaw
Pact states operating there will be subordinate
to the Soviet HCF. This subordination reflects
the belief that a cohesive, well-equipped, and
well-trained alliance, employing the best strat-
egy and tactics and controlled by a superior
command, can defeat any coalition force.

21 Chapte: I Soviet Policies and Global Ambitions
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Chapter II

Forces for
Nuclear Attack

Despite the USSR's recently renewed inter-
est in and emphasis on arms control Soviet
production of newer, more lethal strategic

•:, nuclear weapons continues. Even as the So-
viets proceed with deployment cf the SS-25
mobile intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM), two new strategic ballistic missile
submarines, and the flight-t,-sting of a new
strategic bomber, they are developing another
gVr;z'=ition of air-, sea-, and ground-'aunched
nuclear-capable cruise missiles. The AS-15 air-
launched cruise missile is already operational
on over 50 BEAR H bombers, and the SSC-X-4
ground-launched and SS-NX-21 sea-launched
cruise rrissil, s may become operational this
year. These developments, along with the
gi ater improvements in the accuracy, surviv-
ability, and lethality of the USSR's short-range
b. listic missile force, underscore the Soviet
Union's commitment to modernizing its large
nuclear arsenal.

v The overall direction of Soviet strategic nu-
____ clear force development and associated com-

mand, control, and communications is toward
a completely integrated force. All elements
of their "triad" may eventually have a hard-

S, target-kill potential. These developments are
consistent with Soviet military doctrine.

• v•The Soviet Union now has about 10,000 de-
ployed intercontinenta! strategic nuclear
,veapons (missile warheads and bombs) and by
1990 is likely to have about 12,000. While
the Soviets would not necessarily expand their

4 Additional BLACKJACK long-range strategic
bombers emerged from the airframe plant
at Kazan in 1986. The USSR's continuing
i•troduction of new generations of strategic
offens;ive nuciear forces, including these
cruise missile carriers, as well as mobile
ICBMs, and more accurate submarine-

_4• :launched missiles, contribute to the growing
challenge to US deterrent forces.

23 Chapter HI Forces for Nuclear Attack



1 ,ntr-Oritinental Ittack forces sicniticntlv in Tained( thejr nuclear .4rike c<ability Lin..t

Ilti absence of arms control constraints. they botah the European arid A.sIan thetter,. •t tnae
h,• rthe potential to dopkly between 16.000 same time. the mobility inherent in the SS-2!)

rid 20.000 strategic nuclear weapons by 1 9 (6. lesign has afforded a level of unmitect;i!-

.M,.reove, this fore will be significantly more it-,- arid survivability un'Tmatched in previou.fiexible, survivable, and effective. Thus. hoth systems. The system a ....o has in inherent
quantitativelY and qutlitatively, che Soviets refire capability. Of the 141 SS.2f) launch,,rs

Will enhance their tirst-strike capability -rd now operational in the force, approximateea
thvir ability to fight a protracted nuclear war two-thirds face NATO rom the western USSR.
through the deployment of more accurate and and the remainder are deployed in the Soviet
survivable systems. Far East. Instead of increasing the size of

In the land-based force, the development of the alreaiy large SS-20 force, the Soviets will
the hard-target-kill SS-18 follow-on and a silo- quite likely strive for better accuracy, nuclear
based SS-X-24. both probably more accu,-ate lethality, and survivability. These technical
and reliable than current systems, will signif- improvements are alreadv being integrated in
Sicantlv increase the lethality of the USSR's a new. improved version of the SS-20 hat could
force. The rail-mobile SS-X-24 and the road- become operational in 1987.

* mobile SS-25 will provide the Soviets with In addition to the threat posed by the SS-20
highly survikable systems for protracted oper- ballistic .issile force, the Soviets continue de-
ations. Indeed, the SS-25 may be the perfect velopment of a new class of mobile land-attack
reserve weapon for such a war. It has a single cruise missile -- the SSC-X-4 ground-launched
reentry vehicle and is thus easily retargeted. cruise missile and the SS-NX-21 sea-launched

Perhaps the most notable growth will take version. When deployed later this decade,
place in the submarine ballistic and cruise these missiles will add yet another dimension
missile fc-ce. By 1995, this force will grow from to the Soviet longer range intermediate-range
"roughly 20 percent of today's Soviet strate- nuclear forces (LRINF) threat to NATO and
gic nuclear warheads to over 30 percent of Asia. The new generation of cruise missiles will
an expanded force. This future submarine quite likely complement both Soviet bombers
force will be quieter. more responsive because and SS-20s in the continental theaters sur-
of better communications, and more effective, rounding the USSR, compounding an already

SSupported bv an extremelv-low-freauencv com- difficult air defense environment in wartime
, munications system, the DELTA IV could be target ar-eas. Potential accuracy improvements
I almost as responsive as an ICBM for destroy- in future cruise missile design will allow tar-
Sing time-critical targets. Submarine-launched gets to be struck with greater precision than

cruise missiles will provide the Soviets with ballistic missiles are currently capable of at-
yvet another weapon for US early warning and taining. Cruise missile deployment wvill also
command-and-control systems to track, free a significant number of Soviet theater

Srrateic aviation is making a strong come- bombers now allocated for nuclear ;trikes to
"back in the Soviet Union. The BACKFIRE, the carry out missions such as attacks with chem-

" " BEAR IH. and in the near future, the BLACK- ical and improved convemticnal munitions.
.JACK, will provide the Soviets with the ability The Soviet Union is also making substar-
Mt attack the US thro- gh multiple avenues. tial strides in improving its sizable shorter
The Soviets will have the capability with the range ballistic missile force. This force, which

, 1BEAR Hf and the BLACKJACK to launch hun- numbers more than a thousand launchers, is
, I dreds of difficult-to-detect, hard-target-kill AS- expected to grow steadily in the near term. The

15 cruise missiles. Moreove:., the BLACKJACK implications for the US and its allies reside not
I will be able to conduct reconnaissance and on!v in the numbers and the improvements that

4 trike operations in a nuclear war lasting be- are forecast for mi,;sile accuracv and warhead
-, yond an initial missile exchange. Addition- options, but also in the potential employment

ally, the Soviets are significantly upgrading the of these missiles. Th:, Soviet commander will
communications support to 'hese forces. be able to launch a dk vastating attack to the

With the mobile SS-20 intermediate-rarnae depth of the theater rear. The accuracy of
Sballistic missile, each with three independently the missiles and the potential of non-nuclear

targetable warheads, tht, Soviets have main- warheads will allow a reduced number of mis-
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'~v o ýtrlko inY single targnet with the same Nuclear Forces-JCSMs
'01:"IInCe Ot Itestruct ion formeriy a.,sociated

X!, 1miienntv lv 1ar-er nunmbers; of the older '

-A. 1 is nd this- combination couli ii llow the '
S-o'i''t" to!o so without crossing the nucde-
'I P' 'T,;110d.

~~\I'tlterature reflocts an understandin.,g
t"h u ed for target acquisition, analysis.

ird trike weapons to attack reserves, corn-
inand. control, and communications; structures: O
a1nd the logistics infrastructure In a highiy
nr!;ponsive manner. Th osatyimproving

accuracy and warhead capability of the shorter SA 4 S1 0
ranige mi1ssile, its short Hlight time, and its SS-13 60 S19360

rolative invulnerabilitv in fligt make itte anB ~ ~ ~ ___aboe t

ideal strike weapon. The Soviets are expected
to -seek further refinements in targeting for
fheý'e ni-;siles. These weapons will remain a __________________________

potentla~lv devastating force against the West. NcerFre-L~

Nuclear Doctrine and Strategy
Soviet leaders since the 1960s have followed

a consistent policy for the development of
forces for nuclear attack. The Soviet leader-
;hip. however, recognizes the devastating con-
sequences of a general nuclear war. In a
nuclear war. Soviet strategy would he to de-
stray enemy nuclear forces before launch or
inffi,_ht to their targlets: to reconstitute the
USSR. should nuclear weapons reach the
Soviet homeland, and to support and sustain
combined arms combat in several theaters ofý SS-N-6 39 SS:N:IS 224

mmilita~ry operations. Several overarching strate- S__ 7 SS-N-20 so

car-time missions would require: SS-N-17 12

* disruiption and destruction of the enemy's statr £ SBSBNP.

essential command, control, and commu-
"nications capabilities and reconnaissance
means:. Nuclear Forces-Bombers

*destruction or neutralization of enemyv
nuclear forces on the ground or at sea j~~

before thev could be launched: and I .
al protection of the Soviet leadership and

cadres. military forces. military and ~
econorr~c assets necessary to sustain
the war and, to the extent possible, the
general population. ~> ~ <4 I

S'trategic and theater forces and programs in t 7

place or under active development designed to A
acopls these objectives include:

*hard- target-capable ICBMs, new BACKFIRE M. BADGER 272

submarin~e-launched ballistic missiles Bison 1s BLINDER 135
(SLB~~~~~s).EA IRSOalstcmsies n 5

(SL~s) LINFbalisic issle, adTstCener A Bomber Sm.. ___

land-based cruise missiles; Including 130 in Soviet Naval Aviation.

; horter range INF (SRINF) and short- SfBAKCindncfghtsn.
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Soviet Intercontinental Attack Forces
Warhead Mix

Bomnbors

1986 Mid-1990s
•Est-rnatas based1 ont cwrf*M! •€¢'nd

range nuclear forces (SNF) systems * hardened facilities numbering in the
deployed with combat troops; thousands, command vehicles. and

"* bombers and air-launched cruise missiles evacuation plans designed to protect
(ALCMs) designed to penetrate US and Party, military, governmental, and
allied defensive systems; industrial staffs, essential workers

"* large numbers of land-attack and antiship and, to the extent possible, the general
cruise missiles on various platforms: population; and

* antisubmarine warfare (ASW) forces to * varied and redundant communications
attack Western nuclear-powered ballistic networks.
missile submarines (SSBNs) and protect Supporting a land war in Eurasia and elim-
Soviet SSBNs: inating the US capacity to fight and support a

* air and missile defenses, including early conflict would require the capability to employ
warning satel'ites and radars, interceptor theater and strategic forces over a variety of
air-raft. surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), ranges and the destruction of:
antiballistic missile (ABM) radars and * military-associated command-and-control
interceptors, and some antiaircraft assets;
artillery: * war-supporting industries, arsenals, and

* antisatellite weapons: major military facilities:
9 passive defense forces, including civil de- * ports and airfields in the US and along

fense forces and countermeasures troops air and sea routes to European and Asian
and equipment devoted to confusing theaters of war: and
incoming aircraft: e satellite surveillance sensors. ground-

Modernization of Soviet ICBMs
Warhead Mix

ss-11.
SS-13.
SS-25

S3 33 911x]l

1986 Mid-1990s"
Estimates based on currwnt trand.
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Modernizaticn of Soviet SLBMs
Warhead Mix

DELTA-1, YANKEE-

DELTA-I, YANKEE- DELTA-I. cAEs"
DELTA-II ClIaS

TYPHOON

1986 Mid-1990i"
Estim itea based on currant trends.

based surveillance sensors, and related of a launch-under-attack contingency, the So-
communications facilities. viets have established an elaborate warning

Soviet nuclear forces are designed and per- system. Satellite, over-the-horizon radar, and
sonnel are trained to fulfill their missions un- other early warning systems have been built to
der all circumstances. Soviet leaders appear provide the USSR with the capability to assess
to Kelieve that nuclear war might last weeks accurately and to respond effectively to any
or even months, so they have included this nuclear attack. These warning systems could
possibility in their force planning. Despite give the Soviets time to launch their forces
their public rhetoric alleging their commitment very quickly.
to no first-use of nuclear weapons, the Soviets Follow-on strikes would require the survival
have developed extensive plans for using nu- not only of major weapons but also of com-
clear weapons first to preempt any use by mand, control, and communications systems.
other states. The Soviets have invested heavily in provid-

The keys to a successful first use of nuclear ing this survivability. The SS-17, SS-18, and
weapons would be accurale intelligence on SS-19 ICBMs are housed in the world's hardest
enemy intentions and the effective coordina- operational silos. Silo deployment has been
tion of the strike. Meeting these demands in adopted for ABMs as well. To increase its
war requires reliable command, control, and survivability, the Soviets designed the SS-20
communications under all conditions. LRINF missile to be mobile. The mobile

A launch-under-attack circumstance would SS-25 ICBM is being deployed and the devel-
place great stress on attack warning systems opment of the mobile SS-X-24 continues. The
and launch coordination. To meet the demands SA-X-12B/GIANT, with some capability

Modernization of Soviet Heavy Bombers
Weapon Mix

81SON

BEARs
oe,, not include BACKFIRE 1986 Mid-1990S"
Estimnates bald on current trends
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against strategic ballistic missiles, is also mo- have been made for the decontamination of
bile. The launch-control facilities for offen- those launchers. Plans for the survival of
sive missiles are housed in very hard silos necessary equipment and personnml have been
or on off-road vehicles. Communications are developed and practiced. Resupply systems are
redundant and hardened against both blast available to reload SSBNs in protected waters.
and electromagnetic-pulse damage. Higher As part of these ambitious development and
commands have multiple mobile alternate corn- deployment programs, the Soviets continue to
mand posts available for their use, includ- modernize all elements of their nuclear attack
ing land vehicles, trains, aircraft, and ships. forces. At the same time, the leadership has
Bombers are assigned dispersal airfields. Op- been directing a campaign to support and to en-
erational ballistic missile submarines will be courage antinuclear movements in the West to
dispersed while being protected by surface, air, influence, delay, or frustrate Western nuclear
and submarine forces, while those not ready force programs.
for deployment could be hidden in caves or
submerged in deep fjords just off their piers. Soviet and US Intercontinental

The belief that a nuclear war might be Attack Forces
protracted has spurred Soviet emphasis on nu-
clear weapon system survivability and sustain- Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
ability. For their ICBM, LRINF, SRINF, SNF, The operational Soviet ICBM force consists
SLBM, and air defense forces, the Soviets have of some 1,400 silo and mobile launchers, aside
stocked extra missiles, propellants, and war- from those at test sites. Some 818 of the silo
heads throughout the USSR. Some ICBM silo launchers have been rebuilt since 1972. Nearly
launchers could be reloaded, and provisions half of these silos are new versions of the

An SS-18 follow-on ICBM has been flight-tested. These new missiles are likely to have greater
throw-weight, have at least 10 warheads, and be more accurate then the SS-18 Mod 4.

/41-
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original designs and have been reconstructed US and Soviet ICBM Launcher and Reen~try
or modified in the past 7 years. These silos con- :/chicle (RV) Deployment 1977-1987
tain the USSR's most modern deployed MIRVed
ICBMs - the SS-17 Mod 3 (150 silos), the
SS-18 Mod 1 (308), and the SS-19 Mod 3 (360). 9.000 9O
Deployment of these most recently modified
ICBMs began just 8 years ago. 8.000-

The highly accurate SS-18 iCBMs carry
larger MIRVs than the Peacekeeper, the most 7.000 -7,000
modern deployed US ICBM. The SS-18 Mod 4
carries at least 10 MIRVs. It was designed to COW S.00
attack and destroy ICBMs and other hardened
targets in the US. The SS-18 Mod 4 force cur-
rently der'-wed has the capability to destroy s.0- 5,00

65 to 80 -. rcent of US .CBM silos using two
nuclear warheads against each. Even after
this type of attack, more than 1,000 SS-18
warheads would be available for further strikes
against targets in the US. The SS-19 Mod 3 US Rs
ICBM, while less accurate than the SS-18, has 2.0o• -2.00

significant capability against all but hardened
silos. It could also be used against targets in 1,0 us IcaMs .100
Eurasia. Although the SS-17 is somewhat less
capable than the SS-19, it has similar target- 0 -.. 0
ing flexibility. 1971 197s 1979 1963 1967

The remaining Soviet ICBM silos are fit-
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USSR ICOM.

VtETERS SS-18

ss-19
SS-1 SS-13 SS-16 SS-17 SX2

S-li SS-25

moo moo moo moo moo In

NMEDELYD 1 2 403 2 3 4 3 About Owvqlopffntj
NUBR2 20 60 U'ndetermined 150 30 360 1 DD Testing

WARHEADS 1 1 3 MRya I I 4MIRVs 10+MIRVS GMIRVs 1 Up to 10MIRVs
MAX RANGE ll(M) 11.000 13.000 10.600 9.400 9,000 10.000 11.00 10.000 10.500) 10. 0OG
LAUNCH MODE Hot Hot Hot Hot Cold Cold Cod HoOClDCl

METERS TITAN 11

30

PEACE KEEPER

20MINUTEMAN 11 MINUTEMAN III

20

NUMBER DEPLOYED 4 5 4
WARHEADS 113 Up tol
MAX RANGE (KM) 12.,(0 12,500 11.000+. 11.000+
LAU NCH MODE Hot Hot 64ot Cold
' As of saely 1987

ted with SS-11 MTod 2,.3s and S5.13 MTod 2s.
These older types of LCB3%s are housed in
less-survivable silos and are considerably iess
capable. .Nonetheless. their destructive poten-
tial against softer area targets in the US and
Eurasia is significant in terms of many of the
Soviet requirements outlined above.

Tile most recent development in the Soviets'
ouerational ICB3M force was the deployment
o)f the road-mobile SS-25 missile. The SS-25
is about the same size as the US Minuteman
I(.13M. It carries a single reentry vehicle and is
h eing deployed in a road-mobile configuration

imlar to that of the SS-20. As such, it will
1w highly survivable with an inherent refire
capahility. Bases for the SS-25 are operational Deployment of the rail-mobile SS-X-24, ex-
ý,ind consist of launcher garages equipped with pected soon, will provide the Soviets with yet
slidingý roofs and evrlspotbuildings to another new, highly survivable ICBM.
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M is well along in its flight-test program. The
SS-X-24 deployment in a rail-mobile mode is ex-

" pected to begin in 1987, with silo-based
deployment soon thereafter.

Follow-on missiles to the SS-X-24 and SS-25
are anticipated. Both of these r.iissiles are
likely to have better accuracy and greater

S-:! throw-weight potential than their predecessors.
S• The SS-25 fGllow-on could be developed as

a MIRV. Such a development would further
expand the already large warhead inventory
possessed by the Soviets. By the mid-1990s
the current Soviet ICBM force will have been
almost entirely replaced with new systems.

Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles
The Soviets maintain the world's largest bal-

The mobile SS-25 marks a Soviet decision to listic missile submarine force. As of early 1987,
make the ICBM component of their strategic the force numbered 61 SSBNs carrying 916
forces more survivable, nuclear-tipped missiles. The missile total does

not include the six accountable missiles de-
house tle requisite mobile support equipment. ployed on a GOLF III ballistic missile subma-

Deployment programs for all of the currently rine (SSB) or the six on a HOTEL III SSBN.
operational silo-based Soviet ICBMs are es- Neither total includes the 13 older GOLF II-
sentially complete. The command, control, Class SSBs with 39 missiles, which are cur-
and communications system that supports the rently assigned theater missions. Twenty-one
Soviet ICBM force is modern and highly SSBNs are fitted with 352 MIRVed SLBMs.
survivable, and the reliability of the ICBMs These 21 units have been built and deployed
themselves is regularly tested by live firings, within the past 10 years. Two-thirds of the bal-
including some from operational complexes. listic missile submarines are fitted with long-

Some silo-based ICBMs in the current force range SLBMs, including those equipped with
that are not replaced with modified or new
ICBMs will, in accord with past practice, be
refurbished to increase their useful lifetime and us and Soviet SLBM Launcher and Reentry
reliability. During this process, some system Vehicle (RV)Deployment 1971-1987
modifications could also be made.

"Force Developments. Soviet research and de- 6.000 -6.000
veiopment on ICBMs is a dynamic process u ~
involving several programs. Deployment of the S.0o - .000
SS-25 marks a significant point of departure
in Soviet ICBM developments, featuring solid-
propellant missiles and mobile basing modes. 4.0O0 -4.o0
Modernized versions of or new replacements
for the SS-18 are likely to be deployed in ex-
isting silos through the end of the cenvury. 3.o00
Indeed, one new ICBM to replace the SS-18 has Soviet AVs
entered flight test. 2.000- 2.000

The Soviets appear to be planning on new
solid-propellant ICBMs to meet many future 1Soviet SteMs
mission requirements. They already have two .. 000
new solid-oropellant ICBMs - the single-war- " SteMs
head, mobile SS-25 describea above, now being o , • 0
deployed, and the SS-X-24. The SS-X-24 - 1971 1975 1979 1983 1987

about the same size as the US Peacekeeper- , .......
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Piucler Subm&nrene-Launchod Ballistic Missiles

USSR US
M. ETE S SS-N-18 SS-N-20 SS-N-23

SS-N-8 POSEIDON TRIDENT

SS&IS C-3 SLBMA C-4

SS-N-6 SS-NI7

L

mo MC MOO

2 3 2 3
RYs 1 2 MV I I I 3MIIM I 7MIRls 6.9MIR•s iOMIRVis 1OMIRV• 3MII•s
RANGE (XM) 2.400 3.000 1000 70 9,10 3,900 6,5W UM 64,• 11,300 8,300 4,000 7,40D

&S-N-5$ not sown

MIRVed missiles, thereby allowing the sub-
marines to patrol in waters close to the Soviet Modern SSBN Force Levels
Union and be protected from NATO submarine ARCTIC OCEAN..- .ARC.C OCEAN

warfare operations. MoreoTer, the long-range," * -

missiles would allow the Soviets to fire from - - Af'*: T. "7 ,sR" "ii : A "TLANTIC 23 DELTA _'• " •
home ports, if nece,,,ary, and still strike targets -- OCEAN

in the US. . US A ir3OGN It DELTA

Five units of the modern Soviet ballistic mis- 2 " AFAYE"rtt._ -" , 9 YANKEE
S, BEN. FRAIAM"4 -

sile submarine class, the TYPHOON, have al- PACIFIC -aSES MAOI•_, ,OA, . PACIFC

ready been launched. Each TYPHOON carries OCEAN ATLANTIC k_ OCEAN-

20 SS-N-20 solid-propellant. MIRVed SLBMs.-"... .
The TYPHOON is the world's largest subma- -"--
rine. with a displacement approximately one-

Nuclw--Pow.,ed Baiirei Miasile Submarine
USSR US

YANKEE-Clam
POSEIDON SSBN

SYANK[EEl 130m 16 Tube SS-11.6 ••-

YANK DE L 130m 12 Tuba SS-N-17 - POSEIDON 129.5m 16 Tubes

DELTA I 140 12 Tubes SS-N.------.
SDELTA 1i 155mi i1 Tubes SS-N-
DELTA III 155M 16 Tub SS-N-18-
DELTA IV 16Dm 16 Tubs SS-N-23 f-- TRIDENT (OHIO-Claw) SSBN

TYPHOON-Clam

- TYPHOON 170m 20 Tubs SS-N1-20 I- ý-- TRIDENT 170.7m 24 Tubes -

Crom4.cti• TYPHOON- OHIO.

of $865ts C30M Claw
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The YANKEE-Class SSBN that sank off Bermuda in October 1986 as a result of an explosion in one
of its missile tubes served as a reminder of the constant SLBM threat to the US.

third (greater than that of the US Ohio-Class. lost a YANKEE-Class SSBN in the Atlantic
It can operate under the Arctic Ocean icecap, near Bermuda in October 19S6. The ship suf-
adding to the protection afforded by the 8,300- fered serious structural damage as a result of
kilometer range of its SS-N-20 SLBMs. Two or an explosion, presumably of volatile missile
three additional 25,000-metric ton TYPHOONs fuel. The loss of this unit had a negligible
are probably under construction and will be impact on Soviet strategic forces.
operational by the early 1990s. Force Developments. The Soviets have

The Soviets since 1978 have removed 15 launched four units of a new class of SSBN,
YANKEE I units from service as ballistic the DELTA IV, that are fitted with the SS-N-23
missile submarines by dismantling their SLBM. This large, liquid-propelled SLBM will
launchers. These units were removed as newer have greater throw-weight, carry more war-
submarines were produced in order for the heads (10 rather than 7), and be more accurate
overall Soviet SSBN force to stay within the than the SS-N-18. which is currently carried on
62 modern SSBN/950 SLBM limits established the DELTA Ill-Class SSBN. Up to two more
in 1972. Some have been reconfigured as attack DELTA WVs are under construction. A new
or long-range cruise missile submarines, class of submarines is likely to enter the force

In a widely reported accident, the Soviets in the early 1990s.
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BEAR H bombers, which carry the 3,000-kilometer-range AS-15 cruise missile, hove been
intercepted by Canadian CF- 18s while on training missions against Ncrth America.

The Soviets will probably begin flight-testing bombers, i60 BACKFIRE bombers, 405 medium-
a Modified version of the SS-N-20. Addition- range BLINDER and BADGER bombers, and
ally, based on Soviet practice, a modified over 450 shorter range FENCER aircraft. The
version of the SS-N-23 will probably be devel- Soviets have allocated these aircraft among
oped early in the rext decade. The modi- five air armies to cover specific theaters of mili-
fled versions of these SLBMs are likely to be tary operations (Europe, Asia, and the US) and
more accurate and possess greater throw-weight yet retain the flexibility to reallocate aircraft
than their predecessors, and they may eventu- as necessary during wartime.
ally provide the Soviets with hard-target- The Moscow air army contains the intercon-
capable SLBMs. tinental BEAR and BISON bombers that could

To ensure communications reliability, the So- be made available for maritime and Eurasian
v-iets have deployed an extremely-low-frequency missions, further underscoring the flexibility of
(ELF) communications svs~em that will enable Soviet strategic aviation forces.
them to contact SSBNs under mos. operat- Some 130 BACKFIRE and 240 BLINDER
in,- conditions. Additionally, they have a spe- and BADGER bombers are in Soviet Naval
cially equipped BEAR airframe, the BEAR J, Aviation. Moreover, some 530 tanker. recon-
that can perform a similar mission using VLF naissance, and electronic warfare aircraft are
communications. in the air armies and Soviet Naval Aviation.

The Soviets are upgrading their long-range
Strategic Aviation bomber force. The new BEAR H bomber, carry-

The five air armies subordinate to the ing the AS-15 long-range cruise missile, became
Supreme High Command (VGK) that contain operational in 1984. Over 50 of these aircraft
the Soviet strategic bombers and strike air- are now in the inventory. BEAR H bombers
craft are Smolensk, Legnica, Vinnitsa, Irkutsk, have been observed in training flights simulat-
and Moscow. ing attacks against North America.

The strike assets of the air armies include BEAR H is the first new production of a
some 165 operational BEAR and BISON strike version of the BEAR airframe in over
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NWore thain 50 of the BEAR H manned strategic bombers, initial launch platforms for the USSR *s
mich' irarmed air-launched cruise missiles, are nlow operational with Soviet strategic aviation.

Bomber Aircraft
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are likeiy to be made to upgrade performance.
The BACKFIRE can perform various missions,
including nuclear strike, conventional attacK, -..
antiship strike, and reconnaissance. Its low-
altitude dash capabilities make it a formidable
platform to support military opecations in Eu-
rope and Asia. Additionally, the BACKFIRE
can be equipped with a probe to permit inflight
refueling so that it can be used against the con-
tinental US if sufficient tankers are available.

Force Developments. Thc. BLACKJACK, a The BLACKJACK bomber, still undergoing
new long-range bomber larger than the US flight-testing, will also carry nuclear-armed
B-lB. is still undergoing flight-testing. The AS-15 cruise missilos for its strike and recon-
BLACKJACK will prhbably be faster than the naissance role in a nuclear war.
B-1B and may have about the same combat
radius. The new bomber will be capable of Long-Range Cruise Missiles
carrying cruise missiles, short-range missiles, The AS-15, a small, air-launched, subsonic,
bombs, or a combination of each, and could be low-altitude cruise missile, became operational
operational as early as 1988. It will probably in 1984. It is similar in design to the US
be used first to replace the much less capable Tomahawk and has a range of about 3,000
BISON bomber and then the BEAR A bomber. kilometers. It is currently deployed with the

The Soviets have started deploying the BEAR H and is expected to be carried on
MIDAS, an aerial-refueling tanker version of the BLACKJACK when that aircraft becomes
the CANDID transport aircraft. The new tanker operational. The BEAR H and eventually the
will probably be used to support defensive as BLACKJACK, in combination with the
well as offensive operations and will signif- AS-15, provide significantly increased So,,iet
icantly expand the ability of the Soviets to capabilities for strategic intercontinental
conduct longer range missions. air operations.

A sea-launched version and a ground-
launched version of the AS-15 are under de-CSandaSobiet oners a vAopment. The ground-launched cruise missile

Capable Bombers'
variant, the SSC-X-4. will probably become

Inventory Inventory operational this year. Its mission will be to sup-
port theater operations in the Eurasian theater
because the Soviets are unlikely to deploy it
outside the USSR and because its range is too

400 -. 400 short for intercontinental strikes. The SSC-X-4
is being developed as a mobile system and will
probably follow operational procedures similar
to those for the SS-20 LRINF system.

300 300 The sea-launched variant, the SS-NX-21, is
" small enough to be fired from standard So-

200" \viet torpedo tubes. VICTOR and specially
aircatUSSR (excluding configured YANKEE submarines are the most200 -aircraft assigned -200

to Naval Aviation) likely launch platforms for :he SS-NX-21; other
less likely candidates are the AKULA and
SIERRA. The SS-NX-21 is expected to become

100 100 oDerational soon and could be deployed on
submarines that will patrol off the US.

In addition to the SS-NX-21 small, long-range
cruise missife system, a larger sea-launched

1981 1983 1985 1987 cruise missile is under development. This
misile, designated the SS-NX-24, has been

USforces include 8-52. F8.111, and B-18; Soviet forc"includo
BEAR, BIsoN, and BACKFIRE. flght-tested from a specially converted YAN-KEE-Class nuclear-powered cruise missile
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Long-Rangto Civise Missiles
MFTERS USSR us

SS-NX-24* GLCM-

SS-NX-21* AS-1 5 SSC-X-4* TOMAHAWK
/ALCM GLCM SLSNA

WARMEAOS 11--1
RANGE (KMI -.000 3,000 3.000 -- 2.500 2.500 2,500

ndevetowne~nt
*Pcssible deveiopnent

attack submarine (S3GN). It could become op- of US forces, the modernization of which is
erational by 1988. A ground-based version of discussed in Chaptei- VIII. By mid-1987, US
this mbsile may he developed strategic d.eterrent forces will consist of:

These cruise missiles will he equippeUý with e 22 NIX Peacekeepers;
nucle,-: warheads and will be capable of attack- * 978 Minuteman ICBMs;
rng si)me hardened tirgets. Future variants * (The Titan force will be retired by mid-
couild he accurate enough to permit the use 1987):
of conventional warheads, depending on muni- & B-52 bombers:
tions dlevelopments and the types of guidance -98 B-52Gs v:ith ALC.Ns
s;vst, ms incorporated in their designs. -- 9B-52GSs without ALC.Ms, with

gravity bombs and short-range attack
US Forces missiles (SRA.Ns)

In mneasuring and evaluating the continuing-6B-HswtAL s.gaiybms
progress being made by the USSR'S strategic and SRAN~s
forces, readers may wish to consider the status -30 B-52Hs with gravity bombs and

The new A KULA -C:ýss nuclear attack submarine, now deployed in the Pacific, is a possible launch
platform for the 3,000-kilometer-ranige SS-NX-21 cruise missile.
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-l ZAls tscheduled Cor ALi'\ The US does not have a strategic first.strike
,Onv(,'.;f, )n policy. Moreover. the US has no pians to adopt

-*6 AVB-I[1 ibombers plus some 5 aircraft a hirst-strike policy. Rather, our deterrence
inderý_,oiniz• maintenance and policy seeks to maintain the situation in which

",•,ii:wcation: :ny potential aggressor sees little to gain and
[I .1 t•-i omhers: much to lose bv initiating hostilities against

9 4.IS Poseidon (C-3 and (74) :leet ballistic the US or its allies.
iissile launchers: and To realize these deterrence objectives re-

* 192 Trident (C-4) 2" 'et ballistic missile quires the development, deployment, and main-
launchers. tenance of strategic forces whose size and

The historic and continuing objective of US characteristics clearly indicate to an opponent
strateizic forces is deterrence of nuclear and that politico-military objectives cannot be
conventional aggression against the US. its achieved through employment of nuclear weap-
allies, and friends. This policy has preserved ons or through political coercion based on
peace since World War II and is based on nuclear advantages. In the Strategic Defense
the conviction widely held in the US that no Initiative, the US is now investigating the po-
winners would emerge from a nuclear conflict. tential over the long term of basing deterrence

increasingly on defensive systems.

Soviet and US Non-Strategic
Nuclear Forces

Longer Range Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces

The Soviets b-,gan a vigorous effort to mod-
ernize and expand their intermediate-range nu-
clear force in 1977 with the deployment of the
first SS-20 LRINF missiles. Because each SS-20

7 is equipped with three MIRVs. Soviet LRINF
missile warheads have more than doubled since

There are 441 SS-20 mobile LRINF launchers
now operational. Test flights continue on an
even more accurate SS-20 follow-on missile.

777
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Soviet Longer Range Intermediate-Range Nuclear Missile Deploymnntse

\ Deployment and
Target Coverage

1987
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SS-20---2
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1977. The SS-20s also have significantly greater result, the survivability of the SS-20 is greatly
range and accuracy and a much shorter reac- enhanced because of the difficulty in detect-
tion time than the missiles they have replaced. ing and targeting this system when it is field

The Soviets have deployed 441 SS-20 launch- deployed Further, the SS-20 launcher can be
ers west of the Urals and in the Soviet Far East. reloaded and refired, and the Soviets stockpile
During 1984, the Soviets began construction of refire missiles. The Soviets are flight-testing
more bases for the SS-20 than in any other year. an improved version of the SS-20, which is ex-
Some of this construction was to assist the re- pected to be more accurate than its predecessor.
location of SS-20 units that had been displaced In addition to the SS-20s, the Soviets main-
from their former bases. The former SS-20 bases tain 112 SS-4 LRINF launchers. All of these
have now been converted to accommodate the are located in the western USSR opposite Eu-
SS-25 mobile iCBM. ropean NATO.

The mobility of the SS-20 system, unlike the NATO's initial deployment of Pershing Ils
older, fixed-based SS-4, allows it to operate and ground-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs)
under both on- and off-road conditions. As a began in Europe in late 1983. The number
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Longr Rang# InternmdiAwt*.qange Nuciosr Missiles

METERS USSR NATO
-"4

SS.4As / 
SS-20

U PeRSHING,2

GLCM

REENTIRY VEHICLES 1 3 MIAVs 1 I
RANGE (KM) 2.000 5.000 1.19 2500
DEPLOYED LAUNCHERS' 112 441 106 52
WARHEADS* 112 1.323 10S 206

of LRINF missiles deployed in Europe by their greatly increased accuracy, these new
31 December 1986 totaled 316 single-warhead missiles can also be employed with non-
missiles on 160 launchers. These consist of 108 nuclear warheads.
Pershing 1I missiles on 108 launchers and 208 Soviet armies and fronts have missile bri-
GLCMs on 52 launchers. gades equipped with 12 to 18 SS-Ic/SCUD

launchers. More than 500 are located opposite
Other Nuclear Forces European NATO, and over 100 are along the

In 1985, a brigade in the Belorussian Mili- border with China and in the Far East. Addi-
tarv District became the first operational unit tionally, about 75 are opposite Southwest Asia
to receive the SS-23 shorter range INF missile. and eastern Turkey, with over 25 launchers
The SS-23. with its 500-kilometer range, is a held in strategic reserve.
marked improvement in range and accuracy Various SNF consist of tube artillery and
over the 300-kilometer SS-lc/SCUD B surface- missiles of much shorter range than INF. These
to-surface missile it is replacing. If the SS-23 SNF assets are available to the Soviet division
follows the same sequence of deployment seen commander. The most prominent such system
with the SCUD B. the western military districts at division level is the unguided free-rocket-
will receive it first, followed by the Group of over-ground (FROG), which is deployed in a
Soviet Forces. Germany. battalion of four launchers. The Soviets are re-

The SCALEBOARD, another Soviet SRINF placing FROGs with the more accurate, longer
system, has a range of 900 kilometers. Each range SS-21s in some divisions opposite NATO.
front commander also may have a bri- About 500 FROG and SS-21 launchers are op-
gade of 12 to 18 new SCALEBOARD launchers posite NATO. Another 215 FROG launchers are
available, which are more accurate than the opposite China and in the Far East; some 100
older SCALEBOARDs thev reolaced, are opposite Southwest Asia and eastern

Over 60 SCALEBOARD launchers are op- Turkey; and about 75 are in strategic reserve.
posite European NATO. In 1984, the Soviets Nuclear-capable artillery tubes are also
forward-deployed the SCALEBOARD ballistic available to front commanders. Three newer
missile to Eastern Europe. These front-level self-propelled, nuclear-capable artillery pieces
weapons, which normally accompany Soviet are being added to the inventory: a 152-mm gun
combined arms formations, are now in position (which also has a towed version), a 203-mm gun,
to strike deep into Western Europe. Forty and a 240-mm mortar. Wher fully deployed,
SCALEBOARDs are along the border with these new nuclear-capable artillery tubes plus
China. A battalion is opposite Southwest Asia older 152-mm howitzers that are also capable of
and eastern Turkey, and one battalion is firing nuclear rounds will exceed 10,000.
maintained in strategic reserve. Because of The Soviet Union will maintain its substan-
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USSR Shorter Rang. Missile

FROG-7 SS-21 SS-1 SS-23 SCALEBOARD
SCUD a

RANGE (KM) 70 100 300 500 900

DEOLOYMENT
LEVEL Drvisnon Owsion Army/Front Army/Ftont Front/Theater
Reflects current data

SCALEBOARD Coverage from the USSR and Potential SS-23 and SCALEBOARD Missile
Eastern Europe Coverage in an Advance Across Europe

tial numerical superiority !n shorter range INF artillery. These improvements will be accom-
and SNF systems while improving the quali- plished through incremental modernization of
tative characteristics of its forces. The USSR existing systems as well as through the intro-
also has a significant numerical advantage in duction of entirely new systems.
INF aircraft and is reducing the qualitative The Soviets probably will also work to up-
advantage NATO has held. This development grade their.shorter-range ballistic missile force.
is taking place despite NATO's INF aircraft Advancements in warhead capabilities, accu-
modernization program, in which older aircraft racy, and reliability are likely and tests could
are being replaced by the F-16 and Tornado. begin soon. Combined arms commanders would

Force Developments. As in all other nuclear then have enhanced non-nuclear targeting op-
attack forces, the Soviets will probably tions and more flexible and survivable ballistic
continue to seek ways to improve the capa- missile assets. These systems will be capable of
bilities of their tactical missiles and nuclear delivering nuclear, chemical, or conventional
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All of the 10.000 self-propelled and towed 152-mm howitzers and guns, now operational with the
USSR's ground forces, are nuclear capable.

warheads closer toward the forward edge of ventory of nuclear-armed torpedoes as well as
the battle area and to greater depth within the ASW depth bombs; the newest versions of both
riiitary theater of operation, entered service in the early 1980s. The Soviet

The US SNF is made up of Lance tactical Navy also deploys an extensive array of ASUW
missiles and nuclear artillery. Although SNF and ASW ciuise missile systems, ranging from
artillery was once an area of NATO advan- the SS-N-3 to the newer SS-N-19 and SS-N-22;
tage. the balance has shifted in favor of the the latter two were also introduced in the early
Soviets in recent years. 1980s. Some 288 surface warships, 340 sub-

Sea-Based Forces. The Soviets operate marines, and about 30 other combatant ships
13 GOLF II-Class ballistic missile submarines carry at least one of these systems.
equipped with 3 SS-N-5 SLBMs each. Six GOLF US sea-based non-strategic programs include
[Is are assigned to the Baltic. where they pose continued production of the Tomahawk nuclear-
a threat to most of Europe, while the remaining armed land-attack cruise missile and develop-
seven are based in the Sea of Japan, where ment of a nuclear dc-pth/strike bomb (NDSB).
they can be employed against targets in the The Tomanawk provides increased range over
Far East. carrier aircraft and allows dispersal of nuclear

The Soviet Navy also maintains an exten- strike assets over a large number of naval
sive sea-based non-strategic nuclear force com- platforms. The NDSB, combining land-attack
prising both antisurface warfare (ASUW) and and ASW features in a single bomb, will re-
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) as well as land- place the aging nuclear bombs currently ful-
attack systems. The Soviets maintain an in- filling this mission.
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7, Chapter III

S Strategic Defense
4 and Space

Operations

Since World War II, the Soviets have pursued
wide-ranging strategic defense programs in a
clear and determined effort to blunt the effect
of anv attack on the USSR. These programs
are reflective of Soviet military doctrine, which
calls for equal attention to defensive as well as

. offensive capabilities. The USSR today main-
tains the world's only operational antisatellite
(ASAT) and antiballistic missile (ABM) defense
systems. This two-laver ABM strategic defense
system has been continually improved over the

! ýzc 4 1past 2 decades.
As early as 1965, the Soviets were writing

about an anti-space defense mission, which
they described as a component of their strate-
gic defense program. To the Soviets, the main
purpose of an anti-space defense would be to
destroy space systems in orbits that were being
used by the enemy for military purposes. The
principal means of destruction would be special
aircraft and vehicles controlled either from the
ground or by crews onboard a space vehicle.

During the past decade alone, the Soviets al-
located resources equivalent to approximately

* -$400 billion to both strategic offensive and
defensive programs in almost equal amounts -

about $20 billion per year for each program.
During the same time, the cost of Soviet mili-
tary space programs approached $80 billion.

Soviet v 'ings on the nature of future war
suggest that strategic defenses will be expand-

While publicly opposed to the US Strategic
Defense Initiative, the Soviet Union is forging
ahead with research and development
of land-, air-, and space-based ballistic
missile defenses. The Soviets already have
ground-based lasers that can damage

• satellites, and by the year 2000, other systems
could be used for defense against ballistic
missiles.
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ing to include defense against cruise missiles fense forces accordingly. For example, the Na-
and p'-.cision-guided conventional munitions tional Air Defense Forces, which include
that could be targeted against Soviet strategic missile and space defense, became an inde-
forces in any protracted cor',0entional war. As pendent service in the late 1950s and have
a result of this view of globai conventional war generally ranked third in prominence within
fought under the constant threat of escalation the military, following the Strategic Rocket
to the use of nuclear weapons, the Soviets are Forces and the Ground Forces. During the
likely to continue to enlarge their strategic 1960s, the Soviets established the strategic de-
defense and space operations beyond the exten- fense missions for ASAT operation andsive structure and investment existing today. ABM defense.

In addition to its ABM system, the USSR has Soviet strategic defense forces play a role
a multifaceted operational strategic air defense equal to that of offensive forces. In the event of
network that dwarfs that of the US. as well war, nuclear or conventional, Soviet offensive
as a wide-ranging research and developmert forces are to:
program in both traditional and advanced de- 9 destroy or neutralize as much of the
fenses. This active program employs various enemy's air and nuclear assets as possible
weapon systems to protect territory, military on the ground or at sea before they are
forces, and other key assets throughout the launched; and
USSR. Moreover, the Soviets passive program * destroy or disrupt enemy air and nuclear-
includes civil defense and structural hardening associated command, control, and
to protect important political, economic, and communications.
military leaders and facilities. Soviet defensive efforts, designed to enhance

Recent activities in the Soviet strategic de- the credibility of offensive forces, are to:
fense program are as follows: * intercept and destroy surviving retalia-

"* upgrading and modernizing the opera- tory weapons - aircraft and missiles -
tional ABM defense, which is around before they reach their targets; and
Moscow; a protect the Party, state, military forces,

"* continued construction of a large phased- industrial infrastructure, and essential
array radar (LPAR) at Krasnoyarsk working population with active and
for ballistic missile early warning and passive defense measures.
tracking, in violation of the ABM Treaty; As in a conventional conflict, if a war esca-

"* construction of three additional LPARs, lates to the use of strategic nuclear weapons,
bringing the number to nine; Soviet military doctrine calls for their forces

"* further modernization of strategic air to seize the initiative. Passive and active de-
defense forces; fensive systems would try to negate much of

"* construction of a new over-the-horizon the US and allied capability for retaliation.
radar in the Soviet Far East for detecting The Soviet military holds defense from nuclear
long-range aircraft operating over the attack as a key, integrated component of their
P•icific Ocean; military strategy. From this Soviet perspective,

"* continued extensive research into and any measures the West would take to defend
development of advanced technologies for itself are seen as potentially denying the
ballistic missile, ASAT, and air defense, achievement of key objectives within Soviet
including laser, particle beam, and kinetic war-fighting strategy. For these reasons, the
energy weapons; and Soviets strenuously oppose the US Strategic

"* improving passive defenses by construct- Defense Initiative (SDI). At the same time, with
ing and maintaining deep underground consistency and vigor, the Soviets maintain
bunkers and blast shelters for key per- their balanced offensive-defensive strategy in
sonnel and enhancing the survivability of order to fulfill their strategic objectives.
some offensive systems through mobility
and hardening. Ballistic Missile Defense

Since the beginning of the nuclear age, the Since 1978, the Soviets have been expanding
Soviets have placed great importance on lim- and modernizing the ABM defenses at Moscow.
iting the amount of damage the USSR would The single-layer system includes 16 (originally
suffer to key targets in a global war. They have 64) reloadable above-ground GALOSH launch-
organized and structured their strategic de- ers and the DOG HOUSE and CAT HOUSE
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A new component of the USSR's strategic defense capability is the GAZELLE silo-based missile.
This Missile, probabily armed with a nuclear warhead, is modernizing Moscow ABM defenses.
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Ballistic Missile Early Warning, Target- Tracking, and fattle Management Radars

Mow.

, F.

Large phased-array radars ______ Now Iaote phased-array radars _ 011011

DOG HOUSE/CAT HOUSE radars _-.0- Krasnoyanla radar _ _ _

tracking and -handling capabilities and add ment of ballistic missile early warning radars
a redundancy in coverage over the exis.ing to the periphery of national territory and ori-
HEN HOUSE network. In conjunction with ented outward. In that way, the desirable
the HEN HOUSE radars, the LPAR near .ras- and legitimate goal of early warning could be
noyarsk in Siberia, when fully operational, advanced while minimizing the danger that the
will close the final gap in the Soviet ballistic radar's target-tracking and impact-prediction
missile early warning radar coverage. The capabilities could be used for effective nation-
entire network could become fully operational wide ABM battle management.
in the mid-1990s. The Krasnoyarsk radar, essentially identical

The US and USSR, in signing the ABM to the other large phased-array radars that the
Treaty, recognized the need for ballistic wgissile Soviets have acknowledged to be for ballistic
early warning radars while seeking to prevent missile detection and tracking, violates the
their use for a nationwide antiballistic missile 1972 ABM Treaty. The radar is not located
system. The ABM Treaty restricts the place- on the periphery of the USSR and pointed out-
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The Pechora large phased-array radar (LPAR), for ballistic missile detection and target tracking,
is one of nine LPARs currently under construction.

ward. as requirred for early warning radars. It The growing network of large phased-array
i .e 750 kihlometers from the nearest border radars, of which the Krasnoyarsk radar is a

MNIm-lol ia Innd it is oricnted not toward part. is of particular concern when linked with
ihat lorder. bet across approximately 4.000 other Soviet AJBM efforts. These radars take
kilometers ot Soviet territory to the northeast. years to construct and their existence could

The Soviet Union claims that the Kras- allow the Soviet Union to move quickly to
l, ivarsk radar is desigtned for 4pace tracking deploy a nationwide AB.M deense. The degree
r1:t her than for ballistic missile early warning of redundancv being built into their LPAR
aa(t therefore does not violate tile ABM Treaty. network is not necessary for early warning. It
lt- design and orientation make clear that this is highly desirable, however. for ballistic mis-
i:uiitr is intended for ballistic missile detection sile defenie.
m1d tar1et tracking, in the LP\R network. During the 1970s. the Soviets developed com-

ponents that could be integ.,rated into an ABM
system that would allow them to construct

HEN HOUSE Radars individual ABNI sites in months rather than
the years required for more traditional ABM
svstems. The development and testing of the
components rel)res;ent a potential violation of
the ABNI Treaty's prohibition against the
development of a mobile land-based ABI3N
svstem or components. B -using such corn-
ponents along with the LPARs. the Soviets
could strengthen the defenses of' Moscow and
defend targets in the western USSR and east of
the Urals.

): 7 . The Soviet Union has conducted tests that
S/-•-'--7- -'have involved air defense radars in ABM-

related activitie:;- The large number. and con-
sistencv over time. of' incidents of concurrent
operation of ABM and SAM components plus
Soviet failure to accommodate fully US con-
cerns, indicate the USSR probably has vio-
lated the Trieatv's prohibition on testing SAM
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Soviet ABMISpace Defense Programs

Satellites
Launch Detection Radars__,,, . . .______- _ _ __ ___,,,__
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Moscow System --

ABM New System _ _•_... ...
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Radars Krasnoyarsk Type
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Ground-Based Laser ABM Weapon -i"

Direct Ascent
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ASAT Co-Orbital

Ground-Based Laser

Space Weapons Particle Soot" __ _ -_ "_ _ _
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Deployment phase 1 5 1 Speech 19
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Soviet programs for ASM and Space Defense, which include advanced technologies and eace-bae"d weapons, were in place prior
to the 1972 ABM Treaity and have continued to expand in scope and r.ie. During the same time period. US ASM/Spece Defense
research has been limited in scope as well as the level of effort in terms of resources invested.

"Potential capability of the Moscow ABM system.

components in an ABM mode. Additionally, USSR will undoubtedly increase its efforts to
the SA-10 and SA-X-12B/GIANT systems may acquire Western technologies associated with
have the potential to intercept some types of space and the SDI program.
strategic ballistic missiles. Both systems are
expected to have widespread deployment. The Laser Weapons
technical capabilities of these systems high- The USSR's laser program is considerably
light the problem that improving technology larger than US efforts and involves over 10,000
is blurring the distinction between air defense scientists and engineers as well as more than
and ABM systems. This problem will be fur- a half-dozen major research and development
ther complicated as newer, more complex air facilities and test ranges. Much of this research
defense missile systems are developed, takes place at the Sary-Shagan Missile Test

Taken together, all of their ABM and ABM- Center, where ABM testing also is conducted.
related activities indicate a significant commit. At Sary-Shagan alone, the Soviets are esti-
ment to enhancing the strategic defenses of mated to have several lasers for air defense and
the USSR and suggest that the Soviets may be two lasers probably capable of damaging some
preparing an ABM defense of their nation. components of satellites in orbit, one of which

could be used in feasibility testing for ballistic
Advanced ABM Technologies missile defense applications. The Soviet laser

In the late 1960s, the USSR initiated a sub- weapons program would cost roughly $1 billion
stantial research program into advanced tech- a year in the US.
nologies applicable to ballistic missile defense Scientists in the USSR have been exploring
systems. This effort covers many of the same three types of lasers that may prove useful
technologies currently being explored for the for v:eapons applications - the gas-dynamic,
US SDI but involves a much greater investment the electric discharge, and the chemical. They
of plant space, capital, and manpower. The have achieved impressive output power
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levels with these lasers. The Soviets are Soviet efforts in particle beams, particularly
pos'ibly exploring the potential of visible and ion sources and radio-frequency accelerators

very-short-wave-length lasers. They are inves- for particle beams, are impressive. In fact,
tigating the excimer, free-electron, and x-ray much of the US understanding of how particle
lasers, and they have been developing argon- beams could be made into practical weapons is
ion lasers. based on published Soviet research conducted

The Soviets appear generally capable of sup- in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
plying the prime power, energy storage, and
auxiliary components for their laser and other Radio-Frequency Weapons
directed-energy weapons programs. They have The USSR has conducted research in the
probably been developing optical systems nec- use of strong radio-frequency (high-power mi-
essary for laser weapons to track and attack crowave) signals that have the potential to
their targets. They produced a 1.2-meter seg- interfere with or destroy critical electronic
mented mirror for an astrophysical telescope components of ballistic missile warheads or
in 1978 and claimed that this reflector was satellites. The Soviets could test a ground-
a prototype for a 25-meter mirror. A large based radio-frequency weapon capable of dam-
mirror is considered necessary for a long-range aging satellites in the 1990s.
space-based laser weapon system.

The USSR has progressed in some cases be- Kinetic Energy Weapons
yond technology research. It has ground-based The Soviets also have research programs
lasers that have some capability to attack US ulnderway on kinetic energy weapons, which
satellites and could have a prototype space- use the high-speed collision of a small object
based antisatellite laser weapon by the end of with the target as the kill mechanism. In the
the decade. Additionally, the Soviets could 1960s, the USSR developed an experimental
have prototypes for ground-based lasers for de- "gun" that could shoot streams of particles c a
fense against ballistic missiles by the late 1980s heavy metal, such as tungsten or molybdenum,
and could begin testing components for a large- at speeds of nearly 25 kilometers per second in
scale deployment system in the early 1990s. air and more than 60 kilometers per second in

The remaining difficulties in fielding an oper- a vacuum.
ational laser system will require more develop- Long-range, space-based kinetic energy
ment time. An operational ground-based laser weapons for defense against ballistic missiles
for defense against ballistic missiles probably probably could not be developed until at least
could not be deployed until the late 1990s or the mid-1990s. However, the Soviets could
after the year 2000. If technological devel- deploy in the near term a short-range, space-
opments prove successful, the Soviets might based system for space station defense or for
be able to deploy a space-based laser system close-in attack by a maneuvering satellite. Cur-
for defense against ballistic missiles after the rent Soviet guidance and control systems are
year 2000. The Soviets' efforts to develop high- probably adequate for -ffective kinetic energy
energy air defense laser weapons are likely weapons use against some objects in space,
to lead to ground-based deployments in the such as satellites.
early 1990s and to naval deployments in the
mid-1990s. Computer and Sensor Technology

Advanced technology weapons programs -
Particle Beam Weapons including potential advanced defenses against

Since the late 1960s, the Soviets have been ballistic missiles and ASATs - are dependent
exploring the feasibility of using particle beams on remote sensor and computer technologies,
for a space-based weapon system. They may areas in which the West currently leads the
be able to test a prototype space-based particle Soviet Union. The Soviets are devoting con-
beam weapon intended to disrupt the electron- siderable resources to acquiring Western
ics of satellites in the 1990s. An operational know-how and tc improving their abilities and
system designed to destroy satellites could fol- expertise in these technologies. An impor-
low later, and application of a particle beam tant part of that effort involves the increasing
weapon capable of destroying missile boosters exploitation of open and clandestine access
or warheads would require several additional to Western technology. For example, the So-
years of research and development. viets operate a well-funded program through
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third parties for the illegal purchase of US
high-technology computers, test and calibra- J,
tion equipment. and sensors.

Passive Defenses
A key element of Soviet military doctrine

calls for passive and active defense to act p.

together to ensure wartime operations and
survival. The Soviets have undertaken a major r.1
program to harden military assets to make
them more resistant to atta .k. Included in this
proiram are their ICBM silos, launch facilities,
and some command-and-control centers. ...-. ...

The Soviets provide their Party and gov-
ernment leaders with hardened alternate
command posts located well away from urban The Soviets' operational antisatellite system
centers - in addition to many deep under- attacks other satellites in orb t by maneuver-
ground bunkers and blast shelters in Soviet ing a conventional warhead within range and
cities. This comprehensive and redundant net- destroying its target with a multi-pellet blast.
work, patterned after a network designed for
the Soviet Armed Forces, provides more than and, when it gets close enough, destroys the
1,500 hardened alternate facilities for more satellite by exp!oding a conventional warhead.
than 175,000 key Party and government person- The Soviet co-orbital antisatellite interceptor
nel throughout the USSR. In contrast, the US is reasonably capable of performing its mis-
passive defense effort is far smaller and more sions, and thus it is a distinct threat to US
limited. It is in no way comparable to the low-altitude satellites.
comprehensive Soviet program. Other Soviet systems have ASAT capa-

Elaborate plans also have been made for bilities. The nuclear-armed GALOSH ABM
the full mobilization of the national economy interceptor deployed around Moscow has
in support of a war effort. Reserves of vital an inherent ASAT capability against low-
materiel are maintained, many in hardened altitude satellites. The Sary-Shagan lasers may
underground structures. Redundant industrial be capable of damaging .,ensitive components
facilities are in active production. Industrial onboard satellites. Although weather and at-
and other economic facilities are equipped with mospheric beam dispersion may limit the use of
blas.. shelters for the work force, and detailed ground-based laser ASATs, such systems would
procedures have been developed for the relo- quite likely have the major advartage of being
cation of selected production facilities. By able to refire and therefore to disable sev-
planning for the survival of the ( sential work eral targets.
farce. the Soviets hope to reconstitute vital pro- During the next 10 years, the Soviets are
duction programs using those industrial com- likely to retain their current ASAT-capable sys-
ponents that could be redirected salvaged tems while moving aggressively ahead in devel-
after an attack. oping and deploying new ASAT systems. Their

Additionally, the USSR has greatly empha- large-scale ballistic missile defense research
sized mobility as a means of enhancing the and development efforts in laser, particle beam,
survivability of military assets. The SS-20 and radio-frequency, and kinetic energy technolo-
SS-25 missiles, for example, are mobile. The gies may also soon provide them with signifi-
deployment of the rail-mobile SS-X-24 is ex- cant ASAT capabilities.
pected soon. The Soviets are also developing an The development of a space-based laser ASAT
extensive network of mobile command, control, that can disable several satellites is probably
and communications facilities, a high-priority Soviet objective. The Soviets

may deploy space-based lasers for antisatellite
Antisatellite Operations purposes in the 1990s, if their technological

The Soviets continue to field the world's only developments prove successful. Space-based
operational ASAT system. It is launched into laser ASATs could be launched on demand,
an orbit similar to that of the target satellite or maintained in orbit, or both. By storing a
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L-er AS.\V in ,)rhit. the Soviets coulh reduce satellitvs are expected to increase in the
'be time re qu ired to at, ck a tarntet. Th is ,- next 10 years because of the incorporation
ion would decrease the warning time available of more sophisticated technolo'y and the
to the "i'zet nee,.ded to at tenpt count ermea- placement of satellites at higher altitudes.

-ýures. The Sovieths ire also developing an :ir- These moves would increase the satellites,
"I orne laser whose missions could include A,\A,. hields of view and would make them less vul-
and limited deplovment could begin in hl• nerable to an ASAT attack.
arly 191)Os.

Military Support From Space
Space Operations Under cover of their COSMOS designator.

The So viets operate about 50 types of spit.e the Soviets continue to develop and deploy
systems for military and civilian uses. These space systems designed to support military op-
svstems include manned and man-associated ,crations on Earth. They now onerate several
spacecraft: space stations; reconnaissance types of space-based reconnaissance systems,
vehicles: launch-detection satellites: and Two of these, the radar ocean reconnaissance
navigational, meteorological, and communica- satellite and the electronic-intelligence ocean
tions svstems. reconnaissance satellite, are used to locate

The USSR conducts approximately 100 space naval forces that could be targeted for de-

launches annually. Some launches have put struction by antiship weapons launched from
as manv as eight satellites in orbit from one Soviet platforms. The US has no comparable
launch vehicle. The number of active, usable capability. Moreover, the Soviets actively prac-
satellites the Soviets maintain in orbit has tice their detection and targeting techniques.

increased from about 120 in 1982 to about 150 routinely launching these satellites to monitor
in 1986. both Soviet and NATO naval exercises.

At least 90 percent of the launches and The Soviets continue to expand an already
-;atellites are military related and support both mature satellite reconnaissance program. Sev-
offensive and defensive operations. The USSR eral enhancements, such as incorporation of
tries to mask the true nature of most of its a data-relay satellite system, could improve
space missions by declaring them as scientific. the timeliness of their satellite reconnaissance
Because the 1967 Outer Space Treaty requires data. Demonstrations of flexibility and versa-
nations to register space launches with an tility in launching and deploying their surveil-
agency of the -United Nations, the Soviets ac- lance systems have continued, and the Soviets
knowledge most of their space launch activ- are capable of redirecting tlem for worldwide
ity. Few details, however, are provided. The missions as situations dictate. Meanwbile, the
results and data of these missions are rarely satellite imagery reconnaissance capability
published or disclosed except for some aspects has been refined, and space-based electronic-
of the manned program. Throughout, the Sovi- intelligence assets are being upgraded.
ets steadfastly maintain they have no military Deploymer.c continues of the Soviet space-
space program. based globtl navigation satellite system known

The military emphasis is expected to con- as GLONASS. This system will probably be
tinue in the years ahead. Of the approximate- capable of providing highly accurate position-
ly 200 operational Soviet satellites projected ing data to Soviet military and civilian users
to be in orbit by the mid-1990s, about 150 by the end of this decade. GLONASS is the
will most likely have purely military missions, Soviet version of the US NAVSTAR global
zuch as ocean reconnaissance, electronic inteol- positioning system (GPS). In fact, the Soviets
1i:,ence. imagery reconnaissance, and special acquired data on digital signal processing from
communications. Another 40 could support GPS documents for inclusion in GLONASS.
joint military-civilian :unctions, such as pro- The GLONASS is being placed in a GPS-like
viding communications, navigation, and orbit. Based on the 9 to 12 satellites announced
weather data. The manned program will ful- for the system, GLONASS would have a world-
fill both mi'itary and civilian missions. The wide, two-dimensional capability. If the Soviets
approximately 10 remaining satellites could want GLONASS to provide worldwide, three-
include intei'planetary probes and other scien- dimensional navigation updates, they would
tific missions. need to orbit 18 to 24 satellites.

The lifetimes and survivability of Soviet The Soviets are increasing the number and
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varietv of their communications satellites. shuttle orbiter, and a space plane will increase
They have filed their intent with the lntc--na- the number and payload weight of satellites the
tional Frequency Registration Board to place Soviets will be capable of orbiting.
almost 100 individual communication payloads The SL-W heavy-lift vehicle will be used to
in more than 25 positions in the geostationary launch the Soviet space shuttle orbiter. Launch
orbit belt. Some of the satellites are expected pad compatibility testing of a. ori,'ter attached
to be used to relay data between two ground to the SL-W vehicle may already have taken
sites. including ships. or between a satellite place, and a launch could come in 1987 or 1988.
and ground sites. The Soviets demonstrated Soviet orbiter development has been heavily
this capability by using a data-relay satellite dependent on US orbiter propulsion, computer.
to transmit television reports from the MIR materials, and airframe design technology. By
(Ft'ace) space station to the ground. By using using US technology and designs, the Soviets
such satellites, the Soviets would be able to were able to produce an orbiter years earlier,
communicate between ships, other satellites, and at far less cost, than if they had depended
and ground stations that are not within line solely on their own technology. Money and
of sight of each other. This technique increases scientific expertise could thus be diverted to
the timeliness of these communications. other areas.

The Soviets will continue deploying their The location of the main engines at the base
current launch-detection satellite network. of the SL-W rather than on the orbiter gives the
They are probably working on a system for SL-W added versatility as a heavy-lift vehicle
space-based detection of US submarine- because it can launch hcavy payloads other
launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), as well than the orbiter. The SL-W will be able to
as European and Chinese missile launches. place payloads of over 100,000 kilograms into
Although the USSR's land-based ballistic mis- low Earth orbit, a figure comparable to the dis-
sile defense radar network permits detection of continued Saturn V. Potential payloads include
SLBM launches, a space-based geosynchronous modules for a large space station, components
launch-detection satellite system could signif- for a manned or unmanned interplanetary mis-
icantly increase warning time. The Soviets sion, and perhaps directed-energy ASAT and
probably have the technical capability to de- ballistic missile defense weapons.
ploy an operational satellite system by the end The S.-X-16 booster is capable of placing
of the decade. a payload of more than 15,000 kilograms into

low Earth orbit. This capability fills a gap
New Space Launch Systems in the current SLV inventory for an econom-

The success of the Soviet space program is ical means of launching medium-weight pay-
due largely to its versatile and reliable inven- loads. A payload candidate for the SL-X-16
tory of space launch vehicles (SLVs) and to is the space plane, a different program than
its space launch and support facilities. About the space shuttle. A subscale version of this
every third day, the Soviets launch a satel- vehicle has been flight-tested in orbit and a
lite. using one of eight types of operational full-scale version could be in production. This
SLVs. The USSR's impressive ability to launch small, manned spacecraft could be used for
various boosters and to orbit payloads quickly quick-reaction, real-time reconnaissance mis-
would give the Soviets a distinct operational sions, satellite repairs and maintenance, !rew
military advantage in any crisis. Most malfunc- transport, space station defense, satellite ýn-
tioning satellites could be rapidly replaced, spection and, if necessary, negation. The SL-
and additional satellites could be launched to X-16 has been flight-tested, placing at least
cover new or expanding crisis areas. Nonethe- three payloads into orbit, and will soon be fully
less, the use of vehicles and satellites in surge operational The Soviets are not expected to
launches could have a negative short-term ef- launch the space plane until they have had
fect by reducing rapidly their total number of sufficient experience with the SL-X-16. Testing
available launchers and satellites. The Soviets of a full-scale space plane could begin in the
are already expanding their extensive family of late 1980s.
SLVs with new expendable launch vehicles and When these two systems become operational,
reusable manned spacecraft. The expected de- the Soviets will have 10 types of expendable
ployment of the medium-lift Titan IIIC-Class launch vehicles, 4 of which will be man-
SL-X-16, the heavy-lift Saturn V-Class SL-W, a associated, and 3 different manned space ve-
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hicles --- SOYUZ-TM (an improved SOYUZ-T for crewmembers. Most significant, while
crew ferry vehicle), the shuttle, and the space SALYTJT-7 had only two docking ports, MIR
plane. The combination of these systems will has six -- one rear axial docking port, one
give the Soviets even greater versatility and re- forward axial port, and four forward later-
dundancv to conduct and to augment military al ports.
operations in space. The MIR core vehicle is essentially a habi-

tation and flight control center. Most of the
Manned Operations cosmonauts' military and scientific work will

Despite a minor setback in late 1985, the So- take place in specialiy outfitted space station
viets made considerable progress toward modules. These modules will provide the Sovi-
achieving a permanent, militarily significant, ets with greater flexibility in performing mis-
manned presence in near-Earth orbit during sions such as reconnaissance, targeting, and
1986. Although forced to curtail a manned mis- military-related R&D, as well as research in
sion on their SALYUT-71COSMOS-1686 space fields such as astrophysics, biology, and mate-
station complex in November 1985 wben one rials processing.
of their cosmonauts became ill, the Soviets With the launch of MIR, the space station
still launched the core vehicle of a modular module, and SOYUZ-TM, the Soviets are well
space station in February 1986. MIR, as desig- on their way to fulfilling their goal of es-
nated by the Soviets, is an impressive advance- tablishing a permanent manned 'presence in
ment over SALYUT-7, having enhanced solar space. The raodular space station will probably
energy and electrical power systems, greater house 3 to 12 cosmonauts. In the early-to-mid
computer capabilities, and individual "cabins" 1990s, the Soviets should be able to construct

The first flight test of the heavy-lift launch vehicle, without the shuttle, may come in 1987.
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New Soviet Space Launch Vehic•'e

METERS

SL-X-16 SL-W SL-W
MEDIUM-LIFT SHUTTLE HEAVY-UFT

LAUNCH VEHICLE" LAUNCH VEHICLE"

REUSABLE

SPOCE PLANE
IN DEVELnPMENT

.10

20

0

LIFTOFF WE!GHT (KG)' 400.000 Z000.000 2.000000
LIFT.OFF THRUST (KG)" 600.000 3.000.000 3.000.000
PAYLOAD TO 180 KM (KG)' 15,000+ 30,000 100,000+

* Approximate

"In flight test

a very large modular space station. They travehicular activity, the cosmonauts returned
have discussed ultimately housing up to 100 to MIR in late June and to Earth in mid-July.
cosmonauts in this large space complex. In other significant developments, the USSR

In March 1986. SOYUZ T-15 carried the first announced that international crew visits to the
crew to MIR -- mission commander Colonel MIR complex will start in the fall of 1987,
Leonid Kizim and civilian flight engineer beginning with a Syrian cosmonaut. A French-
Vladimir Solovyov. These cosmonauts were in man and a Bulgarian are scheduled to visit
orbit for only 125 days. a short mission by MIR on separate flights during 1988, and the
Soviet standards, and they returned to Earth Soviets are evidently discussing similar mis-
ixi July. Nonetheless, it was the most widely sions with other countries. At least one
publicized Soviet manned space flight in 1986. such mission a year can be expected during
Key events were often announced in advance MIR's lifetime.
and some events were televised live. These The Soviet manned space program occupies
unprecedented developments were, in part, an a unique position in the USSR's space efforts.
effort to publicize Soviet accomplishments. It is heavily publicized to demonstrate the

The mission was significant in an opera- peaceful nature and technological superiority
tional sense, however, because Kizim and of the USSR's space efforts. Visits to the
S,'lovvov conducted the first manning and Soviet space station by foreign cosmonauts
checkout of MIR. the initial use of a data-relay and the long missions by Soviet cosmonauts
satellite to communicate with them, and the have been reported with great fanfare in the
first station-to-st,.tion crew transfers. In early nation's news media. Nonetheless, the Soviets
May. Kizim and Sclovyov departed MIR aboard have made a strong commitment to using the
SOYUZ T-15 and docked with the SALYUT- manned space program to accelerate their drive
7'COSMOS-1686 complex. After conducting to achieve space superiority.
numerous experiments and two sessions of ex- Soviet literature reports that the military
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The MIR space station was launched in February 1986, providing the core-vehicle habitat and flight
control center for a modular space complex.

applications of remote sensing, oceanography. ments is an important cosmonaut function that
meteorology, and geodesy have been the focus has both civilian and military applications.
of repeated cosmonaut investigations. Even Soviet efforts in this field, however, have
subjects such as astronomical observations, concentrated on the production of substances
also performed by cosmonauts, have military with militarily significant applications re-
uses. Such investigations, for example, can garding the development of semiconductor de-
provide data useful for maintaining the orien- vices, infrared and optical detectors, and
tation of certain equipment to an accuracy of electro-optical svstems.
a few arc-seconds, a capability needed to aim Anotilor crucial cosmonaut activity is Earth
directed-energy weapons. observation, which has implications for re-

The ability to rendezvous and manually dock connaissance and targeting applications. The
with uncooperative spacecraft, which Soviet Soviets report that their cosmonauts have used
cosmonauts demonstrated in 1985 and 1986, visual observations, cameras, radars, spectrom-
also has military appijcations. Cosmonauts use eters. and multispectral electro-optical sensors
a laser rangefinder. a night vision device, and in their observations from SALYUT space sta-
an optical sight while performing this oper- tions. These experiments suggest the Soviets
ation. The Soviets state that this procedure are evaluating their ability to locate, identify,
will allow the rescue of cosmonauts stranded and track targets from outer space as the first
in orbit, but it could also be useful for repair- step toward designing a space weapons plat-
ing friendly satellites and for inspecting and form for use against targets in space and on
disabling enemy satellites. Earth. Such a platform may eventually be

Conducting materials-processing experi- used for ASAT and ballistic missile defense
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The 1MG-31 FOXHOUND is one of the newest generations of supersonic interceptors with a look-
dlown shoot-down capability against aircraft penetrating at low altitudes.
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USSR Air Defense Interceptor Aircraft
METERS Tu-128""

FIDDLER B
MiG-25 Su-1S Su-27 MiG-29 MiG-31

FOXBAT E FLAGON E/F FLANKER YaK-28** MiG-23 FULCRUM FOXHOUND4 FIREBAR FLOGGER B/G

MAX SPEED

(MACH) 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 2.3 2.4
RADIUS (KM) 1,450 1,000 1.50 11.500 900 1,150 1.150 2.100
ARMAMENT 4 AAMs 4 AAMs 6 AAM& 4 AAMs 2 AAMs 6 AAMs 6 AAMs 8 AAMSWINGSPAN (M) 14 9 14 18 12 d (Swept) 12 14

North American Air Defense Interceptor Aircraft*
F-10SA F-1A F-16C` F-16 CF-11"'°"

METERS DELTA DART EAGLE EAGLE FIGHTING HORNET

:0 ~FALCONV

10

MAX SPEED
IMACH) 2.0 25 2.5 20 1.8
RADIUS (KM) 1,110 1.200 1.770 1,240 1,170
ARMAMENT 5 AAMs 8 AAMS 8 lAMS 4 AAM. 6 AAMs
WINGSPAN (M) 12 13 13 10 12
* Subsonic arm intercepi with extenal fuel ... ConfoialW tarnk

No external fuel .... Canadian

mission is to be carried out by a strong pre- strategic air defense systems with capabilities
positioned national air defense force estab- against aircraft flying at medium and high
lished in peacetime according to a unified altitudes. They are now in the midst of a ma-
concept and plan. The leadership appears to jor effort to improve their capabilities against
be in constant search for the optimum organi- aircraft and cruise missiles that operate at
zational structure of the air defense assets. low altitudes.

Major organizational changes instituted in This effort includes upgrading their early
1980 transferred control of air defense aircraft, warning and surveilance systems; deployment
SAMs. and radars from national air defense of more efficient data-transmission systems: as
authorities to local military district comman- well as development and initial deployment
ders. This change was probably implemented of new aircraft, associated air-to-air missiles,
to provide battlefield commanders with greater SAMs, and airborne warning and control sys-
flexibility. Even after reorganizing, the Sovi- tem (AWACS) aircraft.
ets appeared to be dissatisfied with their air Currently, the Soviets have more than 9,000
defense structure. strategic SAM launchers, nearly 5,000 tacti-

More recent shifts are apparently resubordi- cal SAM launchers (excluding handheld), and
nating surface-to-air missiles and aircraft back some 10,000 air defense radars. Approximately
to the national air defense forces. The ratio- 2,250 air defense forces interceptor aircraft
nale may involve a desire for greater central- are dedicated to strategic defense. An ad-
ized control over weapons rather than the ditional 2.100 interceptors assigned to Soviet
flexibility of the local commander in making Air Forces could be drawn upon for strategic
certain decisions. defense missions. Collectively, these assets

The Soviets have deployed a large number of present a formidable defense barrier.
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Aircraft The USSR also has an active research and

The most capable Soviet air defense inter- development program designed to improve its
ceptor aircraft, the FOXHOUND. has a ar surveillance network. In 1983, the Soviets
look-down shoot-down and multiple-target en- began to deploy two types of air surveillance
gagemernt capability. Over 150 FOXHOUNDs radars that will enhanc'- Soviet capabilities for
are now operationally deploy-ed at several loca- air defense, electronic warfare, and early warn-
tions from the Arkhangelsk area in the north- ing of cruise missile and bomber attacks. The
western USSR to the Soviet Far East. Thus Soviets are also contiauing to deploy improved
far, the FGXHOUND has been dedicated to air surveillance data systems that can rapidly
homeland air defense. Two new fighters, the pass data from outlying radars through the
FLANKER and the FULCRUM. also have look- air surveillance network to ground-controlled-
down:shoot-down capabilities and are designed intercept sites and SAM command posts.
to be highly maneuverable in air-to-air com-
bat. The Soviets have deployed approximately Surface-to-Air Missiles
300 FULCRUMs to operational regiments in Soviet strategic. surface-to-air missiles pro-
theater forces and are expected to introduce vide low-to-high altitude barrier, area, and ter-
this aircraft into the homeland defense inter- minal defenses under all weather conditions.
ceptor role in the future. They also have Five systems are now operational: the SA-1,
begun deploying the longer range FLANKER, SA-2, and SA-3, and the more capable SA-5
both to strategic aviation and into air defense and SA-10. Over the years, the Soviets have
interceptor units in the USSR. continued to deploy the long-range SA-5 and

These three aircraft are equipped with three have repeatedly modified this system. Further
new air-to-air missiles. The FOXHOUND car- deployments and upgrades are probable in or-
ries the long-range AA-9, and the FULCRUM der to enhance the SA-5's capability to work
and the FLANKER carry the medium-range with the newer 9SA-10. The even more capa-
AA-10 and the short-range AA-11. All can be ble all-altitude SA-X-12B/GLANT will soon
used against low-flying targets. become operational, thus further enhancing

The USSR also is deploying t. MAINSTAY Soviet strategic defenses.
AWACS aircraft. which will sub.tantially im- The SA-10 offers significant advantages over
prove Soviet capabilities for air' )rne early older strategic surface-to-air missile systems,
warning and air battle management. especially including multitarget handling and engage-
against low-flying aircraft. The MIDAS, a ment characteristics, a capability against low-
tanker variant of the CANDID, is being intro-
duced into the Soviet aircraft inventory and VAM. . ..
will be used in support of the strategic bombers .... -•

and various air defense elements, including the
new MAINSTAY.

Radars
The Soviets maintain the world's mo,-: ex-

tensive early warning system for air defense. -

It comprises a network of ground-based radars
linked operationally with those of their Pact al- .

lies. As previously noted, more than 10.000 air
surveillance radars provide virtually complete ý7.
coverage at medium-to-high altitudes over the
USSR and, in some areas, well beyond its bor-
der. Three operational over-the-horizon radars
for ballistic missile detection could vrovide
additional long-range warning of the approa:h The SA-X-125/GIANT. now in development.
of high-flying aircraft. A :,ew over-the-horizon can intercept aircraft, cruise missiles, and
radar under construction in .he Far East will tactical ballistic missiles and may have the
provide long-range detection of aircraft from potential to intercept some types of strategic
the Pacific Ocean. ballistic missiles.
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IIMETERS SA-1 Soviet Strategic Surface-to-Air Misailes

SA-2 SA-5

3
SA-10 SA-X-12B

3A-

-ALTTUE M(KI) M1IU0T-0G

so 50 20 30( 100 100

EFFECTIVE LOW-TO- MEDIUM- LOW-TO- LOW-TO-
ALTITUDE MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM TO-HIGH HIGH HIGH

Soviet Strategic SAM Air Defense Barrier Illustrated from Fixed Sites'
Kilometers

30.

10-

300 •300

SA-1 • Kilometers

SA-1 • S_

SA-2 SA-5

SA-3 _ SA-10. SA-X-128___ E -A" SAMe have a rmmmum effective altitude.

altitude targets with small radar cross-sections of SA-10 sites within the USSR to counter
such as cruise missiles, a capability against tac- the various kinds of US retaliatory forces
tical ballistic missiles, and possibly a potential more effectively.
to intercept some types of strategic ballis- The Soviets also have begun deploying an-
tic missiles. other important mobile SAM system, the tacti-

The first SA-10 site became operational in cal SA-12A/GLADIATOR, and are flight-testing
1980. Over 80 sites are now operational and an even more capable, longer range, higher
work is progressing on at least another 20 altitude complement, the SA-X-12B/GIANT.
sites. Nearly half of these sites are located near The SA-12 missile system is capable of inter-
Moscow. This emphasis on Moscow as well as cepting aircraft at all altitudes as well as cruise
the deployment patterns noted for the other missiles and tactical ballistic missiles.
SA-10 sites suggest a first priority on terminal As previously noted, the SA-X-12B may have
defense of command-and-control, military, and the potential to intercept some types of strate-
key industrial complexes. gic ballistic missiles. This SA-X-12B capability

In keeping with their drive toward mobility is a serious development because this system
as a means of weapons ;urvival, the Soviets is expected to be deployed widely throughout
have deployed a number of mobile SA-10 sys- the USSR. It could, if properly supported, add
tems. This version. designated SA-10b, could a measure of point-target defense coverage for
be used to support Soviet theater forces and a nationwide ABM deployment.
to permit periodic changes in the location
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~. :~ ~ Chapter IV

Forces for
Theater

Operations
During a global war with the US and its

allies, the Soviets are prepared to conduct
re_ large-scale offensive operations in the five con-

tinental and two oceanic theaters of military
operations (TVDs) that are contiguous to the
USSR or its Warsaw Pact allies. They are also
prepared to conduct more limited operations in

A .. the other TVDs.
Despite their overwhelming superiority in

numbers, the Soviets are concerned that fun-
damental changes in the nature of theater war-
fare, particularly in the crucial Western TVD
opposite NATO's Central Regior. may call into
question their capability to attain victory by
rapid offensive operations. These changes
include:

* Growing technological sophistication
and lethah.ity of NATO conventional
weapon systems, including aircraft and
cruise missiles; armor and anti-armor;
and artillery, missile, electronic warfare,
and command, control, communications,
and intelligence systems. The Soviets
are especially concerned with emerging
high-technology, deep-strike weapons that
they refer to as "reconnaissance-strike
complexes." They view the combination
of emerging systems - the Joint Surveil-
lance and Target Attack Radar System

The Soviet Union is proceeding with the
development and deployment of new
conventional deep-strike capabilities,
including improved artillery. The 203-mm
self-propelled gun, shown in foreground,
has a rangb of 30 kilometers and is capable
of firing nuclear rounds. The capabilities of
this gun, together with even larger MRLs
- including one in development that is
about 280-mm - and 240-mm mortars, in
background, demonstrate the Soviet drive to
increase long-range firepower.
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(JSTARS). the Joint Tactical Fusion reconnaissance-strike complexes." To ensure
Program (JTFP), and the US Army's their high-speed offensive capability, the Sovi-
Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) etL are working on these developments:
- as having the potential to affect * Enhancements in air and air defense
their offensive capabilities as a result of capabilities to include deployment of
increased lethality. They believe these late-model aircraft such as the
developments could extend devastating FULCRUM and the FLANKER air
conventional strikes into the deep rear superiority fighters. These aircraft are
areas and to key theater targets suc'-, as equipped with true look-down/shoot-down
command posts, logistics facilities, and radar and advanced air-to-air missiles and
follow-on forces. can engage low-flying aircraft and cruise

"* US and NATO development of deep- missiles. The Soviets are also deploying
attack doctrines such as the US Airland the highly mobile SA-11 surface-to-air
Battle and the NATO Foliow-on Forces missile (SAM) in large numbers in the
Attack concepts. These developments are ground forces. This system provides air
viewed by the Soviets as a reflection of defense against high-performance aircraft
NATO's determination to employ tech- operating at low-to-medium altitudes as
nologically advanced forces in offensive well as cruise missiles. The Soviets have
maneuvers and deep strikes to, wrest the also begun deployment of the SA-12A
initiative away from the Warsaw Pact and long-range mobile SAM system. This
carry the war into Pact territory. The system provides defense against all types
Soviets interpret these emerging US and of aerodynamic vehicles, including cruise
NATO doctrines as the equivalent of their and some tactical ballistic missiles.
longstanding doctrine of deep operations. * Development and deployment of their

"* A shift in the traditional Soviet expec- own conventional deep-strike capabilities.
tation that a theater or global conflict Some of the more significant Soviet
would be of short duration. They now systems are:
believe that both sides possess enor- -- The BM-27 220-mm multiple rocket
mous military capabilities that cannot launcher system, which can fire salvos
be rapidly destroyed, even in nuclear of 16 rounds of high-explosive, im-
conditions; thus, they foresee prolonged proved conventional munitions (ICM),
theater campaigns. The operations may mines, or chemical rounds over a
begin with a bitter struggle to seize distance of 40 kilometers.
the initiative, encompassing extreme - Highly accurate short-range ballistic
destruction and mass casualties, and may missiles capable of delivering nuclear,
spread to a multi-theater conflict, chemical, high-explosive, or ICM

To achieve victory under these conditions, warheads as well as mines. These
the Soviets believe that forces equipped with missiles include the SS-21 system, now
large quantities of weaponry are required. deployed in large numbers in Soviet
These forces must be capable of attaining over- and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP)
whelming superiority on the battlefield, coping forces. It is very accurate and has
with expected heavy losses resulting from attri- a range of 80 to 100 kilometers. The
tion, and ensuring a continuous supply of SS-23, with a range of 500 kilometers
fresh forces and equipment for prolonged and an accuracy similar to the SS-21, is
theater operations. also being deployed.

The desire to be able to conduct high-speed, -Tube artillery systems of increased
offensive operations despite NATO develop- range and accuracy which include
ments of deep-attack doctrines and support- late-model 152-mm towed and self-
ing weapon systems is also influencing Warsaw propelled (SP) versions with a range
Pact planning. Soviet planners now envision of 28 kilometers and 203-mm SP guns,
a combat environment with large scale enemy with a range of 30 kilometers.
ground offensives. They also expect that key -Long-range FENCER light bombers,
rear area facilities will be subjected to large- which are continuing to be deployed
scale attack by air forces, cruise missiles, and in large numbers and which are ca-
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WESTERN TVD (

Strategic 
, :

Direction

Initial
Operational
Direction

pable of penetrating deep into NATO
airspace with a wide variety of
precision-guided weapons.

i Continued development of the concept
and capabilities for deep operations.
Soviet theater war-fighting strategy is
centered on deep strikes and offensive
maneu,'ers to seize the initiative and
shift the focus of theater operations
deep into NATO's rear. This strategy
involves an air operation including air,
missile, and artillery strikes, as well as
special operations forces strikes to gain
nuclear and conventional fire superiority Srtg
and paralyze the enemy's command and s,,..
control. It would be complemented by g o•,,a,on.

Directiona persistent ground advance supported
by heavy firepower and exploited bv
Operational Maneuver Groups as well High Command of Forces in the TVDs,
as airborne, airmcbile, and amphibious NSWP forces would be called upcn to
forces attacking NATO's rear area. participate in and would be critical to the

* Emphasis on coalition warfare. The success of Soviet plans for early offensive
USSR's allies are significant components operations within the TVDs. NSWP
of Soviet military power in the Western armies are generally well trained and
and Southwestern TVDs opposite NATO's %, ol disciplined, but their willingness to
Central and Southern Regions, respec. support Soviet aggression against NATO
tively. Under Soviet command in war- territory, and forces capable of retalia-
time, a result of the establishment of the tion, is not a certainty. While equipped
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largely with older models of weapons and els. Bulgaria is also undergoing an ambitious
materiel, their ability to cc!,tribute to program to upgrade its forces with the T-72 and
offensive operations is being improved an upgraded T-62.
by selective modernization of key compo- The structure and operations of the Baltic
nents. This effort includes the acquisition Fleet as well as that of the Black Sea Fleet and
of numerous late-model T-72 tanks and the Caspian Flotilla, are heavily influenced
the enhancement of their large T-55 by their relatively small primary operating ar
fleet with armor upgrades, better fire eas. The Soviets continue to construct modern
control systems, and improved automotive patrol combatants as well as air-cushion and
characteristics. Late-model aircraft such wing-in-ground (WIG) effect craft that are well
as the FLOGGER G, FROGFOOT, and suited to operating in these restricted waters.
FITTER K are also being acquired. The Soviets lead the world in the production

and utilization of military air-cushion vehicles
Regional Trends (ACVs). A POMORNIK-Class amphibious ver-

sion, the largest naval ACV ever built, has
NATO Europe joined the Baltic Fleet, and additional units

Soviet forces in the three TVDs facing NATO are under construction. These ACVs will add a
Europe (the Northwestern, Western, and South- significant dimension to the Soviets' capability
western) are the most numerous and modern to conduct amphibious operations in Eurasian
of the Soviet theater forces. This emphasis coastal areas. Additionai units of the AIST-
reflects Soviet assessments that the decisive Class ACV are also being produced. Another
arena of conflict between the US/NATO and ACV, the PELIKAN-Class, is probably under
the USSR/Warsaw Pact wil! take place on the construction in the Black Sea area and is ap-
European Continent, particularly in the West- parently designed for a coastal minesweep-
ern TVD. In that TVD, the large ground force ing role.
structures continue to receive the-highest pri- The Soviets are also continuing to investi-
ority for modernization. For example, the de- gate various WIG designs. The ORLAN-Class
ployment of the Soviets' newest tank, the T-80, WIG is designed primarily for amphibious op-
proceeds at a high rate. More than !,500 of erations. Units will quite likely be assigned
them have been assigned to units. Nearly 75 to the Black Sea or Baltic Fleets, where their
percent of the 19,000 Soviet tanks in the theater troop capacity and high spe,• could be used
are T.64/72/80 models. effectively in amphibious operations. An anti-

Moscow continues to enhance its conven- surface warfare version WIG is also expected.
tional and nuclear fire support. In 1985, the In the Baltic Sea, construction of the
Soviets deployed their first SS-23 brigade to SOVREMENNYY- and UDALOY-Class guided-
the Western TVD. Moreover, the SS-21 is re- missile destroyers proceeds. The ninth SOVRE-
placing the FROG at division level. Virtually MENNYY was launched in early 1987 while
all of the approximately 130 SS-21 transporter- the ninth UDALOY was being fitted out.
erector-launchers now deployed have been In early 1986, a squadron of FENCER E
assigned to the Western TVD. About 100 are fighter-bomber reconnaissance variants was
forward deployed with the Soviet and NSWP delivered to the Baltic Fleet Air Force - the
forces in East Germany and Czechoslovakia. initial deployment of the FENCER within So-

Air defense improvements include the first viet Naval Aviation. Although mainly for mar-
deployment of the SA-12A system. The SA-11 itime reconnaissance, the FENCER E can be
continues to be deployed and is replacing the armed with a variety of air-to-surface ordnance.
SA-4 system in army-level SAM brigades. In the Black Sea, the second SLAVA-Class

The flanking Northwestern and Southwest- guided-missile cruiser became operational in
ern TVDs, which are oriented against NATO's 1986 and the fourth KIEV-Class guided-missile
Northern and Southern Regions, have lower aircraft carrier commenced sea trials. The first
priority for modernization. In the Southwest- of a new class of aircraft carrier built at the
ern TVD, tank modernization is nonetheless Nikolayev shipyard began fitting out. A second
proceeding in Soviet forces in Hungary and the is under construction. The new carrier's air
southern USSR. Well over half the Soviet tank wing will quite likely include at least 45 ad-
inventory in the TVD comprises T-64/72 mod- vanced vertical and/or short takeoff and land-
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i_ ,\STOL,) aircraft as well as antisubmarine
wart~ire .\S\%'i and reconnaissance helicopters.
It will he O(II, iped with modern ;urface-to-air
missiles, multiple G(atliing guns, and possibly
:intishiii missiles.

In this tb'et's air force, a missile air regiment
p-eviou;sly equipped with the BAD'ER was

reeiu I pped with he BACKFIRE C. This assIgn-
mcunt was ,the first of the newest BACKFIRE
variant with a1 si,,htly improved range within
Soviet Na- al Aviation. A�

Develop,.ents in the Northern Fleet have
consisted mainly of upgrades to its imposing
force of both strategic and general-purpose sub-
marines. In addition to two new classes of
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, s.,aegien

it is receiving new general-purpose submarines. Initial
Improved propulsion. sensor, and conventional oDiecton8
and nuclear weapon systems, in combination 4. 1,Likely A

with advances in submarine quieting techni-
ques, have provided the Soviets with more
formidable antisubmarine and antisurface war- FLANKER air superiority fighter into Soviet
fare assets than were previously available, forces adds an entirely new escort force for

The second unit of the SIERRA-Class of attacks into NATO's rear areas. FENCER air-
nuclear-powered attack submarines (SSNs) is craft continue to be produced, with further
on sea trials. The MIKE SSN will quite likely enhancements being incorporated over time.
be used for R&D and testing of advanced sub- The smaller, shorter range FULCRUM
marine systems. OSCAR-Class nuclear-powered counterair fighter also continues to join tacti-

'ruise missile submarines (SSGNs) continue to cal air force units, replacing the older, much
be built, and the fourth unit began sea tri- less capable FLOGGER-series aircraft. The
als in 1986. The Northern Fleet received two FULCRUM incorporates a high-visibility cock-
modern KILO-Class diesel attack submarines pit, good maneuverability, and new-design
durinm 1986. the first to join this Fleet. The weapons and fire control systems. Within the
KILO is a quiet, medium-range, diesel-electric last year, two Soviet regiments in East Ger-
submarine well suited for patrols in coastal and many converted to the advanced FULCRUM.
open-ocean waters. Construction of the KILO The pace of the conversion demonstrates the
continues at three shipyards, and additional Soviet commitment to reequipping their forces
units are certain to join the western Soviet with sophisticated fighters. Seven Soviet Air
fleets as well as selected NSWP navies. To Force regiments now have FULCRUMs opera-
date, Poland and Romania have each received tionally assigned, five of which are located in
one KILO. the west opposite NATO. One Soviet regiment,

Since 1978. the Soviets have dismantled 15 located in Hungary, began equipping with the
YANKEE-Class SSBNs. Three of the disman- FULCRUM during 1986.
tied YANKEEs have been reconfigured as Soviet Air Force tactical force structure
unique units - two SSNs and an SSGN. The emphasis, however, has been shifting from air
Soviets are beginning series conversion on the superiority toward ground-attack roles. The
reconfigured class of YANKEE SSN. number of theater and front-level ground-

The Soviet Air Force in the Western Theater attack regiments opposite NATO has increased
of War opposite all of NATO Europe has been from 26 to 43 since 1978, while the number of
substantially altered over the past decade -o fighter-interceptor units has declined by 14 per-
enhance its deep-strike capability. The long- cent. Continuing current practice, the Soviet
range FENCER fighter-bomber has been the fighter pilots are training for both a counterair
most important element of this capability. The and a secondary ground-attack role. Secondary
recent introduction of the long-range ground-attack mission training is also expected
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to be tziven to FULCRUM and FLANKER pi-
lots. The FLANKER and FULCRUM should
be reasonably effective in ground attack as
well as air combat if the crews are adequately
trained. Ground-attack variants of FULCRUM
and FLANKER may be developed and deployed
in the near future.

Far East FAR EAST TVD
The Far Eastern Theater of War encompasses

the continental Far East TVD directed against
China as well as the Pacific Ocean TVD aimed
mainly at the US and Japan. It is second
in priority for the Soviet planner after the
Western Theater of War.a

The Pacific Ocean Fleet is a well-balanced
naval force that includes considerable strategic its important naval bases, from sea-based at-
strike, antisurface, ar.d antisubmarine warfare tack. To support sea control efforts, the Pacific
assets. Its primary wartime mission is to be Ocean Fleet would conduct sea-denial opcra-
prepared to conduct strategic strikes. To ac- tions out to hundreds of nautical miles from
complish this mission, the fleet has to protect the shore.
its ballistic missile submarines by establishing Since November 1985, three new principal
and maintaining control of contiguous sea ar- surface combatants were transferred to the Pa-
eas, including the Sea of Okhotsk, the Sea of cific Ocean Fleet. These ships were a KIROV-
Japan, and the Western Bering Sea. Protecting Class nuclear-powered guided-missile cruiser, a
these sea areas would be crucial to the seaward SOVREMENNYY-Class guided-missile des-
defense of the Soviet Far East, particularly troyer, and an UDALOY-Class guided-missile

Runwway

ai

The Soviets have modernized their military capabilities on the Japanese Northern Territories island
of Etorofu with the deployment of MiG-23/FLOGGERs.
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iestroyer t- he first of their classes to be
s;is,;ined to the Pacific Ocean Fleet. Their ,.

assiilrment to the Fleet upgrades the Soviet
capabilities in antisurface and antisubmarine
wa r fre (ASW) and the transfer of additional
un'i. ,)t" each class will continue to enhance -
these capabilities. As many as two KIROV ..
cruisers, five SOVREMENNYYs, and four
UDALOYs may eventually be assigned to
the Fleet.

The second AKULA-Class nuclear-powered
attack submarine began sea trials, and the
eichth KILO-Class diesel-powered attack sub-
mari.,e designated for Soviet use was launched
in 19&6. Following sea trials, both are expected SOUTHERNTVD
to join the Pacific Ocean Fleet. The KILO Strategic

has the potential to become a popular export /.r,, wn

submarine to Third World nations, as already ,' o,,atonl
evidenced bv the sale of a KILO to India.

A sea-based combat helicopter, the HELIX
B, is now entering Soviet Naval Aviation and air defense force of FLOGGERs. Cam Ranh
could be used with Soviet Naval Infantry units Bay-based operations include intelligence col-
in the Pacific Fleet. Its primary functions are lection against China and US naval activity
the delivery of precision-guided weapons and in the region. Construction work indicates
target designation. It can be deployed aboard the Soviets view Cam Ranh Bay as a perma-
the IVAN ROGOV-Class ships or other nent installation that now serves as their most
helicopter-capable combatants. The air assault significant forward base in the South China
and fire support features of the HELIX B will Sea area.
improve Soviet capabilities for conducting am- Ground and air forces in the Far East dur-
phibious operations. ing 1986 maintained the pattern of incremental

The Soviet Navy has maintained a continu- growth and selective equipment modification
ous presence in the Indian Ocean since 1968, established during the past 10 years. Soviet
primarily to support the USSR's foreign policy ground units on the Chukotsk Peninsula oppo-
and to counter Western navies operating in the site Alaska continue to be expanded and reor-
retion. Soviet naval force levels peaked in ganized into a coastal defense division. Ground
the region in 1980 in response to the Iranian forces on the Sino-Soviet border and in Mon-
and Afghan crises, but since then Soviet naval golia are expanding, modernizing, and improv-
activity in the Indian Ocean has steadily de- ing their readiness and sustainability. General
clined to its mid-1970s level. This decline is Secretary Gorbachev's July 1986 Vladivostok
due largely to the chang, in regional tensions speech offered the possibility that some Soviet
atfecting the US and USSR. forces would be withdrawn from Mongolia. It

The Soviets began deploying naval forces to may reflect confidence that their forces and
the South China Sea in 1979 as Sino-Vietnamese capabilities have been built up to such an ex-
relations deteriorated into open border con- tent that limited withdrawals can be made with
flict. Cam Ranh Bay quickiy became the focus little risk to overall military capabilities. As
of Soviet activity in the South China Sea and was also noted in the Western TVD, the air
is now the site of the largest concentration of force structure in the Far East has been re-
Soviet naval units and aircraft deployed to a configured to emphasize deep-strike operations.
naval facility outside the Warsaw Pact. This The number of ground-attack regiments has
concentration includes submarines with sup- increased from 15 to 21 since 1978.
porting surface combatants and a composite
naval air unit of BADGER strike and com- Southwest Asia
bat support aircraft, BEAR D reconnaissance Forces in the Southern TVD awe oriented
and BEAR F antisubmarine aircraft, and an against Southwest Asia, including Iran,
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Afghanistan. Pakistan, and eastern Turkey. of little use in Afghanistan. Indeed, some of
This theater currently has low priority for So- the units withdrawn were introduced into the
vict planners. Most of the developments cen- country shortly before October for the purpose
ter on the Soviet army in Afghanistan. After of the pullout. Soviet forces in Afghanistan
7 years of combat, Soviet forces remain rela- now consist of about 116.000 personnel.
tively limited in number and mission. Instead In this theater, Soviet tactical aviation hasof seeking a direct military victory over the grown from about 540 aircraft in 1978 to 700
Mujahideen, the Soviets have focused on secur- today. Reflecting trends observed in other the-
inz urban areas and lines of communication, aters, ground-attack regiments have increasedwhile conducting mobile search-and-destroy op- from 3 to 11. One fighter regiment is equipped
erations against selected resistance forces. with the FULCRUM.

The war itself is deadlocked. In an effort to
change the situation, the Soviets have equipped Ground Force Developments
their forces with the latest infantry fighting Reflecting its position as a continental land
vehicles, heavy artillery, armored helicopter power, the USSR has traditionally fielded large,
gunships, and close air support fixed-wing air- well-equipped ground forces. Current Soviet
craft. In his Vladivostok speech, Gorbachev theater war-fighting concepts stress the need
announced an intention to withdraw six regi- to expand and modernize these forces.
ments from Afghanistan. In October 1986, the A typical Soviet tank division has raised its
Soviets, with much publicity, withdrew some artillery and armored personnel carrier (APC)/
forces. The actual withdrawal operation, how- infantry fighting vehicle (IFV) holdings 87 and
ever, was a sham. It consisted largely of forces 73 percent, respectively, since 1976. Division
such as tank and air defense units that are personnel strength has grown 17 percent, while

The box-like appendages around the turret of this T-80 tank are reactive armor. Exploding
reactive armor dissipates the force of incoming antitank rounds, further protecting against the
West's antitank capabilities.
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tank holdings - more than 300 tanks - have tional mobilization plan, these divisions could
remained constant. In motorized rifle divisions, be brought to full wartime manning levels in
.A.PC/IFV and artillery holdings have increased about a week. The divisions would, however,
44 and 57 percent, while personnel has grown require time to train the newly mobilized re- 4

12 percent. Tank strength, at approximately
250. has held steady. In the 1980s, two more
arti'lerv divisions have formed, and the number
of non-divisional artillery brigades and regi-
ments increased 20 percent. Many artillery
units are expanding from 54-gun regiments to
96-gun brigades. Additionally, seven air assault
brigades formed.

The Soviet Ground Forces now consist of 211
active and 5 inactive mobilization-base divi-
siorns. Of the active divisions, 150 are motorized t
rifle, 52 are tank, 7 are airborne, and 2 are
organized for static defense. Two additional
formations have been expanded into Unified
Army Corps. These corps are about twice the e, -r
size of divisions and are well suited to function ,'
as Operational Maneuver Groups to execute
deep operations in the enemy rear area.

During peacetime, Soviet forces are main-
tained at varying levels of readiness. Forty "
percent of the divisions are kept at what the
Soviets consider ready levels - that is, manned
at 50 percent or higher of wartime authorized
strength. The remaining divisions are consid-
ered not ready and are manned at a level below
50 percent. Upon implementation of their na- 240-mm mortar (top), 152-mm howitzer

Trends in Soviet Artillery, Tanks Trends in US Artillery, Tanks
and Armored Vehicles and Armored Vehicles
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array of non-divisional units, including tactical
surface-to-surface missile (SSM), artillery, and

___-________, air defense. Overall, the force contains over
53,000 main battle tanks, 59,000 APCs/IFVs,
29,000 artillery pieces, about 11,000 mortars,
7,000 multiple rocket launchers (MRLs), 4,800
SAM launchers (excluding the thousands of

The 203-mm 2S7 self-propelled gun can fire SA-7, -14, and -16 handheld systems), 12,500
nuclear and conventional rounds to a range of antiaircraft artillery (AAA) pieces, 1,600 SSM
at least 30 kilometers. launchers, 4,400 helicopters, and more than 2

million personnel. In peacetime, the force is
servists. The preparation of these troops for subordinate to the 16 military districts in the
offensive operations could be accomplished in USSR, 4 groups of forces in Eastern Europe,
less than 60 days. and an army each in Afghanistan and Mon-

Airborne divisions consist of three parachute golia. Airborne forces not in Afghanistan are
regiments and supporting arms and services, subordinate to the airborne headquarters in
Each parachute regiment has over 100 BMD ar- Moscow. In wartime, the Soviets can field 27
mored vehicles, giving them excellent mobility, combined arms and tank armies and 10 army
firepower, and protection. corps (small armies, not including the 2 Unified

Soviet Ground Forces also have an extensive Army Corps).
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USSR Main Battle Tanks
T-64/55 T-62 T-64 T-72 T-90

WEIGHT (MT) 36 37 35 41 42

SPEED (KM/HR) 50 50 80 60 90
MAIN ARMAMENT 100-mm 115-mm 125-mm 125-n.m 125-mm

MUZZLE VELOCITY 1.500 1.600 1.750 1.750 1,750
(MPS)

Reflects cufrent data

US Main Battle Tanks

M4OA1 /3 M-1/M-1A1
ABRAMS

SWEIGHT (MT) 51 56

SPEED (KM/HR) 50 70

MAIN ARMAMENT 105-mm 105-mm/120-mm

MUZZLE VELOCITY 1.500 1.500/1.660
Self-propelled 122-mm howitzers fire to a (MPS)
maximum range of 15 kilometers.

At the outset of war. the Soviets and their an antitank guided missile through the main
Pact allies can form at least 15 fronts and still gun. Survivability has been increased throughmaintain a strategic reserve. The front is the the use of improved armor incorporating lam-basicg omie-r srticorainwt iatheuse cofmprovies, aror reacorporatings lam-
basic combined-arms strategic formation with , ates, composites, or reactive features. The
which the Soviets conduct theater operations. development and extensive deployment of re-
It contains two to five armies, a large tacti- active armor capable of defeating relatively in-
cal aviation element, and an extensive support expensive antitank weapons threatens to shift
structure. Up to four first-echelon fronts may T .ndamentally the conventional force balance.
be or-anized within a TVD. Most of the USSR's APC,/IFV inventory

consists of the BTR-60 wheeled APC and the
Ground Force Equipment tracked BMP IFV. both of which are fully am-

phibious. The BTR-80, which is a follow-on
Armor to the BTR-70 and BTR-60, is being fielded

Late-mjdel T-64/72/80 tanks constitute about in limited numbers. It has a more powerful
one-third of the USSR's tanks. Older T-55 and engine, more dependable drive train, and better
T-62 tanks comprise most of the remainder, off-road performance. The improved BMP-2 is
Several thousand additional older model tanks augmenting and replacing the BMP. It has a
currently not in the active inventory could also 30-mm rapid-fire gun in place of the 73-mm gun
be outfitted with reactive armor and would on the original version and carries the AT-5
thereby be made effective against modern an- antitank guided missile (ATGM). In addition to
titank weapons. The late-model tanks feature the BTRs and BMPs, the Soviets have fielded
increased firepower. with a 125-mm main gun the BMD with airborne and air assault units
and improved fire control systems, including and a number of light-ground-pressure vehicles
a laser rangefinder on some versions. Both such as the GT-T/MT-LB series for use in areas
the T-80 and a variant of the T-64 can fire of poor trafficability.
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Soviet Mobile Tactical SAM Air Defense of the Battle field'

121

SA-4.lb

99iA- SA SA-I2A

121 36

EFFECTIVE MEDIUM. LOW-TO- LOW-TO. LOW-TO.
ALTITUOt TO-HiGH MEDIUM LOW LOW IAEMA HIGH LMW

Shorter Range Missiles
Deployment of the Soviets' newest shorter MEEII USSfc-oArNslm

range IN;F missile system, the SS-23, began in I MPROVED
1985. This system, which is still seen only in HAWK PATRIOT
limited numbers, has a longer range and better a AE
accuracy than the older SCUD, which it is CHAPARRAL
expected to replace. A more accurate version 3

of the SCALEBOARD also has been deployed.
Further, Soviet armies and fronts now have
missile brigades equipped with 55-Ic/SCUD RANGE (KM) 40 10 so+- 7
missile launchers. At division level, the dom- EFFECTIVE LOW-TO. LOW-TO-
inant short-range weapon, the unguided free- ALTITUDE MEDON LOW HIGH LOW

*The US uvta do ow k~wa iopvmbj atddM tte
rocket-over-ground (FROG), is being replaced conow" U&.
by the more accurate, longer range SS-21 mis-sile. Owing to increased accuracy, the new improved conventional warheads. Deployment
generation of short-range missiles can be em- of these missiles therefore will give the Soviets
ploved effectively with chemical as well as a formidable conventional deep-stri,ýe system.
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More than 300 MiG-29/FULCRUMs, armed
with beyond-visual-range, long-range and
short-range air-to-air missiles, are now
operational with Soviet forces.

Fire Support
Soviet artillery units are being modernized

through the acquisition of newer, primarily
self-propelled models with improved range, ac-
curacv warhead lethality, mobility, and surviv- to supplant the ZSU-23/4. The SA-14 and new,
abilitv. All 152-mm and larger caliber artillery highly accurate SA-16 handheld SAMs are re-
weapons being acquired by the Soviets are nu- placing the SA-7 in tactical units.
clear capable. Equipment Deployment Patterns

Air Defense Soviet equipment design, production, and de-
Because of their continuing concern about ployment philosophies reflect the USSR's twin

the threat of NATO aerodynamic systems to requirements for modernity and massive force
their ground forces, the Soviets have put in- structure. The Soviet industrial base can pro-
creasingly heavy emphasis on their tradition- duce large amounts of equipment incorporating
ally strong commitment to ground force air the latest technology. However, older items
defense. This structure consists of a dense are maintained in units where the latest pieces
array of mobile SAMs, antiaircraft guns, and may not be available. The acquisition of new
handheld SAMs. The SA-11 and SA-12A sys- items of equipment initiates a "trickle-down"
tems are replacing the SA-4 in non-divisional process. High-priority formations such as So-
air defense units. The 57-mm gun. still deployed viet forces in the Western TVD are usually the
at division level in many low-priority Soviet first to receive modern equipment. As their
and NSWP units, is gradually being replaced older materiel is replaced, it is sent to other
bv the SA-6 and -8 SAMs. At regimental level, TVDs, to reserve stocks, or to lower priority
a newer gun system, the ZSU-X. is beginning units in the USSR's interior. This equipment
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may replace older equipment but may also be an enemy that is exhausted or has experienced
used to form new units or to expand others. heavy losses.
For example, non-divisional artillery assets lo-
cated in the interior of the USSR are being Air Force Developments
expanded significantly with older artillery such The Soviet Air Forces (SAF) are a crucial

as the 1950s-era 130-mm long-range IV 46 field element of the USSR's theater force structure.
gun. This effective and reliable gun is be- The Soviets are developing aircraft and muni-
ing supplanted by late-model 152-mm weapons tions capable of both offensive deep-strike oper-
in high-priority artillery organizations. Large atiors as well as defensive missions. The SAF
numbers of older but still highly capable guns is now organized to furnish dedicated support
and howitzers are thus available to equip other to all levels of command, from the maneuver
ground force units. division to the Supreme High Command (VGK).

The ground forces include numerous units The SAF includes three major combat com-
with varying capabilities provided by equip- ponents: Strategic Air Armies, Air Forces of
ment from different eras. However, their ca- the Military District and Groups of Forces,
pabilities are shaped by the Soviets to meet and Military Transport Aviation (VTA). The
specific wartime requirements. Thus, Soviet five Strategic Air Armies subordinate to the
forces planned for early offensive operations VGK created in 1980 as part of the reorgani-
against NATO in the Central Region are well zation of the air forces provide centrally con-
equipped with late-model weapons. Units as- trolled forces for support of theater strategic
signed to other theaters, such as the Far East operations. Of these, the Moscow Air Army
or Southern TVDs, facing less technolcgically has the broadest responsibility, primarily for
advanced adversaries may be equipped with intercontinental operations. Some of the ap-
older weapons. Units in the idterior of the proximately 165 assigned BEAR and BISON
USSR that would be used later in a conflict heavy bombers may conduct land attacks and
also often have older equipment. Nonetheless, maritime strikes in support of the continen-
they would have formidable capabilities when tal and oceanic TVD operations. The other
employed as fresh forces late in a war against four air armies - Smolensk, Legnica, Vin-

A0

The USSR is deploying the new Su-27/FLANKER fighter-interceptor, wiM its increased

capabilities against low- flying aircraft and cruise missiles, to operational bases.
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Tacical Air by TVD

Northwestern Reserves Northwestern Reserves

"" 3
Southwestern Southern

Southwestern

1976 1986
Over 4.800 Over 5,200

nitsa, and Irkutsk - constitute the principal primarily provides airlift for the Soviet air-
deep-strike component of the theater forces. borne forces. It also furnishes air logistics
They are equipped with about 565 BACKFIRE, support for deployed Soviet and allied armed
BADGER, and BLINDER medium bombers and forces and supports Soviet poe cal and eco-
over 450 FENCER fighter-bombers. Some 250 nomic interests, especially in the Third World.
FLOGGER, FISHBED, and FLANKER fighters The VTA forces consist of almost 400 CAN-
provide force protection. About 20 percent of DID and COCK medium- and long-range trans-
the bomber,; and fighter-bombers are assigned ports based in the western USSR and 200 CUB
to the Irkutsk Air Army and are dedicated to medium-range transports located primarily
operations in the Far East TVD. The remainder along the southern and Far Eastern periphery
operate in the Western and Southern Theaters of the Soviet Union.
of War. In addition to the VTA, the VGK air armies

The 20 air forces in the groups of forces and the air forces of the military districts/
and military districts of the USSR, Mongolia,
and Afghanistan constitute the second major
component of SAF. They include over 5,000 Bombing C bilitie of
fighters, fighter-bombers, reconnaissance, and
electronic-countermeasures aircraft. Fighters
and fighter-bombers are organized into divi- Metric

sions or independent units subordinate directly To.,s

to the military districts or groups of forces. 8 :- Aircraft TypeS
In wartime, these will be organized as the Air 7,000 1986 FISH8ED
Forces of the Fronts. FrrLrER

The Soviet helicopter force is growing in 800FENCERO'

numbers and capability. Helicopters are as- 5000 FROGFOOT
signed at front, army, and division level, and __

they provide the maneuver division commander
with dedicated aviation support. This force has 3000
virtually doubled in both quantity and effec- 2,000
tiveness since 1979, thereby freeing fixed-wing
aircraft to participate more extensively in the- 1,000
ater air operations. Continued deployment of
the FROGFOOT close air support aircraft will 0 100 200 3oo 4Wo 50 6eoo
further this trend.

VTA, the third operational element of SAF, Combat Radius (NM)
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Comparable TacticalAircraft

Su-24 USSR
FENCER MiG-23 M;G-27 MiG-25

METERS A/B/C/O FLOGGER FLOGGER FOXBAT //0
B/G/K O/N

22ASU-17 MiG-ZI MiG -29 SU-Z5 ,

FITTER D/H FISHBED L FULCRUM FROGFOOT

MAX SPEED
(MACH) 20 2.3 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.0 23 08
RADIUS (KM) 1.300' 1,150 600" 550" 90G 750 1,150 300"
ARMAMENT 3.000 KG 6 AAMs 3,000 KG 3.000 KG - 4A.Ms 6AAMs 2.000 KG

Bombs Bombs Bombs Bombs
WINGSPAN (M) 10 (Swept) 8 (Swept) a (Swept) 10 (Swept) 14 7 12 15

us

METERS F-111 F-4C/E/G F-1SE
PHANTOM 11 EAGLE F-1iA/C

A-7A/O FIGHTING A-10A
CORSAIR 11 FALCON THUNDERBOLT II

o
MAX SPEED

(MACH) 25 2.0 0.9 2.5 2.0 0.6
RADIUS (KM)" 1,100 425 800 925 1,000 460
ARMAMENT 4,000 KG 3.000 KG 2.400 KG 4,500 KG 2.000 KG 2.200 KG

Bombs Bombs Bombs + AAMs Bombs + AAMs Bombs + AAMs Bombs
WINGSPAN (M) 10 (Swept) 12 12 13 10 17
• Hi-Lo-Lo-Ho. wvth.xtwn ful. c r'dfus bowd ai UIYUl Cilned,

groups of forces have a significant air trans- the SAF's transition to a new generation of far
port capability of their own, provided by about more capable combat aircraft. Although not
200 CUBs and 300 short-range transports. The fully matching the avionics capabilities of cor-
Soviet civilian airline, Aeroflot, is also avail- responding current US fighters, they pose a sig-
able. Upon mobilization, it can supply more nificant wartime air-superiority threat. Newer
than 1,600 medium- and long-range transports, fighters and interceptors can operate at greater
including over 200 CANDIDs and CUBs. ranges than could their predecessors and can

perform in all weather conditions. A primary
Modern Aircraft mission for the FLANKER fighter is provid-

In recent years, the Soviet air and air de- ing force protection for ground-attack aircraft
fense forces have experienced modest numeri- on deep strikes. The smaller FULCRUM will
cal growth while dramatically increasing their contest air superiority closer to the ground
capabilities through acquisition of aircraft with battle and in defense of Warsaw Pact airspace.
improved range. payload, and avionics. The FLOGGER is by far the most numerous

Fighters. The FULCRUM and FLANKER fighter-interceptor and is likely to remain in
aircraft have a true look-down/shoot-down the force in sizable numbers through the mid-
radar, enabling them to engage low-flying air- 1990s. Other fighter-interceptors include the
craft or cruise missiles. Both carry the beyond- FOXBAT, FISHBED, and FLAGON. Almost 500
visual-range AA-10 and the short-range late-model FISHBEDs are operational but are
AA-11 air-to-air missiles. These aircraft, to- being replaced - along with older FLOGGER
gether with the FOXHOUND interceptor, mark B models - as the deployment of FULCKUMs
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U SSR Combat and Support K'elfcopters US Combat and Support Helic44.prs

Mi- 8S/AVOC .~---

SPE.•D (KMH) If A ....

TROOP LIFT 0 tmitS EA , 240
TRO• LIFT 0...

HOKUM 
T L 0

SCOP LIFNT 30 P, K/, 1• ,,
RADIUS (EMI AH-S/$UEA COBRA
TOOP LIFT 0 SPED (KM/H) 60

RADIUS (KM)
Mi-8/HIPO ,-,,TRWOOUFT 0
SP'fED KMNH) 320
RAIouS KM) IsC AN-41/HUfY COBRA
TROOPLIT 13 SPED (KM/)) 2

RADIUS (UM)S230

Mi-2/HIiHLP .. -, ThOOCLJ FTM •00

TROOPOI U"r a6

SPEUD KM N)•I, 2W
RADIUS (KM) 200~~~- CH-409/W Kk"HT

SPEED (Cmi)) 240
TR4/OO:: FT 2 RADIUS (KM) I
SPEED K/H ) 0 O'PLT 2

RADIUS (KM) 300_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _EE N 300

TROOPLAIFT VA0ANT smUN-Wif:amw

Mi-2/HALO RADIUS (CM) 3
SPEED (KM/H) TRO LIYt
RADIUS (KM) 370(

TROOP LIFT 6 S
Ka-27/HEUIX SPME (EU/hi tS0SPEED (EM/N) 26=3C: RADVUS 71W) 40, 4

RADI!US (KM) 300 TwIor UIFF 3
NA"AL AIR VARIANTS

Ka-25/HORMONE ~M~
SPEED KYM/ N) -
RAtJUS KIr) 0O

NAVLTARS 0V0ARI0A0NTS Z 3

A
11R10IP LIFT 32

METERS 0 10 20 30 40 METERS• 11 3O D 30- 4W

as well as FLANKERs proceeds. of the bomber strike force, which still includes
Although the FITTER and FLOGGER con- some 135 BLINDERs. BACKFIRE is superior

stitute the buik of the tactical ground-attack to BADGER and BLINDER in combat radius,
force, the Soviets have almost 800 FENCER survivability, and weapon versatility.
fighter-bombers - the best deep-interdiction Transports. In VTA, the CANDID continues
aircraft in their tactical inventory. The to replace the CUB at a rate of about 30
FENCER has twice the combat radius of the per year. CANDID now accounts for almost
FITTER while carrying a comparable payload. 60 percent of the nearly 600 aircraft in the
The FENCER can carry about 3,000 kilograms VTA force. The CANDID can carry twice
of bombs 1.500 kilometers. The FENCER can the maximum payload more than three times
also carry new tactical air-to-surface missiles as far as the older CUB. In addition to 340
such as the AS-10, -11, -12, -13, and -14 that CANDIDs and 200 CUL2, the VTA inventory
provide some hard-target-kill capability and includes about 55 COCK aircraft, the only
improved survivability. Additionally, the new Soviet transport currently able to carry o,
long-range navigation system and electro- sized cargo such as main battle tanks or lar,-
optics weapons delivery systems enable Soviet missiles. Production and deployment of the
aircraft to penetrate enemy airspace at night CONDOR transport - capable of a 150-met-ic
or during poor weather with great precision. ton payload, almost twice that of the COCK

Bombers. In the Soviet bomber force, the - will substantially upgrade VTA's heavy-lift
BACKFIRE is steadily replacing the BADGER. capability. The CONDOR should begin arriving
BACKFIRE now comprises nearly 30 percent in VTA units in 1987.
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Helicopters. To support ground operations, and nuclear delivery means.
the Soviets are increasing and modernizing The Soviet Union envisions an air operation
their helicopter forces. At division level, heli- lasting several days that would involve two or
copter detachments are expanding to squad- three massed strikes on the first d&'y and one or
rons. and in some squadrons the number of two on subsequent days. Ground forces would
HIND attack helicopters has increased. At support the operation by conducting missile
army level, about 20 attack regiments have and artillery strikes against air and air de-
been formed, with up to 60 HIP and HIND fense facilities using conventional and possibly
attack helicopters in each. More than half chemical munitions as well as airborne, air
are deployed opposite NATO forces. Attack assault, and special operations forces.
helicopters are the heavily armed HIND D/E/F The Soviets would also conduct an antiair
and HIP C/E/H versions. Soviet emphasis on oprration. If they do not hold the initiative
a heavy-lift helicopter trans•,rt capability is in the air, then their immediate priority would
reflected in the development and recent appear- be to conduct an antiair operation to provide
ance of the HALO. It is the world's largest pro- friendly forces freedom of movement while si-
duction helicopter and is capable of carrying multaneously causing maximum attrition of en-
internally 2 airborne infantry combat vehicles emy air and air defens,. asiets. The Soviets
or more than 85 combat-ready troops. would attempt ýo gain the initiative through

The Soviets are now equipping their heli- tom1bined offer-ive and defensive actions of
copters with infrared (IR) jammers and sup- Frontal Aviation. the National Air Defense
pressors, IR decoy dispensers, and more Forces, missile troops and artillery, and the
armor, thereby increasing survivability. These antiaircraft defense alements of other branches
additions are probably the result of lessons of the armed forces. If the Soviets seized the
learned in Afghanistan. A new attack heli- initiative in the air through the preemptive
copter known as the HAVOC, similar to the US execution of an air operation or were able to
Army Apache, is e::pected to be deployed soon. wrest the initiative from the West, the major
Another new helicopter, the HOKUM, which focus of the antiair operation would be on
has no current Western counterpart, may give defensive actions to protect friei.Oly forces and
the Soviets a significant rotary-wing air-to-air installations from NATO's remaining offensive
combat capability. The Soviets are also using air capability.
helicopters as airborne command posts.

NS WP Support. The air forces of the USSR's Naval Force Developments
Warsaw Pact allies provide important adjuncts The Soviet Navy is headed by a commander
to the Soviets' air and air defense capabilities in chief (CINC) who is also a deputy minister of
in the Western and Southwestern TVDs. The defense. He functions as the equivalent of both
non-Soviet Warsaw Pact countries have about the US Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of
2,450 fixed-wing combat aircraft. Although the Naval Operations and is the chief adviser on
total number of these aircraft has remained naval policy to the minister of defense. Fleet
fairly stable during the 1980s, modest quali- Admiral Vladimir Chernavin has commanded
tative improvement has taken place with the the navy since 1985 and is assisted by several
acquisition of aircraft such as the FLOGGER deputies who supervise the day-to-day opera-
G, FROGFOOT, and FITTER K. tions of the navy, including the work of more

than 10 staff directorates.
Air Operations The Soviet Navy comprises four major fleets:

Key combined-arms theater-controlled cam- Northern Fleet, Pacific Ocean Fleet, Baltic
paigns in which the air forces will participate Fleet, and Black Sea Fleet. Fleet headquar-
include the offensive air operation and a defen- ters are located at Severomorsk for the North-
sively oriented antiair operation. The former ern Fleet, Vladivostok for the Pacific Ocean
consists of a large strategic operation initiated Fleet, Kaliningrad for the Baltic Fleet, and
at the outb-eak of war, conducted without nu- Sevastopol for the BWack Sea Fleet. In peace-
clear weapons. This joint operation is directed time, the fleet commanders report directly to
at attaining conventional and nuclear strike tbe chief of the Main Navy Staff and exercise
superiority within a TVD. It is accomplished by operational control over all general-purpose
destroying or weakening the enemy air forces forces afloat and ashore within their fleet ar-
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USSR Attack Submarines

TANGO-Class SS ',rTpedoes PSu-N-e ASW m-tutit

w;.e_ i,..'•.90Ct 30 MT

C•)ARLE II-Class SGN !To*sS$ - antu • -',,,e

i, r • ý Meer )Fs OpeamrilCapbilty: 1970 4 '

VICTOR !Il-Class SSN kmiwiMitf Th',peone SSN-N& ASW missie

Simsrripd D~s~tc~t 63W MT

S10 tv i -, IMtl Oopiurtic4" Ca lt: 1979
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Propub Nuclear

n_________ Submws D~spoimst 17MI MT

; , II0eq - . I ets 0ve~etm. CadIt3 1911

YACARE-Cats SSGN An"momt Tnedom SS N-19 anliA cr" miss*

Subflu rge OspL=cWtf luo LfT

KILO-ClomS Awwrmvt
pfý
Sabertrged Nspacerwt 3,= MT-

1-3---'0Me s legal O,'wsrat"al CapIlIt. 195

MIKE-Clas SSN km&Wt Tortedook ASW missile
S.topbis : NNucler

TSCiMmAH Dsolaca'ROt 6,4 OMT

.--- 110 mete" Imftw owationadelrty: 1936

SIERRA-Class SSN ih fc arisnurot: TOraUS ASW mcsaWl
iRspueSTREN Nuclear

_________________________S0i1mud 01011~mu 7.6W UT

-110 Meters -in"N woldae oseeriatl Capabiloty: ISM

YANiKEE-Class SSN kmwwre Torped-e
Iroputuom: Nuclw
Subrnerwe Displacerwet 10=~ kT

!3C %loiters omne ofi hlsurfaiacel cadsmiubar 131n

AKU LA-Class SSnd Aeh etorit Torpeeu ASW pmssile
Nucar

S~banered Disilswent BAD k

107 Meters ;m ii Operatioal Capability: Still on ea ý'Ial

US Attack Submarine&

LOS ANGFLES-Class SSN-M8 Arm'ameitt: Toroedoms HARPOON artkov missiles.

TCMAIIAWK SLCM. SUBROC ASW rocket
Nuclear

i------ 109 Meters ISafterged Dsplaerset 6,5M MTj
81 wa h rerhrioalt Capability 1976

LISS LOS ANGELES- Class is shown for comparison purposes. Other US attack submarine classes
include STURGEON. SKIPJACK. SKATE and PERMIT.

~a.In wartime. naval fleet CINCs would be- several major operational elements, including
,ome the naval component commanders of the surface and submarine forces, naval base corn-
combined-arms high command in the appro- mands, naval aviation, and naval infantry.
priate TVD. Under each fleet commander are While the fleet commands provide administra-
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The OSCAR-Class SSGN. with 24 SS-N-19 antiship cruise missiles, would make a !ignificant
Contribution to the Soviet Navy's sea-denial operations in wartime.

tý'tittlli i rlttt to thlt flewV Clitsse',z otf ntcleair-powerefl attack suib-
I-t-,lt(t -'lit)",l Ittire. ttl.;tctitttlI;l cointrol m1:1-lnes. T'he MIKE SSN. at almnost 6.400) met-

it t\ t >~l i- ; it tilt- im~tiotmll level. -I(- tons. will probabl~y serve as a propluflion
testhtel. It Iscapal);e of1 tiring a w~ide range

SliilritiiIIIQlIi -Ibm -ncln ee weap~ons. ind ud i nt the
A ~ tv t 5vi-t 1na%;Il ýtrtwvthl SS-N-15 nu1.clear depth bomib and the SS-N-163

1.- :11 It- Jr*1,Titilltt lm-nIoc. the .\SW com-ventional and nuclear missiles.
1.1lU 't l it.\Ti(i.II' li. thi lii-tocc nltlmit-rs 'I1w( second nuclear-p~owered attack submia-

;II0 ()V-i~~ ~pie f -ýoimt .25 Itlne launched in 19M83 was4 thle SIERRA. At
.,:,ris tlsli-ýIe, ;111( 7,600) metric tons, thle SIERRA i.- about 20 per-
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surfaco Ship C6mparIaWdons

USSR us
Now~ Class Aircraft Carrier NIMITZ-Clas& Aircraft Carrier

-300 Motors -- 33 Motor*
aftspioc~mswt 6.000 MT 0iwa4coment 91,400 MIT

KIEV Claus Guided- Missile VSITOL Aircraft Carrier IOWA-Class Battleship

-- 273 Meters 27 Moetun
osiwacomont 37,100 MT 040slcemenot 65.000 MT

KIROV-Ciae" Nucleer-Povwured Gukled-Miseale Cruise VIRGINIA-Clous Oukled-M"Iusl Cruise

-- 40 Meter - 17S Maers,
Displacemint 211.411 MAT Dlspleaosmmt 11 OOOMT

SLAVA-Class Guided-Miesilo Cruiser T1CONDEROGA-Clasa Guided-Missile Cruiser

-187 Meters -170 Moetrs--------.
Ma~plasm IZOSO MT Dsoluplaenet 81.00DM?

UDALOY-Class Guidad-Misaile, Destroyer ARLRIGN BUfKE-Class Gulded-Misefts Destroyer

-1$: Metors -* 142 Mutset-m
Displacement 8.W00 MT Diasplcemefit 8J300 MT

SOVREMENNVV-Class Guided-Missile Destroyer OLIVER HAZARD PERRY- Claus Guided-Missile Frigate,

-IN5 Metors -130 Motors-.

Oispscomeflt 7.30 W~ Displacement 3.900 MT

to other modifications that will enable it to launched. The lead AKULA unit is also similar
launch a wider variety of weapons. to the VICTOR III- and SIERRA-Classes.

In 1984, another new class of nuclear-powered The increased production of SSN designs that
attack submarine - the AKULA-Class - was emphasize costly high-technology features un-
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production, the Soviets are proceediwt giNrdu- duce specialized nuclear-powered submarines
Ally with a program to ::onvert the older 1960s- for research and development. weapons system
era SS-N-3-equipped ECHO 11 SSGNs to carry evaluation, and fleet command and control.
the improved. 550-kilometer-range supersonic the Soviet Union maintains a diesel-powered
SS-N-12 antiship cruise missile. submarine program with the production of the

In conjunction with other programs to pro- KILO-Class attack submarine.
Throuah an unwavering commitment to sub-

marine development, the Soviet leadership has
constructed a large, versatile, modern, offen-
sive strike force capable of both conventional
and nuclear operations throughout the world.
Moreover. newer submarine classes are show-
ing clear design improvements over their pre-
decessors and are narrowing the technological
lead long held by the West. This demonstrated
capability to translate submarine research to
production is a clear indication that the Soviet
Union will strive to apply increasing techno-
logical pressure on the West in the years ahead.

Surface Forces
The surface forces of the Soviet Navy also

continue to improve their ability to fulfill a
broad range of naval operations. especially in
waters distant from the USSR. In general. the
afloat forces are modern and well equipped
with both conventional and nuclear weapons.

The trend in Soviet major surface warship
programs has been toward larger units with
more sophisticated weapons and sensors. Tnese
ships can cruise for longer distances. carry
more ordnance, and conduct a greater range
of operations than their predecessors. This
development has created a new flexibilitv for
Soviet surface forces in carrying out deployed
operations on a worldwide scale.

Currently, the largest combatant ship in the
Soviet Navy is the KIEV-Class aircraft carrier.
Its weapons suite includes a battery of 550-
kilometer-range SS-N-12 antiship cruise mis-
siles. which can be targeted beyond the ship's
horizon by onboard HORMONE helicopters or
information received from satellites or land-
based long-range aircraft. This class also car-
ries an array of other weaponry and support
equipment, including over 100 long- and short-
range surface-to-air missiles, air defense gun
batteries, tactical sensors, electronic warfare

KIROV-Class nuclear-powered guided-missile
cruisers now assigned to the Northern and

0 Pacific Fleets contribute to thle growing,Sglobal capabilities of the Soviet Navy.
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of Gatling-type guns for point defense, torpe-
does, and ASW rockets complete the KIROV's
modern armament. In 1984. Frunze, the second
unit of the KIROV-Class. became operational.
A third KIROV-Class ship is now fitting out,
and a fourth is under construction.

Other new construction programs show sim-
ilar evidence of Soviet concern for the multidi-
mensional aspect of modern naval warfare. All
new destroyers and larger surface combatants

Sare equipped with surface-to-air missiles and
sensors and weapons for antisubmarine war-

A SOVREMENNYY-Class guided-missile fare, in addition to helicopters and specialized
destroyer, with its forward twin 130-mm weaponry. The eighth SOVREMENNYY DDG,
guns elevated, on its transit to the Soviet for example, is estimated to carry 40 SA-N-7
Pacific Fleet. short-range surface-to-air missiles, a HELIX or

HORMONE helicopter, 53-cm torpedoes, and
system,; and advanced communications de- 120 antisubmarine rockets, as well as 8 SS-N-22
vices. The 180-meter flight deck accommodates supersonic antiship missiles.
both HORMONE and HELIX helicopters and The Soviets' newest class of aircraft carrier.
the FORGER VSTOL aircraft, which is capable launched in December 1985 at Nikolayev in
of daylight attack, reconnaissance, and limited the Black Sea. is still fitting out. The ship
air defense intercept missions. is approximately 300 meters overall in length

A new era in Soviet warship development and is expected to displace about 65,000 metric
began in 1980 with the appearance of the ini- tons. The ultimate flight-deck configuration of
tial units of the most technologically advanced the new carrier is yet to be confirmed, and
clas'es produced in recent years. These in- the aircraft for its air wing are still under
cluded the first Soviet nuclear-powered surface development.
warship -- the KIROV guided-missile cruiser In support of the development of aircraft
-_ and the UDALOY and SOVREMENNYY for future carriers, the Soviets have an ac-
guided-missile destroyers (Di)Gs). In 1982, the tive test and evaluation program underway at
first of a new class of gas-turbine-powered Saki naval airfield near the Black Sea. There,
guided-missile cruisers - the SLAVA - en- the Soviets have constructed a 295-meter flight
tered the inventory. The SLAVA is equipped deck outline, arresting gear, and aircraft bar-
with 16 SS-N-12s. 64 SA-N-6 air defense mis- ricades, and two catapults - one being tested
siles. 40 SA-N-4 point defense missiles, a 130- and one under development. Two ski-jump
mm twin-barrel, dual-purpose gun, and the ramps have been erected to test aircraft in
HORMONE surveillance helicopter, short, rolling, ramp-assisted takeoffs. Several

Each of these classes is in series produc- aircraft have been variously associated with
tion. The KIROV, with a displacement of about these test facilities, including the FLANKER
28,000 tons, is the largest warship, with the and FULCRUM. While candidates to fly aboard
exception of aircraft carriers, built by any future carriers themselves, these aircraft could
nation since World War II. Its principal ar- also be testing particular aspects of sea-based
mament is a battery of 20 550-kilometer aviation for a totally new aircraft designed
SS-N-19 antiship cruise missile launchers, com- specifically for the stringent requirements of
plemented by launchers for the SS-N-14 anti- carrier air operations.
submarine missile in the first ship of the class Although it will take years after launch and
only. Three HELIX or HORMONE helicopters fitting out and training with an operational air
are included for ASW and missile targeting. wing to develop operational effectiveness, the
The KIROV is outfitted with an array of air new carrier will enable the Soviets to extend
defense weapons. including 96 long-range SA- their operations beyond the umbrella currently
N-6 missiles and, on the second and subsequent provided by land-based aviation. Eventually,
unit, provisions for 128 SA-NX-9 shorter range high-performance aircraft of the embarked air
SAMs. Medium-caliber-gun mounts, a number wing are expected to permit them to conduct
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integral air defense of task groups, decrease the based force. Numbering over 1.600 aircraft,
vulnerability of their deployed surface forces, SNA alone is larger than most of the national
and contribute to overall national air defense. air forces in the world today. Since the mid-
Additionally, the Soviets have an active inter- 1950s. when the force was first equipped with
est in improving their peacetime distant-area missile-carrying jet bombers, weapon systems
power projection capabilities to become more and tactics associated with its principal anti-
influential in the Third World. To achieve this ship strike mission have been progressively
goal, they seek enhanced capability to pro- upgraded. The Tupolev-designed variable-
tect and assist ground forces operating ashore, geometry-wing BACKFIRE bomber entered the
as well as to provide air protection for naval SNA inventory in 1974 and is currently de-
forces. Thus, the aircraft on the new car- ployed in the Black Sea, Baltic Sea, and Pacific
rier are expected to have both air-to-air and Ocean Fleets. The BACKFIRE can carry an-
ground-support mission capabilities. Sustained tiship missiles, bombs, or mines and exhibits
combat operations in Third World areas, how- marked improvements in performance, nearly
ever, would require underway replenishment doubling the combat radius of its BADGER and
ship support of a kind that the Soviets cur- BLINDER predecessors. In 1986, the improved
rently lack. BACKFIRE C model became operational

in SNA.
Naval Aviation Swingwing fighter-bombers are also assigned

Although the emphasis on sea-based aircraft to SNA. Its FITTER C aircraft, which can
development will be increasing, Soviet Naval carry over 3,100 kilograms of ordnance, are
Aviation (SNA) will remain primarily a land- well suited to such roles as the support of

)4

JK

The first UDALOY-Ciass guided-missile destroyer was transferred to the Pacific Fleet in 1985 as
part of the USSR's continuing upgrade of forces in the Far East.
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Soviet amphibious forces and antiship attacks ship movements along critical Western sea lines
against fast and highly maneuverab!e small of communication.
combatants. Naval FITTERs were first assigned
to the Baltic Fleet, and a new naval unit was Naval Mine Warfare
formed subsequently in the Pacific. The re- The Soviet interest in mine warfare dates
cent addition of the FENCER fighter-bomber/ to czarist Russia. During World War II, the
reconnaissance variant further enhances the Soviet Union used mines extensively in both
reconnaissance capability and strike potencial offensive and defensive operations in the Baltic
of SNA. and Black Seas.

ASW is an important and growing mission In the early 1960s, Soviet interest in mine
for SNA as new and improved airborne sensors warfare suffered in comparison to higher prior-
are deployed. A turboprop BEAR F variant, ity systems such as nuclear ballistic and cruise
designed for ASW missions, was introduced missiles. During the past decade, however,
in 1970 and has since been upgraded. With interest in mine warfare has renewed. Today,
a 5,000-kilometer radius and a sophisticated Soviet stockpiles of mines include some 100,000
sensor suite, it enables the Soviets to extend moored contact mines and as many as 200,000
the range and quality of their ASW searches. modern magnetic and acoustic magnetic induc-
For shipboard applications, a new ASW heli- tion mines.
copter, the HELIX, became operational in 1980. Although the Soviet Navy includes only
Now widely deployed in the Soviet fleets, the three ships designed primarily for minelaying,
HELIX has significantly greater range, speed, the Soviets have ample numbers of properly
and payload than its HORMONE predecessor. configured surface ships, aircraft, and subma-

SNA aircraft are also employed for vital mar- rines to support large-scale mining efforts. They
itime reconnaissance missions. Intermediate- practice minelaying regularly and write about
range MAY aircraft are continuously deployed it frequently in their military journals.
to South Yemen and periodically deployed to Mine warfare is a major mission of the So-
Libya and Syria, primarily to conduct maritime viet Navy and reccives adequate priority and
surveillance operations. Additionally, BEAR D resource support. Soviet literature discusses
and F long-range aircraft conduct regular de- the mission, placing great emphasis on mine
ployments to staging bases in Cuba and usage early in a war to close enemy ports and
Angola and are continuously deployed to harbors. Other offensive applications are the
Vietnam. BEAR Ds also deploy periodically blocking of shipping lanes, the isolation of
to Angola. Operations from these bases pro- naval operating areas, and the denial of choke-
vide the Soviets not only with military intel- point transit routes or ope-ating areas to en-
ligence but also with detailed information on emy missile submarines. The large stockpile of

A chemical protection company can cleanse the vehicles of ene regiment with one load of
decontaminant. The TMS-65, shown here, uses a jet engine to dispense decontaminant.
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target area by aircraft, submarine, or surface
ship and would be inserted immediately before
hostilities. In a war, each brigade can be ex-
pected to field about !00 SPETSNAZ teams.

""nce deployed, the teams conduct reconnais-
sa. e and tactical operations against a wide
variety of targets, such as ship and subma-

q ,rine bases, airfields, command and intelligence
centers, communications facilities, ports and
harbors, radar sites, and - of prime impor-

- �-°. "-tance - nuclear weapon facilities. Although
_--a small force, SPETSNAZ has the potential

to achieve results disproportionate to its size
Soviet chemical units operate on the move against critical, yet often vulnerable, targets.
with combat units, thereby preserving a
rapid rate of advance even in chemically Chemical Warfare
contaminated areas. The USSR has the most extensive chemical

mines and the significant resources committed warfare (CW) capability in the world. The
to developing and producing even more-lethal Soviets can deliver chemical weapons with al-
mins show the lengths to which the Soviets most all of their conventional weapon systems.
comprehensively plan for modern warfare. from mortars to long-range tactiual missiles,

available to land, air, and naval forces. Soviet
Special Operations Forces (SPETSNAZ) plans for offensive CW operations become even

Soviet special operations forces are managed more credible when viewed with their efforts
by the Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) of to protect their own troops through the use
the Soviet General Staff and are trained to of specially trained and equipped units that
conduct various sensitive missions, including enable continuous operations through contam-
covert action abroad. Numerous SPETSNAZ inated regions. This force has been reorganized

troopz have been assigned to Soviet forces in
Afghar.istan, and their success has led the So-
viets to increase the number of units deployed. US and USSR Chemical Protection:Personnel and Equipment

During peacetime, the GRU carefully coor- 1. Poo
dinates reconnaissance programs designed to
meet the intelligence requirements for Soviet
forces in war. In wartime, SPETSNAZ forces 120.00- 120
would operate for extended periods far behind
enemy lines, where they would conduct recon- 100.000- 100000
naissance and sabotage on a wide assortment

of military and political targets. so.ooo- -80o000
While the GRU manages these forces, the

KGB is assessed to have overall responsibility, 80.000- -6o0,00
under Central Committee guidance, for oper-
ational planning, coordination, and political
control of special forces that operate abroad
in peacetime. This control was evident in the
Soviet invasions of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and 20.--0
Afghanistan in 1979. The KGB maintains its
own special operations capabilities in the form 0
of clande tine assets dedicated to assassination Specially Trained Special CORChemical Personnel Reconnaissance&

and wartime sabotage. in the Ground Force" C~contamination

Although organized into brigades, these Vehiclee
forces infiltrate and fight as small teams com- Wartime Mobilization Wartime Mobilizat.".Sn

posed of six to eight men. In wartime, naval Pe.aceime Peacetime ,
SPETSNAZ teams would be transported to a
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protecting Soviet forces from chemical, biolog- or more and has been widely reported as
ical. and radiological (CBR) contamination, being used in Afghanistan.

Since the late 1970s, there has been a prolif- The Soriets stock both persistent and non-
2ration and specializaticn of CW units at all persistent agents. Persistent agents stay on
echelons of the Soviet Armed Forces - pri- the target from hours to days, depending on
marily in the ground forces. Such units range weather conditions, unless removed by decon-
from chemical protection platoons in support of tamination. Non-persistent agents will clear
regiments to independent chemical protection from the target relatively quickly. The Soviets
brigades that would support a wartime front. are also investigating binary weapon systems.
Proliferation of units has been most extensive In the binary concept, two relatively harmless
above division level. Each army previously chemical compounds are carried in separate
assessed to have a composite chemical defense compartments inside the munitions. In flight
battalion now fields a variety of independent the two compounds mix, producing a lethal
battalions and companies. Increasing numbers chemical agent. This type of system, in ad-
of units also reflect greater specialization. Op- dition to its inherent safe handling and stor-
erationally, each unit or constituent subunit is age characteristics, expands the possibilities
designed to accomplish specific tasks. Those for newer agent combinations. Complete pro-
performing ground and aerial reconnaissance tection from Soviet chemical weapons requires
or locating the sites of nuclear bursts, detect special clothing and masks as well as rapid
areas of contamnination, mark the boundaries treatment for -my exposed personnel.
of the contaminated zones, and measure the Many CW units, manned to a large extent
levels of the hazard. This information is pro- by reservists, responded to the disaster at Cher-
cessed and given to the operations staff. nobyl. The long-term cleanup allowed the
Attacking forces are maneuvered to avoid Chemical Troops to practice mobilization pro-
contaminated regions or decontaminated by cedures; evaluate the ability of units to
equipment or personnel decontamination units locate contamination and conduct complete
as necessary. Additionally, special units are decontamination of personnel, vehicles, terrain,
responsible for smoke generation and the use lines of communication, and buildings; and
of light and heavy iamethrowers. correct whatever shortcomings were noted. Al-

Because of organizational expansion, the though the forces were deployed because of the
peacetime strength of the Chemical Troops in accident at the civilian atomic energy, station,
the Soviet Ground Forces alone now totals more the fielding of large forces for such a long time
than 60,000, and this number would double in demonstrates the Soviet military capability to
wartime by mobilizing reservists. More than operate in a contaminated environment.
30,000 specialized vehicles would be available
for use by these troops. Expansion and mod- NATO and the Warsaw Pact
ernization of equipment have aided in build- In 1984, the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
ing the capacity for widespread and prolonged tion published the second edition of the NATO
CW operations. For example, the decontamina- and the Warsaw Pact Force Comparisons study. I
tion squads of a regimental chemical protection Some charts from the 1984 NATO study were
platoon can completely decontaminate eight published in Soviet Military Power 1986.
companies with one load of special deccntami- The following charts and tables present a
nation solution. US estimate of updated data. Not included in

The types of chemical agents that the Soviets the data are forces of France and Spain. Al-
could be expected to employ in war, and ii turn though both nations are members of the North
would themselves have to encounter, include Atlantic Alliance, they do not participate in
the following: its integrated military structure. In an inva-

"* nerve agents (sarin, soman, and a V-series sion cf Western Europe by the Warsaw Pact,
agent); France and Spain would defend their national

"* blister agents (mustard, lewisite, and a sovereignty with the following forces: approxi-
mixture of the twc); mately 20 divisions, 2,000 tanks, 3,000 artillery

"* a choking agent (phosgene); and pieces and mortars, 1,000 antitank launchers,
"* one other agent not specifically identified 8,000 comoat vehicles, 450 helicopters, 9W0 air-

that causes unconsciousness for an hour craft, and 100 warships.
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NA TO-Warsaw Pact Combat Aircraft' NA TO and Warsaw Pact Maritime Force" in
the North Atlantic and $"as Bordering Europe

1986*

340Category NATO Warsaw Pact

2.800 Aircraft Carriers

2.600 2.700 VSTOL Carriers 11
2.560 ___________ ________

KIEV-Clma Ships -2
2.100

FighHelioerpatero Boatrer 26 28

-Criearson 57 24
630 -DeOthoer s.ie

wig ~Coastal Ecorfts7 8

410ibou Ships/Cat2030

-M Typesngon 26 258
6W- BalOthec Mhipss/l

SubmWafarnes54

SubToaal nesbmar145
(AtherTypes) 203 698

75-%Submarines354

Nuclear
Powered 50% 51%

Reconnaissance Blombers See-based Tactical
ASW and Support

NATO Aircraft Including
FL.Ily reinforced Helicopters 832 205

In placem
Land-Based

Tactical and
WARSAW PACT�* Support Aircraft

Fully reinforced_____________ Including
InpaeHelicopters 388 521

Land1-Besed Anti-
Submarine
Warfare Fixed-
Wing Aircraft

Excludea France and Spain. and Helicopters 462 209

*US estimate of 1966 NATO data.I
Excludes Soviet at. stagic interceptors. Excludes France and Spain
An additional 4.000 trainers or* available. *US Estimate of 1I66 NATO dafta

Excludes minesweesping boats and drones
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NATO-WARSAW PACT Comparison'

230

7 b2.000

11133 1 20028,000

90 24,250 22.58019.600 18.000
S• • 13.370

Division Main Antitank Guided
Equivalents Battle Tanks Weapons Launchers

1.250
42.000 54,000 ÷970+ +

"90÷

18.350 23.000 32.850
14,200

Artiflery/Mortar/MRL Armored Personnel Carriers Attack Helicopters
Fighting Vehicles

NATO- WARSAW PACT"
Fully Reinforced Forces - Fully Reinforced Frwcm

NATO- WARSAW PACT"
In P. sce in Europe and In Place in Europe amn
Rapidly Deployable Forces. Rapidly Deployable Fercee

Excludes France and Spain

Warsga', Pact d~visions normally consist of fewer personnel than ma,'y NATO divisionS but contain
morn tanks and artillery, thereby obtaining similar comlbat power.

* US Estimate of 1WN8 NATO data.

"Fully reinforced forces--include North American reinforcements and all Warsaw Pact forces located
west of tne Ural Mountains.

Rapi(;ly deployable and POMCUS forces, includes those US forces whose equipment is
stored in Europe and high-readiness Soviet forces located in the Baltic. Belorussian. Carpathian.
Odessa, Kiev. and North Caucasus military districts. Also includes separate Soviet airborne
divisions. All Soviet forces in the Leningrad and Transcaucasus military districts and NSWP
mobilization bases are considered in p!ace. Excludes artillery divisions. Increases
in many categories due to broader definition of geographic area.

Includes only modern APCs and IFVs. Excludes armored command vehicles and mifitary support carriers.

Excludes transport helicopters that can be configured for attack roles.
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I Chapter V
4

* Readiness,
SMo b i l i t y , a n d

Sustainability
The large numbers of weapon systems that

the Soviets have amassed do not alone describe
I. the extent to which the USSR has comprehen-

sively built up its military power. Soviet forces
are not equipped and trained as a home-based

j defense force; rather, they are designed for
-Y, offensive operations in the enemy's homeland.

To support this objective, the Soviets have de-
""- ,veloped an extensive offensive military support

structure, including storage depots that stock
-* -some 27,000 meters of bridging equipment, 13

1 ."¾. million metric tons of arms and ammunition,

"J -- and 60 million metric tons of petrol (fuel),
oil, and lubricants - enough war materials to
support intense offensive operations for 60 to
"90 days. The threat inherent in Soviet military
power is indeed a result of the commit-
ment made to meticulous planning for mili-
tary operations.

The Soviets have not overlooked any aspect
of military power. They devote considerable re-
sources to their logistics support structure, to
refining training programs to maintain a high
degree of readiness, and to improving their
strategic mobility. This :acet of the USSR's
military might is less visible than the warships
and fighter aircraft, and less eye-catching than
a show of firepower. Nonetheless, Soviet forces
could not be sustained in combat without a
well-planned and highly developed infrastruc-
ture tailored to support offensive operations.

The ALEXANDER BRYKIN, lead unit of a new
class of strategic ballistic missile submarine
renders, is preparing to join the Soviet fleet.
r'ho survivability and sustainability of the
Soviet SSBN/SLBM force will be further

enhanced with missile-reloading operations
in protected waters. Such operations
demonstrate a growing Soviet capacity to
engage in protracted nuclear war.
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The Soviets leave little to chance, even in divisions are manned with a high percentage
peacetime. They are aware that their high of their planned wartime personnel and equip-
numbers of forces and equipment alone are ment requirements. These forces are trained
insufficient to achieve national objectives un- extensively during peacetime. Not-ready uniti
less the troops are properly trained and can be are divided into active cadre divisions, with
mobilized, moved, and sustained, less than 50 percent of requirfed manpower.

Soviet military power rests on a comprehen- and inactive mobilization divisions, which are
sive and increasingly sophisticated mobiliza- unmanned equipment sets. The ready divisions
tion and support structure designed to focus constitute about 40 percent of Soviet forces,
the nation's resources on waging war. Soviet including all the forces stationed in Eastern
military planners emphasize that the armed Europe, and can begin combat operations after
forces must be prepared to participate in a a brief period of mobilization and preparation.
broad spectrum of conflicts, ranging from short The not-ready cadre divisions can be assembled
local engagements to protracted global wars. in about a week, and the mcbilization divisions
As a resalt, the Soviets have developed detailed require longer. An extensive period of train-
plans, established procedures, and undertaken ing would be required before these units were
wide-ranging preparations to mobili'e the na- ready for offensive combat. Although the Sovi-
tion's resources and to sustain their forces ets emphasize the rapid mobilization of their
under a variety of wartime contingencies. entire force structure, recent enhancements

have stressed the mobilization responsiveness
Readiness of the not-ready forces.

Soviet military doctrine holds that the initial Since the late 1970s, the Soviets have
period of war is critical in determining the converted some 30 unmanned mobilization
overall course of a conflict. Thus, the Soviets divisions into lcw-strength cadre-level units
are continually enhancing the combat readi- staffed at less than 5 percent manning. This
ness of their armed forces to ensure that large, process has involved the assignment of experi-
well-equipped forces can be rapidly fielded and enced personnel, some expansion and mod-
committed. This emphasis on combat readiness ernization of equipment holdings, and the
is applied to all branches of their military and construction or expansion of gsarrison facili-
to a!l theaters of military operations (TVDs). ties. These enhancements improve the mobi-
In support of this doctrine, Soviet Air and lization capability of these divisions and make
Aerospace Forces are at high readiness. Some them available for earlier commitment as more
pilots of late-model aircraft are being trained effective formations.
to handle secondary roles. Less-experienced The Soviets are strongly emphasizing the
pilots, flying older model aircraft, probably will rapid mobilization capability of all their ready
continue to be limited to single roles because and not-ready ground forces because most units
of low flying-time opportunities and because are manned at less than war-authoized levels.
of aircraft limitations. The Soviet Navy nor- Elaborate mobilization plans are drawn up and
mally has less than 10 percent of its major continually refined. Drilling in alert and mo-
combatants deployed out of area at any time bilization procedures is a constant element oi
but has the readiness capability to deploy up to unit training, and timed mobilization exercises
50 percent on short notice. The ground forces are frequently practiced.
have the lowest peacetime manning levels of
the major force components. They are highly Mobilization Systemdependent on the mobilization of manpower The USSR has developed a comprehensive
and equipment from the civilian economy to manpower and materiel mobilization support
reach wartime status. Overall, the Soviets have system. Soviet doctrine calls for two levels of
developed a posture in which the most ready mobilization - general and partial. General
forces are deployed in the area of the greatest involves all the armed forces and pursues a
perceived threat, backed by the capability to full, rapid transition of political, economic,
mobilize and move their entire force structure and manpower resources to a wartime pos-
as required. ture. Partial involves selected military districts

The Soviets maintain their ground forces at using limited numbers of military units and
so-called ready and not-ready levels. Ready installations, as seen in preparations for the
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invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan. the USSR and sustain them. With the enhanced
At the heart of the system is the network capability to devloy light, well-armed, mobile

of about 4,200 r-ilitary commissariats (voyenko- forces in support of political goals and foreign
matr) located throughout the USSR. Corn- policy objectives, the Soviets are also expand-
missariats - subordinate ultimately to the ing their ability to exert influence in the
General Staff - are found at local and regional Third World.
administrative levels throughout the USSR.
They serve as draft boards, armed forces re- Sealift
serve centers, and the veterans administration. The military sealift capability of the USSR

is based primarily on its large merchant fleet.
Military Manpower Base This military-adaptable fleet has grown steadily

From May through June, and from Novem- during the past 2 decades, and it now includes
ber through December, more than 2 million So- more than 1,700 ships whose combined dead-
viet males are inducted into the armed forces. weight tonnage exceeds 22 million.
Conscripts are about 18 years old and ser-: c Nearly half the cargo ships are equipped
for 2 years or. in the case of naval personnel with cranes capable of lifting the heaviest mil-
aboard ship, 3 years of active duty. They are itary armor and vehicles, thereby reducing the
then discharged into the reserves, dependence on prepared port facilities. The in-

Soviet Armed Forces personnel strength cur- ventory includes numerous modern ships, such
rently exceeds 5.8 million. Of these, the career as barge carriers, roll-on/roll-off cargo ships,
officer corps comprises more than 1 million, and roll-on/float-off ships. All these ships have
or about 20 percent. Reserve officers would direct military applications. Soviet merchant

-i be called up in wartime. The reserve system ships are frequently used to transport arms and
has over 55 million people, of whom more than the forces of client states in support of Soviet
9 million have been discharged from active foreign policy objectives.
duty within the past 5 years. Although many All of the important merchant ship designs

4 reservists do not receive annual training, and produced over the past 2 decades have probably
although ca ups are of uneven quality and been prepared to military standards. Key fea-
frequency, the pool of recently discharged con- tures include chemical-biological-radiological
scripts is sufficient to meet mobilization needs. protection; increased endurance und surface
About 2.1 million reservists would be required speeds; improved capability in handling-gear
in order to bring the armed forces up to full and self-servicing features; and advanced com-
wartime strength, leaving an enormous man- munica.;.ons, navigation, and electronics
power base available to provide replacements systems, such as identification-friend-or-foe
and create units. systems, that in the West are restricted to

.i Within the Soviet military, women serve naval ships.
mainly in enlisted ranks in auxiliary and spe- Merchant marine operations are closely co-

cialist support roles. Military law subjects ordinated with the Soviet Navy. Part of the
women to conscription during wartime. This logistics support required oy the navy in oeace-
practice not only releases men for combat duty time, mainly in distant areas, is provided by
but also provides a reservoir for expanding Soviet merchant ships. This flexibility allows
forces, as in World War I1, when some 800,000 these ships to obtain supplies for naval use
women served in the Soviet Armed Forces. from ports where Soviet warships are denied

access. In a crisis, the highly organized, cen-
Mobility trally controlled merchant fleet can provide

The USSR has always maintained formidable military support quickly and effectively, partic-
forces suited for combat on the Eurasian land- ularly for amphibious operations, troop move-
mass. During the past 2 decades, however, the ments, and arms shipments.
Soviets have bolstered their overall military Augmenting the oceangoing merchant fleet
force posture by steadily increasing the size is a river and sea fleet consisting of numerous
and capability of all their forces. Through tankers and dry-cargo carriers. These ships,
advancements in airlift, sealift, and command- which operate in coastal sea areas and in the
and-control structures, the Soviets can project Soviet and European inland waterway system,
powerful armed forces into areas contiguous to provide an added wartime capacity to transport
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supplies and materiel to continental military VTA aircraft provide famine relief to Ethiopia;
theaters of operations, arms deliveries to Angola, Libya, Syria, Iraq,

and other countries; as well as airlift support
Airlift to combat forces in Afghanistan. The force

"The most visible of the USSR's military continues to acquire aircraft with improved
mobility assets is Military Transport Aviation range, speed. and cargo capacity.
(Voyenno-transportnava aviatsia, abbreviated VTA's 4-engine, turboprop-driven CUB is be-
VTA). !n wartime, VTA f'orces would support ing replaced by the long-range CANDID jet
airborne operations and provide logistics airlift transport, of which about 340 are in the VTA
to the armed forces. In peacetime, VTA aircraft inventory. The USSR's heavy-lift capability,
make arms and military equipment deliveries, currently consisting of 55 COCK aircraft, will
including materiel to Third World clients, be upgraded by new CONDOR hea',y-lift jet

This organization has nearly 600 aircraft, transports in 1987 or 1988. The CONDOR,
and its worldwide presence and missions are comparable to the US C-5B Galaxy, can carry
growing. Marked in civilian Aeroflot colors. 150 metric tons - almost twice the capacity of
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"The An-124/CONDOR transport, which has a
greater heavy-lift capability ,h.n the US C-5B

* Galaxy, may be deployed this year. CONDOR's
visor nose and clamsheli rear doors enable
rapid drive-through loading and unloading.

Meri TOM Military Transpo't Aiurcsft T
(Thun) Total Payioed (ThoAmaids)

the COCK. This increase in heavy-lift capacity 2. -2
will enhance the Soviets' ability to support !
"their commitments abroad. In wartime, the 0-

large lift capacity of the CONDOR will aid COCK
the rapid movement of critical reserve stocks -16
to forward areas, as well as outsized weapons
such as tanks, helicopters, missiles, an(' other o0-
important equipment where needed.

•,, 5 The civilian airlinE. Aeroflot, is the USSR's - -
strategic air transport reserve. On mobiliza-
tion, the total armed forces aircraft capacity 0 -
for military passenger transport wo Ad be in- Is" 1W ,W M2

creased significantly. These long- and medium-
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range transport aircraft, numbering over 1.600, the demands generated by modern coalition
provide the Soviets with an immediate source combined-arms forces engaged in offensive op-
"of stratelic air transport. Aeroflot and the Min- erations. Soviet planners also recognize that
istry of Civil Aviation maintain a close work- US concepts, such as Airland Battle, and new
ing relationship with the military. Aei'oflot is generations of US-NATO deep-strike weapon
headed by a chief marshal of aviation, most systems could threaten the Warsaw Pact rear
Aeroflot aircrews are reserve military of- area and thus the success of their theater-wide
ficers, and its organization mirrors the mili- operations. Soviet logis,icianr are particu-
tary structure. larly concerned about increasingly accurate

and powerful non-nuclear strike systems that
Logistics and Sustainability they believe could be targeted against rear

The rapid Soviet force modernization, the service units and facilities.
evolving concepts for the conduct of theater- To deal with these perceived force improve-
wide operations, and the development of US- ments, the Soviets have formed materiel sup-
NATO forces and doctrines intended to counter port units within combined arms organizations
the USSR's growing military strength have from tactical to front levels. Within the divi-
presented Soviet planners with demanding sions and regiments, materiel support battal-
logistics support requirements. Therefore the ions and companies, respectively, have been
planners have focused increasing attention on organized to combine formerly fragmented
developing a logistics force structure and man- transport, supply, and servicing functions un-
agement system capable of simultaneously sus- der one materiel support commander at each
taining strategic offensives by coalition armed level. These new rear service units constitute
forces in multiple theaters of military opera- a substantial improvement in tactical logistics
tions. One effort has been the establishment capabilities as a result of a 30-percent increrse
of echeloned reserves of critical supply items in motor transport assets and a streamlined
and equipment throughout the Warsaw Pact. command structure. Soviet planners believe
Another has been the iatroduction of increas- that a divisional materiel support battalion
.ngly capable logistics transport means, mobile would be more survivable and better able to
renair shops, pipeline-laying vehicles, materiel support the fast-moving maneuver units Envi-
handling equipment, and other specialized rear sioned for future battlefields.
service items. Simultaneously, a similar reorganization of

[n addition to such extensive peacetime in- logistics assets at army and frcnt level has
vestments in rear service resources, the So- resulted in the creation of materiel support
viets have developed an innovative program brigades. These brigades incor-porate trans-
to improve the operations of theater logistics port, supply, and associated servicing func-
formations and systems in war. One of the tions under the centralized control of materiel
most important developments in this effort has support brigade commanders. They replace
been the Pact-wide restructuring of logistics the loosely organized and jointly controlled
support units and groupings tasked to provide logistics bases that were assigned to provide
ammunition, fuel, repair parts, food, clothing, ammunition, fuel, parts, and other supplies to
and other materiel to theater forces. Another army and front forces. Each combined-arms
important development was the creation of and tank army could now have a materiel
powerful theater-level rear service control and support brigade. Each front could have one or
planning headquarters within the High Com- more brigades in addition to a large )- 3locatable
mands of Forces in continental theaters of front supplv base complex. The development,

1., military operations. refinement, and training of these new units is
The restructuring of logistics support units still underway, and variants are likely to be

has taken place concurrently with other mod- fielded. Materiel support units of regimental
ernization programs. These programs are de- size, for example, have been included in the
signed to configure Soviet combat forces and composition of the new corps-type organiLa-
concepts for effective execution of theater op. tions being formed.
erations. Soviet planners strive to ensure that Non-Soviet Warsaw Pact forces are also form.
the mobility, responsiveness, and overall capa- ing materiel support units in line with the
bilities of logistics formations keep pace with Soviet model. The eventual standardization of
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The new POMORNIK-Class air-cushion landing cra ft, 57 meters long and 350-tons displacement,
marks an important advance in the USSR's ability to conduct amphibious operations.

heekeYrs rem itr ine on tsrh rotiahout the aind aiffords~ a numher of alternate routes nec-
'NA r-a Parct will ri- ii ie the ('ommiafd-;ind- essa rv in wartime. Beside,; the fuel and ammti-
climt rol proii ems ;issocimaedl with lovistics, su p- nition sple estahblished in forward lotzist ic
1pit~ it P r coa lit iflf wa irtare. devpots- and in the Soviet Interior, materiel of

)vt rail,. the vtet nslve r-t ructuar rng ot, t:Ic- all typ~es has heen- ' tockpilevd throughlout the
11r;Il and o1penition;lIevI~el supply units will U.-SSR. This hardware includes tanks. arnv'red
111creaIS4 the sýtvi.-ngr 1)owtr o vionam'niels. pers-onnel carriers, hield airtilIle~r~v at' 1 ar de-
AIf fnl int.. r~iskt i to ;ich jevt theater objectives ftnsew svst, ýnms. In the past dIec;ttle. the a-nount

irtme.AdIt~fonaiiv. tailoredý( miobile ma-I o)f pre-stocked military v pi~ has uthstan-
!"rif1 '11wippr t nit -lemionf-s ;are part~ieihlirlv- tiall-v Increased. l'ofav. mnore than 3 Million
W-kill flsgn~ or fiplvn orcfes is-olatedi tromi metric tons oft ammulhnition i.s ipre-S toc(ked by
n1o:11i r'1im bat orniaimtions, the Pact In th W~estern TVD. rhis ammuitnition.

lDuring aI warn sýuppjlis fromn stratev!1( s4tuck- a1lomg with ove-(r 9 m-illion metric tons o )f petrol 10

~iilt- In thi. Stlviit LUn!(ln will be sent forw;ird! to (fuel). oil. aind lubricants (PIN)L. is sutifivient
-If pTItO(flt Title hir li riepr-poimt ioiied stocks a I- to support Warsaw Pact m ilIita rY opvrationi;.

i,ý lo 'vin t~if for each theanter. Thesev supplies agiainst N;\T() tor 60( to 90 ay.Adiditional supl-
%kill fh, ';rrIiol mivor a romd antd rail network pIeIIs wouldI 14' p~rovItlvil byk -trat(.Lic riserves,

h1;tt in t he -4-te.1,1 TVI) is hivihly developtwd disp~ersed througzhout hilt USSR.
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The Far Eastern Theater of Military Oper- repair facilities in wartinu Larr• part,; of the
ations (FETVD) ranks second in importance civilian hospital system in each (countrv will
.otlv to the Western TVD. During the p:ist dec- also bc incorporated into the military medical
ade. the Soviets have increased considerably system during war.
the susta'nabilitv of their forces in this vital Wartime operational control of hoth Warsaw
miliitara region . Moscow has realized that the Pact military logistics assets and -ubstantial
lines of communication (LO'--) to the FETVD resources of the members' national economies

are vulnerable and that more support is needed already has been assigned to the commander
for the large, modernizing forces stationed op- of the High Command of Forces in the various
posite China and Japan. TVDs. These resources will be managed by

Nowhere else is this support more evident TVD rear service staffs, in accordance with
than in the buildup of storage capacities for overall operational plans. to sustain Warsaw
ammunition and POL. This buildup reduces the Pact strat,-gic offensive operations.
dependence of Soviet FETVD forces on logis. This approach underlines the Soviet view
tics supplies coming from Strategic Reserve that rear service support is a continuation of
stockpiles in the Soviet interior. The armed the process -- which begins in the production
forces can sustain conventional defense op- sphere -- of managing the economy for war.
erations in the FETVD for more than That is, all national assets are to be focused on
100 davs. waging and winning war. a concept now being

Soviet planners have provided for theater- applied within each theater opposite NATO
level rear service integration and direction under more direct Soviet control.
through the establishment of logistics man- With these resources and thp authority that
agement and planning bodies within the High transcends issues of non-Soviet Warsaw Pact
Command of Forces in the various TVDs. In (NSWP) national sovereignty. Soviet comman-
cre"ating theater-level logistics commanders ders of the theater forces facing NATO can
and staffs, the Soviets have drawn on the influence theater operations directly and inde-
lessons of history, pendently of NSWP national command author-

In a future war, TVD logistics staffs, headed ity. They would do so by allocating and shifting
by deputy commanders for rear services and war-sustaining resources among strategic or
armament, will exercise great authority over operational axes, as dictated by the situation.
vast transportation, materiel, and technical Thus, the extensive and continuing Soviet ef-
suppoit resources slated for t'ie theater forces. forts to ensure that the logistics support base
In peacetime. these Soviet-directed staffs in is capable of meeting future battlefield requirc-
each theater opposite NATO further centralize ments can be seen in the following activities:
the formulation of rear service plans predi- the restructuring of rear service units, the es-
cated on the use and control of facilities and tablishment of theater-level logistics planning
resources in the Warsaw Pact. This prepa- and management bodies, and the more direct
ration for theater-wide military operations is control of Warsaw Pact military and civilian
comprehensive. 't includes the creation of resources by Soviet TVD High Commands.
military supply depcts echeloned and dispersed Logistics also plays a major role in the de-
throughout each theater. In wartime, some of ployment of the Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF).
these supplies will be under the direct control Soviet decisioamakers have given high priority
of the theater commander and his rear serv- to efforts to ensure reliable supplies of nu-
ices deputies. clear weapons. During peacetime. missiles.

Besides these military resources, Warsaw propellants, and spare parts for strategic bal-
Pact national transportation routes and sys- listic missiles are normally moved from pro-

Stems critical to the movement and supply of duction factories to rear missile depots, and
ttheater forces have been designated and con- from there to rail transfer points located near

stantly improved. To deal -with potential war- operational launch sites. In times of conflict,
i-N time destruction, stocks of bridging, rail, road. provisions probably exist to deliver necessary

and airfield repair constructicn material and equipment to resupply SRF unitz. Additionally.
equipment have been pre-positioned. Civilian Soviet planners recognize that rail interdiction
factories and industr;al facilities of the Warsaw could threaten the success of SRF logistics

A Pact have been designated to serve as military operations, therefore, extra missiles, additional
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Afghan border. Much of the fuel is then shippedI • .•by Soviet -const ructed and Soviet-maintained

tactical pipelines or tanker trucks to key lo-
"cations in Afghanistan. Most other supplies.
however, are transported by convoys to stor-
age complexes or to the depots of tactical
units. The Afghan road network is poorly
developed, extremely restrictive, difficult to
maintain, often impassable, and heavily used
by assorted military and civilian vehicles. As
a consequence, routes dedicated to resupply
operations have not been established.

Among the most vexing problems the Soviets
Soviet forces stockpile more then 27,00 me- face in Afghanistan is security for LOCs and
ters of bridging equipment to support river rear area assets. Since the invasion more
crossings during offensive operations. than 7 years ago, Soviet transport columns,

equipment, facilities, and garrisons have been
propellants, and spare parts are pre-positioned subjected to cor.inuing harassment and attack.
at a number of sites to minimize the effec- Convoys, pipelines, and depots have been
tiveness of LOC interdiction. Newer missile struck. Convoy duty is so dangerous that
systems such as the road-mobile SS-25 and rail- the Soviets award pennants for 'Courage and
mobile SS-X-24 have significantly enhanced Valor' to truckdrivers who complete a specified
chances of survival because of their high mo- number of trips.
bility. Their mobility also greatly increases the This security issue has focused Soviet atten-
opportunity for ballistic missile refire. Logis- tion on a problem that has implications be-
tics support. particularly for force reconstitu- yond those of logistics support in Afghanistan.
tion. has a high priority in the SRF. Soviet planners are now closely studying the

problem of providing security for logistics units
Logistics Support in Afghanistan tasked to support combined arms operations

The Soviet rear service system is organized in a major war. This effort is reflected, for
to sustain large-scale, high-intensity opera- example, in expressed concerns about train-
tions. In Afghanistan, however, the Soviet ing now being given to new commanders and
logistics establishment has been required to personnel from materiel support units in the
support small, widely dispersed combat units in skills needed to repel attack by enemy special
a protracted low-intensity conflict. Although operations forces or diversionary units. Route
the scope of this logistics effort is limited by and rear area security would be especially
Soviet standards, the difficulties posed by ge- critical for forces operating on isolated axes.
ographic and operational factors have been Soviet planners are also using the Afghanistan
substantial. The absence of a rail system in experience to review procedures for field main-
Afghanistan has limited the movement of sup- tenance of equipment in adverse geographic
plies to air and road transportation as well and climatic conditions as well as medical
as to fuel pipelines. Although Military Trans- support for combat and non-combat casualties.
port Aviation aircraft and helicopters are be- Soviet logistics operations in Afghanistan
ing used extensively to bring supplies into have been hindered by environmenta-l con-
Afgnanistan, and to transport them within the straints and combat activity. Nonetheless, the
country, the overall resupply effort in the coun- Soviets have maintained a logistics sup-
try has relied more on motor transport and port system that has been able to sustain a
tactical pipeline. Nonetheless, these logistics sizable military presence and active counterin-
complications have not greatly impeded the surgency war for more than 7 years. The con-
Soviets' ability to prosecute the war. tinuing incorporation of new procedures into

Large quantities of supplies are being overall logistics support concepts will help to
brought from military districts and central de- improve the capabilities of the critical rear ser-
pots in the USSR by rail, truck, barge, and vice component of Soviet military operations.
pipeline to transshipment points just inside the
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Chapter_VI

Research,
Development,

and Production
To support their drive for technological dom-

inance, the Soviets have established the largest
nat onal research and development (R&D) re-
source base in the world, far outstripping those
of the US and other nations. The USSR spends
between 40 billion and 50 billion rubles a year
on R&D, about half of which is dedicated to
military projects.

The results of this wide-ranging R&D effort
-an be seen in all areas of Soviet weapon sys-
tems. To cite one example, during the past year
the Soviet Navy, which is currently building
nine classes of submarines and eight classes
of major surface combatants, began sea trials
of a revolutionary new class of amaphibious
air-cushion vehicle.

The POMORNIK-Class landing craft, with
its 21-meter beam and 350-ton displacement, is
the largest military air-cushior vehicle ever
built. At 57 meters in length, it is 10 meters
longer than the AIST-Class air-cushion craft it

....... is designed to supplement. The POMORNIK-
• Class units will also be faster and have greater

lift capability than the AIST-Class, and its 30-
mm Gatling guns appear designed to improve
direct fire suppcrt. The rapid production of the
POMORNIK-Class, which went from building
ways to sea trials in less than a year, illustrates
the Soviet Navy's concerted effort to introduce
new ship types into the fleet.

The Soviet naval air R&D effort has contin-
ued its pursuit of wing-in-ground (WIG) tech-

The MAINSTAY airborne warring and control
system (AWACS) aircraft will prc'lide
Soviet Air Forces with a battle mai.agement
capability for their new FLANKER and
FULCRUM aircraft. An effective Soviet
A WACS capability could advance the Soviets'
drive for theater air superiority and wout'd
help to maximize the combat potential •f
their numerically superior ground foi ces.
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Soviet Navyt nology for amphibious vehicle.s. WIGs are
Sroviet Nae designed to cruise ofweintlv at altitudles of

G P- -Sm e less than 15 meters, riding on the cushion of

air formed between the wing and the ,roun6
during low-altitune flight. This factor •r,,atv

300- _ -_____-o increases the craft's ability to carry heavy
loads over long distances. especially over

Nuclear Powered water, making it well suited for amphibi-
2oo- -2oW ous warfare.

"Although the initial WIG design eeers to
have been abandoned. two new vers;ons. are

100-~ , 0 • -100 under development. The smaller version. des-
. ... ignated the ORLAN-Class. is designed for am-

. phibious operations. The larger version
01 .. 0 appears to have greater range, and with six
I •S 1an M aIN 1a11 ai11 missile launch tubes, it evidently has a dedi-

cated antiship mission.
-,,, The Soviet aircraft industry, especially the

Sovijt Medium Tanks military aircraft industry, is in the midst of
410.w- -o.Woo a technological revolution. Most of the new

military aircraft incorporate much more corn-
plex and sophisticated electronic subsystems

A and armaments than did their predec sors,
S.,7r8 Gunand evidence suggests the Soviets have made

9 -r~rr.MqinGun -ao~rj* progress in developing aircr:-fft that may have
a low-observable radar signature. The Soviets

J0.. : -0 .000 probably have at least one totally new fighcer
in design or dtvelopment, and several variants

20,000- 20.000 of existing Soviet fighters - particularly the
newer ones - can be expected to enter produc-

10oo 10 -. 000 tion ovcr the next several years.
The Soviets also are bringing in a new air-

| ____.:.:._ :_: :_::__ ___ __ bcrne warning and control system (AWACS)
0 -I I aircraft, the MAINSTAY, for early warning and19_ _ 19.. 196_19;14 _19 air combat command and contrcl. Now in

production, this modified I1-76TD has a true
over-land look-down capability. in addition to

Soviet Military TrnsrtnAircraft a new identification-friend-or-foe system, this
. aircraft may have a comprehensive electronic

countermeasures complement.MCI. .............. Two new Soviet attack helic.)pters, the
sHAVOC and the HOKUM, remain in proto-

A itype testing; both may become operational this40 40: •year. The HAVOC, a ground-attack helicopter
similar in appearance to the US Apache heli-

me -, ;!7A M 3W: • copter, is expected to feature similar advances
in performance, survivability, armament, and

W .night/adverse weather capability. Its primary
armament will probably include a 23- or 30-mm

00-[ 0- . cannon and up to 16 antitank guided missiles
(ATGMs). Its two primary targets will be tanks
and antitank he!icorters, and it has probably

19" It . m iwa 9m1 isi been built to meet the threat presented by
_ _... ._NATO weapons usirg thermal imaging systems.
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"The HOKUM, a unique special-purpose he-
licopter, features a distinctive coaxial rotor,• Soviet Navy Surface Warahipa"
system; a streamlined fuselage with a tapered Sve a4ah
nose, resembling a jet aircraft; and retractable
landing gear. It has a lightweight performance', design with swept rotor tips and no observable
ATGM hardware. It can travel at speeds esti- 30- .........

mated at up to 350 kilometers per hour. Based
on preliminary data, the HOKUM is thought 200Missile Equipped
to be a fighter helicopter with a primary air-
to-air role. It is expected to be capable of
employing air-to-air missiles and a rapid-fire
cannon in day, night, and adverse weather
conditions as a low-level, tactical counterair
system. HOKUM's prime targets would be
close air support aircraft, including antitank 1-6 1978 i9 1on 194 196
helicopters. R.rv.o unitfs w not in•ued.

Evidence suggests the Soviets are also pursu-
ing development of tilt-rotor type aircraft, most
likely for use as troop carriers. If development Soviet APC/IFV
of these aircraft proves successful, tilt-rotor 60.000
models could eventually replace the HIND/HIP BTR 70 & 80/BMP-2/BMO

* family of helicopters in the 1990s. 50.000- M1979/1 -".00
The Soviets continue to be the world's largest

producer of ground force equipment, turning
cut some 3,000 tanks, 3,000 light armored ve-
hicles, and 2,800 artillery weapons each year.
The already huge tank fleet was enhanced by
the recent addition of the T-80 medium tank,
a probable follow-on to the T-64 and T-72. 20.0000 -0.o
Roughly the size of the T-72 but significantly
Laster, the T-80 is powered by a gas-turbine 10.000 -0.00

A. Iengine producing 1,000 horsepower. It has
greater mobility, more firepower, and better fire 0 0-
control than its predecessors, and its automatic 1976 1978 1o 1V 194 191
loader has enabled the Soviets to reduce their

. crew size from four to three. The T-80 also
has a passive night-vision system and a Soviet Artillery
collective protection system for use in biolog- Larger than 100-mm
ical-radiological environments. 30.000- -0.000

Military Expenditures r.00- lf--Propelled 25.000
The Soviets have made a huge commitment

of the nation's best resources to sustain their 20,000- 20,0

military buildup over the past 2 decades. Enor-
mous expenditures for military programs have

* been a major factor behind slowing economic
growth rates, as the most valuable and pro-
ductive resources were channeled to the Soviet 10.000
military program at the expense of living stan-
dards and investment in industries essential for s.0o0 5000

economic growth.
The magnitude of Soviet military programs o-is revealed in a comparison with those of the 1976 1978 190 I9M 194 19

US Cumulative Soviet military costs from 1977 ,
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to 1986 greatly exceeded those of the US. Dur- nizations of the Ministry of Defense working in
ing this period, the estimated dollar cost of close collaboration with the R&D community.
the total Soviet military program is 25 percent These new capabilities are proposed to top
higher than comparable US defense outlays, echelons of the Party and government and, if
and weapon procurement costs are 30 percent accepted, are implemented by a joint resolu-
higher. Increased US defense spending has tion - a one-time, multiyear commitment by
narrowed these differentials, but in critical both the Party and government to research,
areas such as R&D, the Soviet costs continue design, test, and serially produce the weapon.
to exceed those of the US. For major new w. apons, the Defense Council,

Moreover, Soviet major weapons procure- headed by the General Secretary, participates
ment has shown consistent growth since the in this decision. The fulfillment of the joint
early 1980s, after several years of high acqui- resolution is the responsibility of the appropr.-
sition activity, ate industrial ministry, with constant oversight

Estimates of Soviet military spending in cur- by Ministry of Defense representatives. To
rent rubles reflect a significant increase from ensure that weapons development proceeds as
the early 1970s to the early 1980s - at a efficiently as possible, the Military Industrial
rate substantially faster than their overall eco- Commission - which coordinates the devel-
nomic growth. The Soviet military effort now opment and production of military systems -
consumes 15 to 17 percent of their Gross Na- has the authority to overcome bureaucratic
tional Product (GNP). As a result of this in- obstacles and bottlenecks.
creased commitment, the defense industrial Soviet R&D programs and institutes are sub-
ministries absorb almost 60 percent of the out- ordinate to one of three organizations, depend-
r it of the vital machine building branch ing on their primary functions. The academies
"oi industry. of scienccs are charged with conducting ba-

sic, exploratory research in the natural and
social sciences. Composed of the national-level
USSR Academy of Sciences and 14 republic
academies, this segment controls more than 350
research facilities and 300,000 scientits.

The higher education institutions subordi-
nate to the Ministry of Higher and Secondary
Education play an important but comparatively
small roie in Soviet R&D by underteking ex-
ploratory R&D and by providing education3 to

" all prospective scieLtists ani engineers. Both
! the academies and higher education institu-
- tions are called on to solve technical problems
_ in all segments of the national economy. As

"" modern weapons become more complex, and
as the Soviets assimilate more advanced tech-

SThe heavily armed, nuclear-powered nology in their weapons, these segments of
V. , KIROV.Class cruiser Frunze carries three the R&D community are becoming increasingly

HORMONE (seen here) or HELIX helicopters, involved in military-related research.
which provide ASW reconnaissance and Applied R&D falls within the purview of
target ccapabiies, the industrial ministries. Each has scientific

9.. *research institutes, design bureaus, and test
R&D Organization facilities supporting development of their prod-

Direction of the R&D effort is carried out ucts working in collaboration with production
"through the Party hierarchy as well as govern- plants. Nine defense industrial ministries con-
ment organizations. The military R&D sector duct most of the applied R&D for new Soviet
has a more streamlined chain of command than military capabilities. Their scientific research
its civilian counterpart, Requirements for new institutes provide design support research in
or modified systems to provide needed opera- their a3signed areas of technology.
tional capabilities are formulated by staff orga- Personnel in the design bureaus are often the
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best known members of the development team The Soviet Biological Warfare Capability.
and serve as the system integrator and project The Soviet offensive BW prgram has been
office managers for the new product. They monitored by the US for decades. When the
oversee the entire development process and are Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
supported by subsystem and component design (BWC) of 1972 went into force in 1975, the
bureaus. About 50 design bureaus are involved issue became one of whether the Soviets were
in developing major military systems that are in zompliance. Although the BWC bans the
in turn supported by almost 250 subsystem development, production, and stockpiling of bi-
and component design bureaus. Each defense ological agents and toxins for hostile purposes,
industrial ministry has its own test facilities no reduction in Soviet offensive BW activity
to evaluate the performance of its products, has been observed. Thus, the conclusion arises
and these facilities are complemented, and in that the Soviets are still capable of developing
some cases replicated, by test facilities of the and producing BW agents.
Ministry of Defense. Scientific personnel at a number of Soviet

The Ministry of Aviation Industry (MAP) is microbiological research institutes are capa-
in many ways prototypical of the defenqe indus- ble of performing R&D with highly infectious
trial ministries. It designs and builds aircraft disease agents and very potent plant, animal,
and aerodynamic missiles for all branches of and microbial toxins. Likewise, =onsiderable
the Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Civil Soviet work has been noted in aerobiology,
Aviation. It supervises --n impressive array of cloud physics, airborne infections, and disease
research organizations, including the Central agent stabilization that has direct application
Aerodynamics Institute and the Central Sci- to BW. Much of the knowledge and expertise
entific Research Institute of Aviation Motor at these institutes is funded and utilized by the
Building. Soviet Ministry of Defense for offensive BW as

MAP has eight active aircraft design bu- well as for defensive/protective aspects.
reaus and seven air-breathing-missile system A number of installations ,.apable of pro-
design bureaus. These are supported by 16 com- ducing disease agents and toxins on a large.
ponent and accessory design bureaus and 10 scale basis and placing them in munitions and
design bureaus that develop air-breathing pow- delivery/dissemination systems have also been
erplants. MAP's test facilities include flight identified. These installations have been es-
and static test capabilities at Ramenskoye Air tablished by the Min~stry of Defense and are
Base near Moscow, diversified liquid- and solid- under its control. One such facility is in the
rocket-propellant test stands, rocket sled city of Sverdlovsk and has a long history of
tracks, and wind tunnels. biological warfare R&D and production with

Reflecting the continuing high priority of emphasis on the causative agent of anthrax.
its products, MAP's facilities have grown by In addition to anthrax, we believe the Soviets
more than 25 percent during the past decade. have developed tularemia, plague, and cholera
The results of that investment are reflected in for BW purposes, as well as botulinum toxin,
a number of impressive new weapons such as enterotoxin, and mycotoxins.
the FULCRUM and FLANKER fighters; CON- Biological Warfare Agent Production. The
DOR super transport; BLACKJACK bomber; production of large quantities of disease agerts
HAVOC, HOKUM, and HALO helicopters, nu- by the Soviets for BW purposes can be accom-
merous air-to-air, air-to-surface, surface-to-air plished by various fermentation processes. In a
missiles; and cruise missiles. strict sense, industrial fermentation processes

are concerned with the products from multiply-
Biological Research ing microorganisms. However, a fermentation

Most Soviet life sciences research has fo- process can also be used to produce lrge num-
cused on disciplines that will allow them to bers of microorganisms that themselves become
establish and maintain a military advantage or the desired end-products. Thus, an infectious
contribute to the solution of critical economic agent grown in large numbers and then placed
and industrial problems. The Soviets recognize in a weapon/dissemination system becomes a
the virtually limitless potential of biotechnol- BW weapon. Production of a toxin agent is
ogy, including use as a source of new biological usually accomplished using fermentation pro-
warfare (BW) agents. cesses except that the toxin produced by the
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microorganisms during the growth process is handle, and deliver BW agents and weapons
the end-product rather than the microorganism as well as for those who would move into an
itself. A viral or rickettsial agent, unlike area where BW agents had been disseminated.
a bacterial agent, requires living metaboliz- Standard Soviet protective suits and masks,
ing animal cells for growth, thereby requiring together with sanitary and disease control mea-
large-scale use of embryonated eggs or tissue sures, would be sufficient to protect most Soviet
cell culture systems to produce quantities of soldiers from the effects of their BW agents.
viruses cr rickettsia for BW weapons. The Sverdlovsk Biological Warfare Facility:

Continuous fermentation can also be used Events of 1979. During early April 1979, an ac-
for BW agent production. The anthrax agent cidental release of anthrax occurred in Sverd-
:an be produced from start to finish in 96 hours lovsk that caused many casualties and most
since bacteria can multiply very quickly. Both likely a very high death rate among Soviet
systems can be computer controlled. citizens who were exposed. The government at

During the growth cycle of anthrax, the that time admitted only to some public health
microorganism is in the shape of a rod, its vege- problems, which it said were caused by the ille-
tative form. Toward the end of its growth cycle, gal sale of anthrax-contaminated meat. Soviet
it can be made to convert into spores by heat or leaders have never acknowledged the existence
chemical shock. It is the spores that are har- of the Sverdlovsk facility. The US Government
vested and placed into delivery/dissemination has often requested an explanation of what
devices. The spores are very resistant to heat, happened in Sverdlovsk, but the Soviets persist
disinfectants, sunlight and other environmen- in blaming contaminated meat for the
tal factors. When the spores are inhaled, they anthrax epidemic.
convert again to the vegetative form, establish Our analysis shows that the following events
an infection, and as they multiply in the host, occurred:
produce a highly lethal toxin. Anthrax causes e Early in April 1979, an accidental release
a high mortality rate when the infection re- of anthrax occurred within the Microbiol-
sults from ingestion (up to 70 percent fatal) or ogy and Virology Institute in Sverdlovsk
inhalation (almost 100 percent fatal) if treat- City. The Institute is a military facility
r,,ent is not begun promptly. Besides penicillin, located in the southwestern outskirts of
other antibiotics may be effective. Although the city. While bulk quantities of anthrax
anthrax bacteria are penicillin sensitive, suc- spores in dry form were probably being
cessful treatment of the disease depends upon prepared, a pressurized system most likely
killing the microorganisms before a lethal con- explode,',.
centration of anthrax toxin is produced. The 9 As much as 10 kilograms of dry anthrax
skin form of infection can also be lethal if it spores were released from the Institute.
invades the bloodstream and therapy is not * The bacterial aerosol contaminated

started quickly. an area with a radius of at least 3 to 5
Anthrax spores can be disseminated in either kilometers.

a liquid or dry form. Although highly resistant * Within 2 weeks, which is within the time
in the environment, they can be killed with frame expected for the disease to develop,
strong disinfectants or high temperature. An- a significant number of deaths occurred.
thrax is a noncontagious agent. The number o Residents and workers within the con-
of anthrax spores required to kill 50 percent of taminated area contracted pulmonary
exposed individuals (lethal dose 50 or LD50) is anthrax through inhalation. Additionally,
betwcen 8,000 and 10,000. Even though such some may have contracted anthrax by
high concentrations of anthrax are required to skin contact and, over time, a number
be delivered over a Ltrget population, the So- may have contracted anthrax by con-
viets have no technical difficulties in achiev- sumption of food contaminated by the
ing this. fallout of spores.

The Soviets have vaccines or antidotes for * Initial disinfection and decontamination
many of the di,.ases that they might use in a procedures were largely ineffective.
BW attack. These include those for anthrax, 9 Mass immunizations with the Soviet
tularemia, plague, and botulism. Immunization anthrax vaccine were partially effective
is essential for those personnel who produce, at best.
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"* Vaccinations and antibio.ic treatment disease epidemics for many years. As a re-
were administered too late as an initial sult, the Soviets have developed expertise in
response. biomedical research, identifying the focuses of

"* Containment procedures were effective in infections and controlling diseases. They have
confining the problem to the southwest made significant contributions to the literature
area of Sverdlovsk City. on infectious diseases and have had an impact

"* Strict cenaorship as to the true nature in the international arena on public health
of the incident served to neutra,ize matters. Their knowledge of the behavior of
early panic and to limit the fears of the bacteria, viruses and rickettsia is voluminous
Sverdlovsk population. and has been used to address domestic and

"* Containment procedures continued into international problems of disease control.
July 1979. Some inspection procedures The Soviets have also been interested in in-
were conducted until fall 1979. dustrial bio'echnology since World War 11. Dur-

In summary: ing the siege of Leningrad, single-cell protein
"* A major outbreak of anthrax occurred at (SCP) derived from wood shavings was used as

a closed military installation, food. Since that time, the Soviet SCP industry
"* The Soviets have persisted in claiming has grown to be the largest in the world, with

that a routine outbreak of anthrax among over a million tons produced annually and used
animals caused intestinal anthrax among for fodder. Estimates are that I ton of SCP frees
people who consumed the bad meat. up about 6 tons of feed grain that otherwise

"* The extraordinary efforts to 'clean-up* would have to be imported and paid for in
are inconsistent with the Soviet hard currency. The Soviets are also dependent
explanation. on their microbiological industry to produce

"* Reports surfaced that hundreds of Soviet vitamins, antibiotics, vaccines, and advanced
citizens died from inhalation anthrax diagnostics and therapeutics for legitimate use
within 7 to 10 days of the outbreak in their military and civilian populations.
despite heroic efforts by Soviet doctors The Soviets now recognize the potential of
to save their lives, modem biotechnology and genetic engineer-

"* Other reports stated that in subsequent ing, particularly since the USSR has a greater
weeks, 1,000 or more cases may have need for advancements in agriculture and pub-
developed. These figures are about 100 lic health than does the West. As such, the
or more times the annual incidence Soviets made the development of a biotech-
of inhalation and intestinal anthrax nological industry a top priority in 1974 and
throughout the USSR in recent yeari. reaffirmed their commitment in 1981. Since that

"* Heavy military involvement and early time, they have made remarkable progress in
military casualties immediately after developing their biotechnological capabilities.
the accident, total military control These same technologies are being used by
within 2 weeks, plus rooftop spraying the Ministry of Defense to develop more ef-
of decontaminating solutions from fective BW agents. With this biotechnological
aircraft are not consistent with public capability, naturally-occurring microorganisms
health control measures for dealing with can be made more virulent, antibiotic-resistant,
anthrax acquired by eating bad meat. and manipulated to render current US vaccines

"* The reported aerial spraying activity and ineffective. Such developments would greatly
disinfection with steam and hypochlorite complicate our ability to detect and identify
solution around the military facility BW agents and to operate in areas contami-
were clearly intended to decontaminate nated by such Soviet biological agents.
surfaces affected by an infectious aerosol.

Collectively, these events are a very strong Key Military Technologies
contradiction of the Soviet position that the The large-scale, continuous infusion of re-
anthrax outbreak was just a public health sources into other R&D areas reflects the de-
problem resulting from the sale of contami- termined effort of the Soviets to improve their
nated meat. technological capabilities. Although the tech-

Biotechnoln-gy and the Soviet Union. The So- nological gap between the USSR and the West
viet Union has been combating and controlling is constantly narrowing, the West still holds
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"an overall technological lead. This lead will also using some East European countries,
continue to diminish unless the West maintains which are developing their own computer in-

, strong safeguards against sophisticated Soviet dustries, to help meet their needs. Even with
1efforts to acquire Western m'litary and dual- these efforts, the Soviets remain an average
use technology, of 10 years behind the West in civil/industrial

technology applications.
Aerodynamics

The Soviets have built the world's largest Directed Energy
wind tunnel and are accumulating very sophis- Lasers. The USSR has established a very
ticated aerodynamics research facilities, large and well-funded multi-ministerial pro-
Through the use of empirical techniques, they gram to develop strategic and tactical laser
are pursuing novel developments that have no weapons, and it maintains R&D efforts in all
military equivalents in the West, such as the the technologies critical to the evolution of
previously described WIG effect vehicles, laser weapons. The Soviets have built high-
While the Soviets have tended to mimic West- energy laser devices to the 10-megawatt level
ern aerodynamics research, they deserve recog- and generally place more emphasis on weapon
nit ion for engineering effective weapons for applications of lasers than does the West. In do-
their aerodynamic systems. Even so, most of ing so, they have concentrated on gas-dynamic
the important aerodynamic principles have and electric discharge lasers. They have not
been developed in the Free World. The US attained the high-power outputs for chemical
maintains its advantage in aerodynamic com- lasers as has the West.

Sputational capabilities. The tactical laser program has progressed
to where battlefield laser weapons could soon

Chemical be deployed with Soviet forces. The Soviets
The chemical industrial sector includes a have the technological capability to deploy

broad range of technologies with direct and low-power laser weapons - at least for an-
indirect effects on Soviet military capabilities. tipersonnel use and against soft targets such
The Soviets have made significant strides in as sensors, canopies, and light materiel. Even
areas such as chemical explosives and chemical low-power lasers, as in rangefinders, can have
warfare, to which they give high priority. The weapon applications. Recent Soviet irradiation
research effort in new chemical explosives is of Free World manned surveillance aircraft and
several times larger than any such Western pro- ships could have caused serious eye damage

gram and has given them a significant lead over to observers.
the West. Conversely, Soviet fuels, lubr'icants, Radio Frequency. Recent Soviet deve!op-
and industrial fluids fall short of Weste? n stan- ments in the generation of radio-frequency (RF)
dards, and the USSR remains dependent on the energy have potential applications for a fun-
' West for sophisticated diagnostic equipment. damentally new type of weapon system that

would degrade electronics or be used in an
Computing antipersonnel role. The Soviets already have

Soviet computer technology continues to be or are working on much of the technology
based on Western developments. Although the needed for such a system. In their research
"Soviets have a solid understanding of basic the Soviets have generated. single pulses with
principles, they have liiigering problems in ap- peak power exceeding 1 billion watts and repet-
"plying this knowledge to computer production. itive pulses of over 100 million watts. If they

4 Reliability and quality control difficulties have choose to aievelop such a system, no significant
not yet been resolved, and the Soviets have technological obstacles stand in the way of a
"been unable to develop the peripherals and prototype short-range tactical RF weapon.
software to meet their requirements. Improv- Particle Beam. Soviet research in technolo-
ing their computing capabilities remains one gies applicable to particle beam weapons is
of their most pressing technological require- extensive, and military interest and support
ments. The Soviets are increasing the use of has been evident since the early 1960s. Work in
their diplomatic missions, intelligence services, certain necessary technologies, such as power-
and academic and scientific foundations to ac- ful accelerators, is at the forefront of the state-
quire Western computer technology. They are of-the-art. The Soviets, however, have probably
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The electra-optic sensor laser device (at lower right) on the SO VREMENNYY- Class destr.z.yer
has been used by the Sov'iets to irradiate Western patrolf aircraft. Such laser irradi-tion,
depending upon tne distance, could permanently H~ind.
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the-horizon and phased-array radars. of the West on a theoretical basis. Nonethe-
less, in hardware for computers and electrome-

Electro-optics chanical devices, and in fielding experienced
In general. the West is slightly ahead of teams of designers and programmers, the So-

the USSR i, electro-optics technologies that viet Union lags the West.
have wide-ranging military applications in re-
connaissance. communications, navigation, Materials
arnd target designation. The West is ahead Soviet R&D in materials and associated pro-
in basic R&D, material quality, and fabrication cessing is comparable to that of the West, and
aspects of the more advanced electro-optics in some areas leads the world. The Soviets are
technologies. The Soviets, however, are strong especially strong in all areas of metallic materi-
in some of the older, less-sophisticated tech- als. Their innovative work in light metal alloys
nologies such as certain detector materials and based on aluminum, magnesium, and titanium
solid-state glass lasers, in which they have gives them a major asset in designing and
heavily invested their R&D efforts. producing aircraft and missile systems as well

as some naval and ground forces equipment.
Environmental Sciences They have a strong ferrous metallurgy program

The Soviet Union has developed environ- and an extensive, continuing effort to improve
mental modification techniques that could be steels in their inventory as well as to develop
used in wartime, primarily in tactical situa- others. In leading edge technologies such as
tions. They have published the results of their refractory and superalloys, powder metallurgy,
R&D on fog dispersal situations at airfields, ceramics, and composites, their R&D efforts are
precipitation enhancement in areas near the extensive. Overall, they probably trail the West
Black Sea, and hail suppression in regions sub- by a small margin.
ject to crop damage. Experimental programs
have been conducted in ionospheric heating, Nuclear
with implications for improving long-range For many years, the USSR has been highly
communications. active in nuclear R&D for industrial and mili-

Coinc.dent with this research, the Soviets tary applications. Until February 26, 1987, the
are signatories of the Environmental Modifi- Soviet underground nuclear test program re-
cation Convention, drawn up to ban the hos- mained inactive under a self-imposed mora-
tile employment of such techniques. They torium since August 1985. From 1970 to 1985,
are clearly aware of the political consequences the Soviets conducted more than 200 tests. Of
of such programs as well as the military advan- these, over three-fourths were probably for
tages. Their oceanographic research program weapons design and effects purposes, while the
is the largest in the world, and it has undoubt- remainder were for their Peaceful Nuclear Ex-
edly played an important role in the Soviet plosion program. Among the former, they have
ASW R&D program. carried out weapons effects tests on intercon-

tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) reentry
Manufacturing vehicles and electronics. Soviet theoretical

The Soviets have strong technological capa- understanding of nuclear weapons physics is
bilities to transform raw materials into final probably on a par with that of the West. Their
military products. They are highly capable in nuclear reactor R&D program has been ag-
areas where bigger means better, having gressive dnd has developed the full range of
built the world's largest forging and extrusion needed technologies - from isotope separation,
presses. The Soviets have excellent electroslag to reactor design, to fuel reprocessing. The
and plasma arc remelt capabilities for produc- Soviet nuclear power industry has not been
ing high-quality alloys, and they match world without its setbacks and problems, however, as
standards in sheet metal forming and metal re- evidenced by the recent disaster at Chernobyl.
moval. In welding, they are international inno- ChernobyL The accident at the Chernobyl
vators in electroslag, friction, electrogas, Atomic Pbwer Station on 26 April 1986 was the
electron beam, and pulsed arc welding. They worst of the atomic age. Two large explosions
are knowledgeable in all aspects of computer- ripped through Reactor No. 4, displacing the
aided industrial production and are the equal 1,200-ton upper biological shield, heaving ra-
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T-'t' dtestruction of Chernobyl Reactor No 4 has not altered Soviet emphasis on research and
P ~to~~'eitof nYuclear powver as their main source of electricity for the fu~ture~
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types of diirected-energy weapons, high-power West in solid. propellants. their technology is
radars. and jamming systems. They are prob- rapidly catching up.
ably world .,-aders in magnetolhYdrodynamic Soviet application of advanced technologies
power g-en.!..tion and have attained power ev- to naval propulsion systems continues at an
els of several tpns of megawatts from their impressive level. They were the first to build a
portable de~ices. Soviet physicists have made
major accomplishments in magnetocumulative
generation R&D as well as in areai such as
thermionics and inductive stores. Their re-
se:,rch in several supporting technologies, how.
ever. tends to lag behind the state-of-the-art in
the West: for example. in certain switches and
in electrochemical sources.

Propulsion
The USSR has comprehensive, effective R&D

programs in all forms of propulsion tech.
nologies for military systems, often taking
approaches different from those of the West. So-
viet aircraft engines have shown marked tech-
nological advances, although they continue to
reflect design simplicity and manufacturing
ease. The principal shcrtcomings have been in
cooled blade fabrication, electronic engine con-
trols and, until 1984. a large high-bypass-ratic
engine. The D-18T turbofan, wkich powers the
CONDOR super transport, fills this gap.

The Soviets also have an aggressive R&D
program in ramjet propulsion and have fielded
missile systems using ramjets. They were the
first to develop the combined-cyc!e rocket-
ramjet on an operationa5 missile.

Today. the Soviets are the acknowledged
world lpader in liquid-propellant missiles,
owing in part to the West's emphasis on solid-
propellant motors. Liquid propellants con
tinue to be the main propulsion system on most
Soviet operational ICBMs, submarine-launched
ballistic missiles (SLBMs). medium-range mis-
siles, and space launch vehicles. Concurrently,
the Soviets have been devoting increasing
emphasis on developing solid-propellant rocket
motors of all sizes. Applications now include
systems ranging from ICBMs such as the SS-X-
24 and SS-25 to tactical missile developments.
Although the Soviets have usually lagged the

The Frunze. a KIROV-Class nuclear-powered
guided-missile cruiser, is powered by a new
hybrid propuls;on system unlike any seen in
the West. The KIROV is one of eiyht classes
of major Soviet surface combatants currently.--
being produced.
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class of gas-turhine-p')wered warships. One of 'lth, West continues to leadl the USSR in the
the more recent precedent-settiný.. Soviet efforts general area of automotive te hnology. The

* is the KIROV.('lass cruiser hyhrid propulsion Soviets, however, have demontrated the
sv-;tem, which uses nuclear rea,:tors operating effecTtive application of their technology to

in parallel with oil-fired boilers, militarv equipment. such as off-road missile

-WI
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transporters. Although many Soviet engines equipment for direct use on Soviet military-
produce less power than state-of-the-art West- industrial production lines. Theý purpose of this
ern engines of equivalent weight and displace- program is to improve Soviet capabilitil~s to
ment it is a result of Soviet preference fo;r produce reliable modern weapons.
duranility, reliability, and simplicity rather Hardware, designs, and production tech-
than a lack of capability. niques are not the only targets of the Soviet

acquisition program. A goal in Soviet-Western
Techno',ogy Acquisition scientific exchanges, for example. is to gain
and Applications access to Western technological know-how.

The Soviet leadership is very pragmatic Soviet participation in scientific exchanges en-
about technological deficiencies in relation to ables the Soviets to acquire and exploit Free
the West. Even their most optimistic pre- World technologies.
diction does not call for attaining technical Even this process of scientific exchanges
ascendencv over the West before the 21st is highly centralized and serves the military
century. They are. how,-ver, concerned about sector. Among the agencies charged with ful-
the qualitative edge in weapons that Western filling collection requirements established by
technologies now provide. They are seeking to the Military Industrial Commission are not
neutralize the West's advantage in basic tech- only the KGB and GRU. but also the USSR
nologies by deploying relatively advanced and Academy of Sciences and the State Committee
technologically sophisticated weapons in large for Science and Technology, both of which are
numbers. At the same time. they are working the official - 'above board" - partners in
very hard to improve their indigenous capa- scientific exchanges with the West. Soviet sci-
bilities in order to catch up with and surpass entists are. with few exceptions, selected and
those of the West in basic weapons technolo- assigned to participate in exchanges according
gies. The Soviets seek to accomplish this goal to covert collection priorities.
by investing heavily in their own R&D base These successful programs concentrate on
and by aggressively obtaining the best possible the US and the other advanced industrial na-
technology from any source and applying it to tions of the Free World. As these countries
their military effort as quickly as possible - improve their technology security, however.
often much faster than their Western counter- the Soviets have had to vary the means by
parts. Their centralized management uses its which they acquire information. They have
control over resource allocation to ensure that entrusted more collection responsibilities to
the most modern technology is obtaAied and their allies to mask their efforts to acquire
channeled directly into military R&D rather militarily critical technology. They have put
than into consumer goods, as is often the case more emphasis on acquiring technology that is
in the market-oriented economies of the West. advanced but less than state-of-the-art, as in

This centrally coordinated effcrt to obtain automated production control technology. In
the most advanced technology began to take the continuing top-priority area of microelec-
shape in the mid-to-late 1960s. Virtually all tronics, the Soviets apparently rely on more
Soviet research projects with military applica- cumbersome, more expensive, and less reliable
tions continue to benefit, in varying degrees, illegal methods.
from know-how acquired elsewhere. The Soviets have shown increasing interest

A major responsibility of the Military- in the newly industrialized nations that are
Industrial Commission (VPK) is to act as the emerging technological powers as well as in
prime coordinator for technology acquisition countries undergoing technological moderniza-
to support the defense industrial ministries. tion that may be recipients of Western tech-
It seeks unique military or civilian hardware, nology or serving as transshipment points. In
documentation, or techniques to improve the the area of dua!-use technology for direct appli-
technical levels and capability of Soviet weap- cation to Soviet military-industrial production
ons, military equipment, and associated in- lines, the Soviets are increasingly able to look
dustrial machinery. The Ministry of Foreign beyond the US - where acquisition is more
Trade and the intelligence services administer difficult - to satisfy their requirements.
a trade diversion program to obtain signifi- Soviet efforts to divert dual-use technologies
cant numbers of manufacturing and supporting continue to target microeiectronics fabrication
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Technical and Tintm Benefits to Thousands of Soviet Militsey
Research Projects From Western Technology

2% 5%

Late 1970s
Oer 4.000 Early 19W9s

Over 5.000

Proteci whoe technical
approacnee were
redirecte - - =Pis wProject whoea

Projects whos reem ch stages
New research technical leves were eliminated
project, started wer raised ______ or shortened _______

The benefits to the Soviet militliry research establishment approaches and new projects reprement the mnot significant
from acquisitions of Western technology are fir greater than benefits through adoption of innovations and new directions
previously believed. Virtual!f every Soviet long- and short-term for military systems. Major pitfalls are thus avoided. Projects
iesearch project for military systems - well over 4.000 in the late whose technical levels were raised and those whose stagas were
I970s and well over 5.000 in early 19i0s - is benefiting from the eliminated or shortened repreent improvements in the military
documents and hardware of at least a dozen Western countries, state of the art of the Soviet i,,ion and an acceleration in the
Projects in the VPK program are divided into the four major time when more advanced subsystems are ready for new and
categories shown above. Projects with redirected technical future weapons.

equipment and computers. Nearly half the gives the Soviet designer another option, often
detected trade diversions fall into the3e cat- better than his own research establishment can
egories. Using unscrupulous Western traders produce, from which to choose. The Soviet
who employ false licenses, deceptive equipment practice of eclectically incorporating technol-
descriptions, dummy firms, and false end users ogy permits the efficient, rapid assimilation of
for illegal purchases; smuggling; and assis- equipment and knowledge obtained in the West
tance from Soviet and allied intelligence opera- into the military sector.
tions, the USSR has acquired several thousand Soviet requirements for militarily related for-
pieces of major microelectronics fabrication eign technology are not expected to decrease.
equipment. This equipment is largely respon- The problem of technology transfer may actu-
sible for advances the Soviet microelectronics ally intensify because of the requirements that
industry has made thus far. This progress has will be generated by the planned modernization
reduced the overall Western lead in microelec- of the Soviet economy. Economic moderniza-
tronics from 10 to 12 years in the mid-1970s to tion is the centerpiece of General Secretary
4 to 6 years today. Gorbachev's domestic policy. Ultimately, over-

Although the Soviets are not exclusively de- all economic revitalization will have a pro-
pendent on Free World finished technology to found effect on the Soviet Union's military
upgrade their military systems, they have capability as well. Soviet leaders have no doubt
reaped major benefits from their legal and ille- taken this factor into account and see it as
gal technology acquisitions. Innovation, higher a further incentive to pursue their moderniza-
technical levels of research, accelerated de- tion campaign.
velopment of more sophisticated weapons, and An important secondary objective of this
avoidance of major pitfalls are among the ben- modernization program is the reduction of
efits the Soviet military derives from US and technological dependency on the West by pro-
Free World R&D projects. Western technology ducing equal or superior technology. Ironically,
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Soviet Acquisitions of More Than 2,500 Pieces of Western Microelectronics
Manufacturing Equipment, Early 1970s-Early 1580s
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SOver the post few Years the Sovie.s have virt(ually completed US aa.adErpiddvre tthrough ,...ny pailsofthe

their entire building construction program 'or manufacturing mil- world. Years of illegal acquisitions of large numbers of dual-use

itarv microelectronics components. To equip many of these build- products through vlfldwide trade diversions have enabled the
ings with advanced production equipment, they acquired morp than Soviets to narrow the microelectronics technoloqic i gap with
2.500 pieces of major Western controlled and uncontrolled micro- the west from 10to 12 years a lecade ago to about four to six
electronics fabrication equipment covering the entire spectrum of Vears today.
manufacturing operations. They acquired this equipment from the

ii

reaching this objective will require greater speed and about a 40-percent increase
infusions of Western production-enhancing in combat range. It can carry a much
controlled technologies, including microelec- wider load of ordnance, including th'ee
ironics, computers anti software. communi- types of air-to-air missiles. Perhaps most
cations, and robotics, as well as advanced significant, however, the FULCRUM
machinery and testing equipment. is the first Soviet tactical fighter to

The ability of the Soviet military-industrial have all-aspect look-down/shoot-down
complex to develop and deploy weapons with capabilities.
capabilities that often match or exceed their 9 The SS-235 ICBM, which reached initial
Western counterparts, and yet are beyond the operational capability in 1985, is 5 times
generally assumed Soviet technological base- more accurate than the SS-13, the USSR's

IWO line, is both impressive and ominous. Their first solid-propellant ICBM. It has twice
overill technology base is below that of the the throw-weight, and is both road mobile
West Nonetheless, the comparative technolog- and capable of being silo-latinched.
ical evel of deployed systems demonstrates a * Soviet leaders believe that th-i range,
se: lous effort to upgrade those systems. accuracy, and speed of missile weaponry

The Soviets have made significant incremen- have revolutionized warfare, as shorter
tal improvements in the operational capabili- range bvlllistic missile forces are expacted
ties of their weapons across the entire spectrum to have a key role in any land-based mil-
of military missions. The following examples itary conflict involving Soviet interests.
"illustrate this point: Therefore, they place a high priority on

e The product improvement in fighter keeping pace with advancing technology
aircraft is evident in comparing the to maximize missile effectiveness. The

Slatest generation FULCRUM with the Soviets arc expected to introduce ter-
FISHBED, which entered service in minal guidance systems, which provide
'lie early 1960s. Both aircraft have significant accuracy improvements.

'--superiority/intercept missions. The and to incorporato- various nuclear and
"ULCRUM, has a 15-percent increase in non-nuclear warheads. The improved
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faccuracy of the SS-21 and SS-23 probably all rates that have characterized Soviet

provides the Soviets with non-nuclear production for a quarter of a century. The
capabilities to altack theater targets. production of the most modern tactical

e The recently deployed T-80 tank contin- fighters and the most modem naval surface
ues the developmental pattern epitomized combatarits and nuclear-powercd attack sub-
by the T-64 and T-72 tanks in the past marines, on the other hand, is below the levels
2 decades. Combining some features sustained in previous years.
of both, the T-80 incorporates a better From 1982 through 1986, declines have also
powerplant, improved armor protection, been noted in tactical materiel equipment such
and more advanced fire control. as some artillery-type weapons - but not the

* The KIROV-Class nuclear-powered newer self-propelled models - minor naval
guided-missile cruiser is a major improve- ships, helicopters, and tactical ballistic mis-
ment over eirlier Soviet guided-missile siles. The drop in fighter output, for exam-
cruisers. The KIROV, which has a 28,000- ple, reflects new high technology models that
ton displacement, is a heavily armed are more costly and difficult to produce. At
ship with a nuclear power propulsion the same time, the output of systems such as
system that gives it virtually unlimited bombers, long- and short-range cruiae missiles,
range. It also incorporates oil-fired submarine-launched cruise missiles (SLCMs),
boilers to give the ship added speed. and AWACS was on the increase. ICBM output
The cruiser carries a wide range of rose for the second straight year and is now at
weapons as well as three helicopters, the 1982 level. Further advances in both liquid-
The KIROV has excellent air search and solid-propellant models are expected.
radars, a niuch-improved antiair warfare In the midterm, no great changes are ex-
missile fire control system, and significant pected. Output of materiel for the ground
electronic warfare and command, control, forces will not change much except for hel-
and communications capabilities. It icopters. In that category, production will
carries five types of surface-to-surface continue to decline slightly until series man-
and surface-to-air missiles. It is also fitted ufacture of the HAVOC and HOKUM are
with medium-caliber guns, antiaircraft well underway.
Gatling guns, antisubmarine warfare Fluctuations in naval production are expect-
rockets, and torpedoes. ed over the short term because ships are built

e The Soviets have also successfully in small numbers at great cost over long con-
incorporated technological advances struction periods. Future production of small
including extensive automation, into surface combatants will increase, considering
their submarine programs. Improved
control of magnetic, electromagnetic, and US and Soviet Procurement
acoustic signatures have rendered newer of Major Weapon Systems 1977-1986
Soviet submarines far less detectable than US USSR
older units. Titanium has been used in
the pressure hulls of some units, probably ICSMs and SLBMs 850 3.000
to achieve deeper operating depths. IRBMs and MRBMs 200 1,000

Surface-to-Air Missiles* 16,200 140.000
Soviet Industry Long- and Intermediate-

range Bombers 28 375
Military Production Fighters - 3,450 7.150

The Soviet Union has the world's largest Military Helicopters 1.750 4.650
active military-industrial base producing virtu- Submarines 43 90
ally every type of military equipment in large
quantities not only for its own forces but for MaborSurface 8°8Combatants 89 81
export. Despite recent increases in US output, Tanks 7,100 24.400
Soviet output in the 1980s continues to lead the
US in overall military production. Arillery 2.750 28.200- Includes naval SAMs

The output of ground force and general- Excludes ASW and combat trainerspurpose equip-aent continues at the high over- "" Excludes auxiliaries
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Production of Ground Forces Materiel"• ~USSR/NSWP and NA TO*

Equipment USSR NSWP USSR NSWP USSR -NSWP ..... NA _o

Type 19 1985 1986 1 i", 1
T•ank 3,20 450 30.o 700 3.000 700 i .m i. j 10

Other Armored 1 ' 3
Fighting Vehicles 3.800 1,200 3.M 1.200 3.000 1,200 2.t0 .. 400

STowed Field Artillery *,900 250 2.000 200 1,300 150 50m "s

Self-Propelled Field 1.Artillery 1,000 30 1.W00 350 :1.000 SW0 l0N •

Multiple Rocket
Launchers 900 100 700 100 W500 75 7 _ -_-

Self-Propelled AA
Artillery 50 0 100 10 100 so 50

Towed 6A Artillery 0 5 0i22S 0 zOL.

Revised to reflect current total production information. Includes United States;eucludes France and Spain.

i PAircraft Production
II • Missile Production _USSR and NATO"
USSR and NATO*

Aircraft USSR NA4TO

Missile USSR -- NATO Type 1394 1985 1986 I /$ I ISM i

Type 1984 11985 11ý986 190e 19" Bombers so so so 4~ 2
IC0Ms 75 1 1 12 L 0 I l 0 Fighters/

,I 125 25 " :Fighter-LIINF 125 1 2 Bombers 900 650 650 341 9 l00

SRBMs S0 450 400 ,0 0 0 Transports 250 250 200 1 -O M 10,

SLCMs"1 700 t,700 1.100 11.108 go 'M ASW 6 6 1

SLBMs 1 50 100 100 70 761 a Military
He!icopters 100 600 500 So l US I

Revised to reflect current total production information. Includes Utility/ -

United States; excludes France and Spain. Trainers 10 0 55 2W,
'Short- and long-range sea-launched cruise missiles. Reviged to reflect current total production information. Includes

United States:excludes France and Spain,

Naval Ship Construction building industry, reflecting a more global
USSR and NATO' outlook, will produce units of greater capabil-

USSR NATO ity and generally greater size. These larger
Ship -- ships will permit the Soviet navy to better
Type 19 84 1985 198S 1 9N4  - - operate in broad ocean areas.",- t 12

Submarines : 9 8 a 7 For aircraft, bomber production, which has
Mlajor increased significantly during the 1980s, is be-
SCombatants1 9 a 9 it is I lieved to ave peaked. A moderate decline

Minor is expected at least until series production of
I., Combatants 50 o50 s 34 BLACKJACK begins. BACKFIRE output will

Auxiliaries _5 5 _" -1 probably be unchanged for the next several

Revised to reflect current total production information. Includes years. Production of the FULCRUM and
United States; eicludes France and Spain. FLANKER is expected to rise notably in the

next several years. The output of FROGFOOT
the new facilities online or coming online at and FOXHOUND is likely to grow only slightly.
shipyards that traditionally build small com- Transport aircraft prodtction is expected to
batants. Over the longer term, the Soviet ship- decline further during the next several years.
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" "The mobile SS-21 is one of a growing number
""� of improved short-range nuclear missiles avail-

- able to Soviet divisions opposite NATO.

and cruise missile production are expected to
continue for the next few years as new systems
are phased into production. In the longer term,
the Soviets' ability to provide their military
forces with the modern high-technology ma-

Production of strategic and tactical missiles teriel required in the 1990s will depend on the
should rise during the next few years. Substan- success of Gorbachev's program to reinvigorate
tial increases in ICBM production are the military-industrial base.
expected by the end of the decade as the
SS-X-24 enters series production and as the
new liquid-propellant ICBM, a replacement for
the SS-18. completes testing and enters produc-
tion. LRINF production should also rise in
the next few years as the improved version of
the SS 20 begins deployment. Annual output
of tactical missiles will also grow as the SS-23
reaches peak production. High levels of SAM
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SA Chapter VII
Political-Military

and
Regional Policies

4 Under Gorbachev, the Soviet Union is pur-
suing a dynamic foreign policy. To the General
Secretary and his colleagues, economic revital-
ization, foreign policy activism, and enhanced
military power are not mutually exclusive, but
rather are inextricably linked. Gorbachev is
trying to shake Moscow's foreign policy out of
the drift and lethargy of the past several years.
He has stressed that Soviet policies abroad
should be based on more imaginative thinking,
greater tactical flexibility, more sophisticated
propaganda and diplomacy, and greater empha-
sis on the East-West struggle.

Although the style and rhetoric have
"changed, the ultimate goals have not. Expan-
sion of influence and consolidation of gains
remain the basic goals of the Soviet Union's
activity worldwide.

To energize Soviet foreign policy and to over-
come the impression that the influence of the
USSR abroad is based solely on its military
prowess, Gorbachev has restructured the up-
per echelons of the country's foreign affairs
apparatus. Eight of 11 first deputy and deputy
foreign ministers, in addition to Foreign Min-
ister Shevardnadze, are Gorbachev appointees.
More than 30 ambassadors have been replaced,
including those in most major Western and
Asian capitals. Gorbachev's three top foreign
policy advisers have extensive experience with
the West. Anatoliy Dobrynin, who spent 24
years as Ambassador to the US, now heads

SA-5 surface-to-air missiles for Libya are
among thousands of tons of weaponry
shipped by the Soviet Union to its client
states each year. In return for military and
political support to countries such as Libya
and Syria, the Soviets have advanced their
political-military o.ijectives and have gained
access to military facilities in the region.
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the Central Committee's International Depart- cally located forward military base, the Soviets
ment, the major coordinating body for Soviet have continued to provide significant military
foreign policy decisionmaking. Aleksandr and economic aid to Vietnam. While calling
Yakovlev. Ambassador to Canada for 10 years, for peace in Afghanistan and offering a troop
is now in charge of the Central Committee's withdrawal plan, they replaced the leadership
Propaganda Department. Anatoliy Chernyayev, in Kabul, introduced better equipment and dif-
who came from the International Department, ferent tactics in that country, and stepped up
has become Gorbachev's personal foreign the campaign to intimidate Pakistan.
affairs adviser.

In the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, rogional The USSR and Arms Control
divisions have been realigned and several new Soviet regional policies, particularly those
departments have been established - cultural directed toward the West, are complex, inter-
relations, information, arms control, non- related, and largely revolve around military
aligned nations, and atomic energy - to issues. The policies of the USSR on arms con-
respond better to the realities of the foreign trol, US and NATO force modernization, and
environment. The new appointees are sophisti- the campaign against SDI are central to its
cated men with backgrounds in Party work and dealing with Western Europe. Soviet arms con-
international relations as well as knowledge trol policy goes well beyond the narrow goal
of or experience in dealing with the news me- of reaching an agreement with the West. The
dia. A significant part of their jobs is to court USSR believes that the negotiating process
foreign leaders and the news media, stressing itself can produce important military and polit-
global interdependence and the flexible, prag- ical dividends, even without actually reaching
matic nature of Soviet foreign policy, an agreement. Moscow realizes benefits can be

Arms control diplomacy is a major tool in the derived from carefully negotiated agreements
Kremlin's policy toward the West. The Soviets that lock-in existing military advantages, set
are trying to wrest concessions from the US limits on the threat environment for economic
through superficially tempting but one-sided and military planners, and confirm its super-
offers, weaken Alliance resolve through pro- power status. Moreover, it also sees arms
tracted negotiations and well-targeted propa- control negotiations as a way of furthering
ganda, and complicate the funding of US Soviet military objectives and undermining
defense programs. In the wake of the 1986 public support for Western defense policies
Reykjavik meeting, Moscow sought to win sup- and programs.
port in the US and Western Europe through The Soviets are using several strategies to
Gorbachev's misleading portrayal of the Strate- derail US defense programs. They seek to in-
gic Defense Initiative (SDI) as the only ob- fluence congressional funding decisions by en-
stacle to the resolution of a number of arms gaging in arms talks, hoping that Congress
control issues, including significant reductions might be reluctant to appropriate funds for
and eventual elimination of nuclear arms. systems that could be bargained away later.

After years of occasionally strident diplo- They also believe that arms talks can stimulate
macy, Moscow is trying to improve relations public pressure for defense cutbacks. Moscow
with several US allies, particularly Japan. Gor- frequently tries to stir up discontent in the
bachev's July 1,86 Vladivostok speech signified US and in NATO Europe by arguing that US
the USSR's renewed interest in Asia. Soviet- intraasigence at the arms control talks, partic-
North Korean ties are on the upswing, and ularly its unwillingness to negotiate on SDI. is
Moscow has offered minor concessions in an blocking any agreement and will lead to a new
effort to improve relations with China. Some arms race.
Western observers believe the USSR might want The USSR hopes that over time, well-
to lessen its burdens in the Third World, but orchestrated campaigns involving public rela-
the Kremlin has continued to provide heavy tions efforts, propaganda, and active measures
military support to its beleaguered clients in can aggravate tensions in the Western Alliance
Sub-Saharan Africa, give moral and materiel and undercut cohesion on strategic issues. Ul-
support to Libya, and maintain the flow of arms timately, the Soviets manipulate arms control
to Cuba and to the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. talks to get their opponents to negotiate ;th
In exchange for the establishment of a strategi- themselves rather than with Moscow.
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Since gaining pover, General Secretary Gor- broader in scope than any other such effort
bachev has offered a number of arms control ever mounted by the USSR.
initiatives in rapid -uccession and with great The Soviets are intent on sabotaging SDI pri.
fanfare. Moscow has tried to project an im- marily because they perceive it as having the
age of a peace-loving superpower stymied by potential to limit their ability to achieve their
an inflexible US determined to gain militory offensive strategic objectives. Although the
superiority. Although Gorbachev is the first Soviets recognize the grave consequences of a
Soviet leader to propose significant arms re- nuclear war, they nonetheless make their plans
ductions, these current proposals would lock-in on the assumption that any conflict between
Sovi3t military advantages while frustrating the USSR and the US could escalate to such a
Western efforts to achieve deep, equitable, and level. Contrary to the Western theory of mutual
effectively verifiable arms reductions. vulnerability, Soviet nuclear doctrine is based

on the premise that the USSR could fight and
Domestic Affairs and Arms Control Policy survive a nuclear war. The Soviets believe they

Soviet arms control strategy is shaped pri- could prevail in such a conflict by destroying
marily by the Kremlin's perception of the mil- enemy nuclear targets with offensive strikes
itary and foreign policy benefits to be gained while employing defensive operations to blunt
from Soviet participation in the negotiations the effects of retaliatory nuclear strikes.
process. Domestic political and economic pres- Moscow is concerned that SDI will lead to
sures, although important, are secondary. Gor- an effective US strategic defense system that
bachev and other Soviet leaders are well aware could undermine the Soviet ability to launch
that the potential economic savings from arms a successful preemptive strike, which is the
control would be marginal at best. No signifi- linchpin of their strategic doctrine. The Soviets
cant opposition is apparent within the strategic are also greatly concerned about potential SDI
leadership to Gorbachev's arms control technology spinoffs. Such technologies will
approach. Many who comprise this leadership impact on future weaponry and on a wide range
team are Gorbachev appointees, of scientific endeavors.

Gorbachev's accession to power coincided
with the resumption of the Geneva talks in Political Influence Operations
March 1985. Since then, the new General Sec- Moscow has made extensive use of political
retary has imparted a certain pace and style to influence operations to discredit SDI. The So-
Soviet arms control policy. He must still seek viets have tried to induce professional groups
consensus on major foreign policy issues, but such. as journalists, scientists, businessmen,
he clearly holds the dominant position within academics, and physicians to come forth with
the strategic decisiornmaking team. Moreover, supposedly unofficial criticism of SDI based on
broad agreement seems to exist in the Soviet scientific, economic, medical, or other criteria.
leadership on the overall goals of arms control By establishing private and professional con-
strategy. Indeed, Soviet strategy to constrain tacts with members of Western groups, the So-
the US defense modernization program, partic- viets are seeking to generate pressure against
ularly SDI, was formulated before Gorbachev SDI among influential individuals who might
became General Secretary. not come in contact with, or who would con-

sciously avoid, Soviet propaganda or diplomats.
Policy To Undermine SDI The Soviets have looked to the Western sci-

The USSR, as part of its arms control strat- entific community as a key professional group
egy, is orchestrating a worldwide campaign to against SDI ever since the late General Sec-
undermine US domestic and foreign support for retary Andropov suggested in April 1983 that
SDI. The Soviet program against SDI consists Soviet and US scientists should meet and ex-
of diplomacy, propaganda, and deceptive op- plore the consequences of SDI. Considering the
erations. These efforts are designed to bring importance of the qcientific element in the SDI
pressure on SDI simultaneously from several program, the extensive Soviet effort to influ-
sources: US critics, the NATO countries, and ence Western scientists is understandable.
the Third World. One of the least appreciated Moscow has drawn heavily on its own sci-
aspects of Moscow's efforts to derail SDI is the entists and scientific institutions to inject its -

active measures campaign, which is probably views into Western political forums. The Sovi-
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ets have used their scientists to disseminate the USSR. The USSR is believed to exert some in-
view among their Western counterparts that fluence over more than 70 Communist parties.
SDI is technically unachievable or easily coun- The Soviets manage the network of non-ruling
tered. They have also pointed out to Western Communists through overt and covert contacts
scientists that one result of pursuing SDI will run by the International Department of the
be an eventual end to cooperative, "peaceful" CPSU Central Committee.
space research. Meanwhile, some of these sci- Activities against SDI by pro-Soviet non-
entists are engaged in Soviet efforts to develop ruling Communist parties have included a joint
advanced technologies for missile defense. communique issued in September 1985 by

French Communist leader Georges Marchais
Forgeries and Front Organizations and General Secretary Gorbachev declaring

The Soviet Union's 'active measures" (influ- that the "Star Wars" project, 'far from ending
ence) nrogram is based largely on the creation the arms race, spreads it to outer space.'
of forgeries and the maintenance And exploita-
tion of front organizations. Soviet forgeries News Media Campaign
constitute a method of disinformation produced MoscGw has aggressively used a number of
and surfaced by the KGB. In 1986, the Soviets ploys in the news media to discredit SDI. For
circulated a wide variety of forgeries, including example, it wasted no time in directing Soviet
a forged speech purported to have been made by and other nations' news media to challenge
the US Secretary of Defense, which reflected the effectiveness of SDI by linking it to the
false themes that the Soviets hope would sup- January 1986 explosion of the US space shuttle
port their policy to undermine SDI. Challenger. Moscow claimed that the tragedy

The Soviet Union has also enlisted its front showed that a space-based defense system such
organizations, particularly in Western Europe, as SDI is too dependent on complex technolo-
in the campaign against SDI. It controls 10 pri- gies and that US technology is unreliable. It
mary front groups, including the widely known asserted that an accident could 'plunge the
World Peace Council (WPC) and the Afro-Asian world into an unintended nuclear war."
Peoples' Solidarity Organization. Several ex- The USSR has tailored many aspects of its
amples illustrate the activities of such fronts anti-SDI campaign to play on the concerns of
against SDI. In January 1986, Gorbachev told individual countries ard regions. In an ef-
the World Federation of Scientific Workers fort aimed at Canada, the Soviets have tried
Congress in Moscow that "peaceful space is an hard to portray the plans to modernize the
important precondition for banishing the war North American Air. Defense Command as a
danger from the life of the people." The fol- US Trojan Horse in the SDI program. In news
lowing May, the Generals for Peace and Disar- media reports directed at Japan, the Soviets un-
mament, an organization indirectly linked with successfully sought to capitalize on Japanese
the WPC, held its fourth meeting in Vienna. antinuclear sentiment by exaggerating the SDI
Representatives sharply denounced SDI, assert- need to conduct nuclear explosions in space.
ing that it destabilizes the military-political Moscow has also claimed through its news
situation and whips up the arms race. The same media that the US military facilities at Pine
month, an Asian and Pacific countries' trade Gap, Australia, are important elements of the
union seminar sponsored by the Vietnamese af- SDI program. In Western Europe, Soviet diplo-
filiate of the World Federation of Trade Unions mats and news media representatives have
was held in Hanoi. A news release declared sought to mislead audiences on the ramifica-
that the struggle against "plans for space mil- tions of SDI by presenting an array of argu-
itarization" was an important task of trade ments. Moscow, for example, has claimed that
unions in all countries. SDI will be a severe drain on resources needed

to permit NATO to mount a conventional de-
Non-Ruling Communist Parties fense in Europe. The Soviets have also argued

The Soviet Union has mobilized non-ruling that SD[ will make the British and French
foreign Communist parties against SDI. Mos- nuclear forces obsolete.
cow frequently uses local Communists as a The Soviet campaign has also included ex-
means of influencing foreign electorates and Lensive efforts ai the United Nations. The
governments to adopt policies favored by the UN provides the Soviets with a particularly
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useful forum from which to influence other socialist state could find itself subject to a
industrialized and Third World nations against popular rebellion.
SDI. Soviet delegates have told representatives At the same time, Soviet military thinkers
of the nonaligned countries that 'imperialist struggled to deal with the new realities and iC
intrigues in space" wouid divert economic re- develop a coherent doctrine defining a possi-
sources needed by the developing countries. ble role for the Soviet Armed Forces in coun-
The Soviets also have tried to gain passage of tering these insurgencies. By the end of the
a treaty against the militarization of space and Brezhnev era, military writers were iabeling
have oroposed establishing an international the fight against the new insurgencies "wars in
space organization. In addition, they have en- defense of socialism" by nations on the *path
gaged in political lobbying, including Foreign of socialist development." While this rationale
Ministe: Shevardnadze's "Star Peace" served to justify Soviet actions in support of
proposal made to the General Assembly in a friendly state, the Kremlin ideologues still
September 1985 and Premier Nikolay Ryzhkov's coald not acknowledge the possible legitimacy
program for 'peaceful exploitation of space" of such opposition. Instead, they blamed it on
proposed in June 1986. resurgent imperialist meddling in support of

counterrevolutionaries and "bandits" in former
The USSR and Low-Intensity Conflict colonial states.

The Soviet Unioni has long supported rev- Soviet military leaders have been slow to
olutionary leftist forces conducting insurgen- adapt to the requirements of counterinsurgency
cies in the Third World, many of which have campaigns. The war in Afghanistan has be-
brought Marxist-Leninist regimes to power. In come a proving ground for new equipment and
the last decade, however, Moscow has learned tactical developments. For the most part, how-
that the tide of socialism can ebb as well as ever, these military adaptations have been ad
flow. Several key Soviet clients are now fight- hoc modifications to conventional doctrine and
ing insurgencies against their own repressive have not found their way into the mainstream
regimes, and the Kremlin is now supporting of Soviet military thought. The Soviet Army
these clients against those *counterrevolution- has had little previous experience with fighting
ary" forces. Soviet advisers and surrogate com- counterinsurgencies. The best example came
bat troops are assisting beleaguered clients in shortly after the 1917 revolution, when the
Ethiopia, Angola, and Nicaragua, and 116,000 Bolsheviks acted to suppress a widespread up-
Soviet troops are battling the Mujahideen in rising in Central Asia. Called basmachi by the
Afghanistan. In Cambodia, the Soviets finance Bolsheviks (from a Turkish word for bandit),
a Vietnamese occupation of some 150,000 men. the Muslim insurgents were defeated only after

a long and bitter campaign under the direction
Third-World Strategy of General Mikhail Frunze.

As the Soviet Union emerged as a global
power in the 1970s, the nation's military doc- The Afghan Insurgency
trine evolved to match a more activist for- Moscow clearly recognizes that the Mujahi-
eign policy. A stronger, more adventurous deen can only be defeated by a systematic ap-
Soviet Union had begun to view conflict in the proach comprising military action tailored to
Third World as an avenue for furtbering Soviet the Afghan environment in combination with
interests through military assistance and inter- coordinated social, economic, and political poli-
vention. That view heralded an era of extraor- cies intended to undermine the insurgent cause
dinary and continuing Soviet activism - the and its popular support. One endeavor that
1975 Soviet-Cuban intervention in Angola, the has produced mixed results was the replacing
1977 intervention in Ethiopia, the support for of Babrak Karmal with Najibullah, which was
Vietnam's 1978 invasion of Cambodia, and the accompanied by significant political infighting.
1979 invasion of Afghanistan. Early optimism Thus far, however, most of Moscow's non-
gave way to a less positive view, however, as a military measures have consisted of token
number of Moscow's clients faced significant gestures and have been largely ineffective. Sev-
insurgencies. Soviet ideology offered no ex- eral domestic reforms were announced at the
planation for these setbacks, and the Kremlin beginning of Babrak Karmal's regime, and
had trouble understanding how an emerging other measures were taken to give the appear-
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ance of a wide base of popular support for .p
Karmal. Land reform and agricultural im- 7 2

provements were proclaimed, although only
sporadically implemented, and monetary incen- .o r.
tives are widely offered to persuade individual
groups to fight on the government side or at
least declare neutrality. Soviet p,'opaganda
publicizes alleged insurgent atrocities against
the population, while asserting that the Mu- ,
jahiaeen are under foreign direction.m-

Along with these policies, Moscow has pur-
sued a ruthless military campaign to suppress
the insurgency and subjugate the population. During the Soviets" removal of some forces
Relocation of the populace in some regions, from Afghanitan. young Afghans were
coupled with bombing and mining of civilian assembled to witness the sham withdrawal.
centers, has devastated many areas and re-
duced vital local support to the Mujahidoen. counterinsurgency has received the greatest
Recently published reports from Amnesty attention in Moscow's campaign against the
International and the UN Commission on Mujahideen. Since the December 1979 inva-
Human Rights document the widespread and sicn, the Soviet 40th Army in Afghanistan has
systemic terror inflicted on the civilian popu- concentrated on five basic military counterin-
lation. Three examples are provided below; surgency objectives:

"* Some 1,000 civilians were killed by army o Establish control in cities and towns;
elements during reprisal operations o Deny outside aid and sanctuary;
against 12 villages in March 1985. Women o Protect lines of communication;
were summarily executed, children were o Isolate insurgents from popular support;
locked up in a house and burned to death, and
and livestock holdings were decimated. o Eliminate resistance combat forces and

"* Over 700 civilians were massacred during coopt rebel leaders.
a large-scale operation against villagers These objectives are similar to those set forth
in the Kunduz Province. by the principal author of Soviet military doc-

"* Greater use is being made of booby- trine, Mikhail Frunze, 60 years ago, but they
trapped items resembling harmonicas or have not produced the same results. Neither
pens, as well as bombs shaped like birds. the Soviets nor their puppet regime in Kabul A

Soviet military and political pressure has control the Afghan countryside, and the insur-
increased against neighboring Pakistan, where gents operate freely in many towns. External
approximately 2.5 million Afghan refugees have support and sanctuary, despite Moscow's con-
fled. Moscow has also made some progress in certed efforts to intimidate Pakistan, continue
the sovietization of Afghanistan. Thousands of to play a key role in Mujahideen operations.
young Afghans have been taken to the USSR Moreover, world attention remains focused on
for education and indoctrination in the So- the insurgents' struggle.
viet way of life. This policy has backfired The mixed success of the Soviets in attaining
somewhat, however, as many Afghans quickly their basic military objectives is due largely
become disillusioned with the Soviet system to their inability to build the Afghan Armed
and with the racial prejudice they encountered Forces into an effective, independent fighting
in the USSR. force. Other factors contributing to poor So-

Deepening penetration of the Afghan econ- viet performance include insufficient a,,ailable
omy, and increaulng dependence of many urban forces, difficult terrain, the nature and tactics
areas on the USSR's largesse, further Soviet of the opposing forces, and the Soviets' desire
domination. Moscow has also achieved some to minimize their !osses. Another critical short-
success in developing a credible, and equally coming has been an adherence to traditional
brutal, Afghan equivalent of the KGB, known Soviet ccncepts of centralized command and
as the KhAD. control, which stifle !ow-level initiative and

Nonetheless, the military dimension of the reduce the small-unit flexibility necessary to
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Afghanisan Withdrawal The Soviet military campaign generally con-

sists of cautious, carefully planned, tactical
General Secretary Gorbachev announced during operations. Most of these operations lack the

his IateJuly 19% televised speech from Vladivostok boldness and emphasis on momentum and speed
that he intendid to withdraw a 'limited number' of found in their conventional doctrine. Their
Soviet forces from Afghanistan. He promised that efforts are largely focused on securing the ur.
six regiments would be pulled out before year's end.

Moscow quite likely calculated that infantry ban centers, lines of communication, and mil-
units should be included for any withdrawal pack. itary installations. This task is accomplished
age to be credible, but the Soviet leadership was through an extensive netv,(rk of garrisons and
unwilling to degrade the military efFectiveness of strongpoints, linking secu:ed cities with pro-
its foroes in Afghanistan. To accommodate theme tected highways and supported by mobile reac-
contradictory goals, the Soviets brought in two
infantry units from Central Amia exprsly for tion forces and artillery firebases. Convoys are
purpose of being able to remoe them. provided ground escort and air cover, and they

Half the units in the withdrawal effort wae for generally move only during daylight. Mine-
air defense. Since the Mujahideen have no air fields are also widely employed to secure cities,
force, the three antiair regiments scheduled to be roads, and installations.
pulled out were of marginal value to the Soviet Over the past year, the Soviets have em-
military effort, reflecting the shallowness in the
Soviet prpceal phasized small-unit raids and ambushes, along

The tank regiment stationed in Afghanisa was ! with increased use of artillery and air strikes.
also of limited military value. It was severely Regular ground units are conducting fewer
understrength and was not involved in much com. large operations. The number of special opera-
bat. Shortly aer the Gorbachev speech, this unit • tions forces, or SPETSNAZ, has been increased
was expanded to full strength with newly arrived
tanks from the UN& Journalists at the withdrawal . to conduct small-unit operations against the
ceremonies remarked how the vehicles showed few 7 insurgents. Some of the latest 6quipment in the
signs of wear. Brief interviews with Soviet moldiers Soviet inventory is being deployed to Afghan-
of the units to be withdrawn further revealed that istan not only for testing but also for improv-
they had n r sn any insurgents. The two
new infantry rimes brought in e i ing the firepower, mobility, and survivability
Union were readily identifable since the equipment of Soviet forces. The Kremlin's philosophy is
contrasted markedly with that of units deployed clearly aimed at increasing firepower rather
".n Afghanistan. The new units included truck- than manpower.
umounted infantry with towed artillery, whereas the Moscow is steadily tightening its pressure on
standard equipment for motorized rifle regiments Pakistan in an effort to force Islamabad to deny
in Afghanistan includes armored personnel car.

ienr, and relf-propelled artillery. Truck-mounted sanctuary to the Mujahideen and to halt the
elements are normally associated with low-strength flow of outside aid to the insurgents. This pres-
tnits fro-m military districts within the USSR. The sure includes an increased number of border
tru-ks of the nes motorized rifle regiments were violations by Afghan forces as well as terror-
replaced immediately by armored personnel earri ist bombings by KhAD agents in Pakistan's
era borrowed from local Soviet units to give the
regiment a more 'normal' appearance for the cer- western provinces. Although the incursions
emonies. The equipment was then returned to the have generally consisted of brief air raids or
local units after the ceremony. artillery barrages only a short distance across

The Soviets gave great fanfare to their late Oc- the Pakistani border, both Kabul and Moscow
tober 198M removal of three antiair, two motorized have warned that they reserve the right to
rifle, and one armored regiment from Afghanistan.
Close examination of the episode, however, reveals engage in hot pursuit of retreating insurgents.
the deception behind the action. Soviet military writers have focused on the

lessons learned in Afghanistan solely in ternis
of their application to conventional doctrine.

conduct a successful counterinsurgency. An The armed forces leadership does not consider
inability to conduct many counterinsurgency the operation there as distinctive or one that
operations hinders most Soviet soldiers. Regu- requires the development of a specialized coun-
lar Soviet infantry training lacks emphasis on terinsurgency doctrine. The adjustments ap-
small-unit tactics, such as patrolling and am- pear to be merely ad hoc adaptations to specific
bushes, particularly useful in such operations. conditions in Afghanistan, without consider-
Specialized training, except for elite units, is ation of similar conflicts facing other Soviet
also inadequate. clients in the Third World. The components
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of such a counterinsurgency doctrine exist in through substantial military assistance. Forced
Soviet military art. but the military has not out of Sudan and Somalia in the 1970s, the
drawn them together into a coherent form ap- Sovit Union found a ready client in Marx-
plicable to other counterinsurgencies. After 7 ist Ethiopia. The provision of more than $4
years of experience in Afghanistan. the ability billion in military hardware, together with sub-
of the Soviets to wage a counterinsurgency has stantial Soviet logistics and advisory support,
improved gradually, although the application has enabled Ethiopia to develop the largest
of their experience to such conflicts elsewhere army in Sub-Saharan Africa. In turn, Addis
has not been demonstrated. Ababa permits Soviet military access to key

ports and airfields, providing logistics and re-
Sub-Saharan Africa connaissance support for Soviet operations in

Soviet involvement in Sub-Saharan Africa in the Indian Ocean. The Soviets maintain a small
1986 remained at high levels, and the USSR's naval support base in the Dahlak Islands in the
assistance to client states in the region con- Red Sea -- the first of its kind in East Africa.
tinued to be firm and significant. Arms deliv- Despite the largest Soviet military assistance
eries and training for military personnel from program in Sub-Saharan Africa, Ethiopia has
many African countries continued at 1985 lev- been unable to contain its primary internal
els, while support for Angola remained a So- threat - insurgencies in northern Eritrea and
viet priority. Involvement in Etlhopia was also the Tigray Regions. The Marxist Eritrean Peo-
significant, as Moscow encouraged Chairman pie's Liberation Front and the Tigrayan Peo-
*lengistu's efforts to develop a constitution pie's Liberation Front have been fighting the
and to create the first authentic Communist central government since 1962 and 1975, re-
state in Africa. Soviet involvement in coun- spectively. In sp;te of 25 years of inconclusive
terinsurgency efforts in Southern Africa was conflict that has severely drained national
not as salient in 1986 as in the previous year. resources, Mengistu continues to seek a mili-
The Soviets may be reassessinrg the costs and ef- t -rv solution.
fectiveness of their counterinsurgency support .,etause neither side has the capability to
in Mozambique. defeat the other decisively, the insurgents are

likely to persist for the near term. The coun-
Ethiopia terinsurgency effort will continue to consume

Recognizing the strategic importance of the the government's resources and military
Horn of Africa. the USSR has repeatedly shown strength, and Ethiopia will remain almost to-
willingrcss to pursue its interests in the region tally reliant on Soviet military support. About

Major Soviet Equipment Delivered to the Third World 1981-1986

Near East East Asia
and Sub-Saharan Latin and

South Asia Africa America Pacific Total
Tanks/Self-propell- •!..:.is 3.720 585 . 500 . . .. 660 . .. 5.465
Light Armor 6.975 1.050 200 660 8.885
Artillery 3.350 1,825 800 530 6.505

Major Surface Combatants 22 4 4 _4 34

Minor Surface Combatants 28 18 39 37 122

Submarines 9 0 1 0 10

Missile Attack Boats 10 8 6 2 26
Supersonic Aircr&ft 1.060 325 110 210 1.705
Subsonic Aircraft- 110 5 0 5 120

Helicopters 635 130 75 1.02S
Other Combat Aircraft 235 70 50 90 445
Surface-to-Air Missile. 11.300 2.300 1.300 .375 .5,275

R evised to reflect current inform ation .... .. ....... .... ... .. ...-.
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1.700 Soviet military advisers assist the government control and to impede UNITA ex-
Ethiopian military. On the other hand. Moscow pansion. Some forced resettlement is used both
will continue to urge Mengistu to seek a po- to control the population and to deny support
litical solution, and will try to guide Addis to the insurgents.
Ababa toward development along Soviet lines. As in Afghanistan, Soviet propaganda por-
Provrams such as forced resettlement are used trays the insurgents as puppets of another
to control the population and to deny support power - in this case, South Africa - and
to the insurgents, as perpetrators of massacres and other abuses

Mengistu is providing training and Soviet- against innocent civilians. Guerrillas who de-
supplied weapons to the Sudanese People's fect from ineffective insurgent fringe groups
Liberation Army in its attempt to overthrow receive extensive publicity and are used with
the new democratically elected Sudanese Gov- government troops in the pacification of par-
ernment. This effort increases instability in ticular areas of the country. Political edu-
this strategically important region of the world, cation in military units has also received a

high priority. On the other hand, UNITA has
Mozambique proved to be a fairly cohesive organization,

Moscow has not provided Mozambique with unlike the Afghan insurgent grouos. Thus far,
the type and amounts of assistance necessary it has been quite immune to government efforts
to conduct an effective counterinsurgency, to foster rivalries between factions or coopt
Maputo has r pressed dissatisfaction with the local leaders.
support it has received from Moscow. Despite The Soviets have developed no specific mil-
relatively large arms deliveries and the pres- itary doctrine to deal with the insurgency in
ence of about 850 Soviet military advisers, the Angola. Government forces have enjoyed little
Mozambique Armed Forces were much less ef- success against UNITA. They have focused on
fective in 1986 than in earlier years against securing the few cities, towns, and economi-
the National Resistance of Mozambique (REN- cally productive extraction industries such as
AMO). Considering the greatly increased oil and diamonds. Their campaigns have mostly
capabilities of RENAMO's force and the been large, slow-moving sweeps during the dry
continued failure of the Soviets to provide train- season aimed at destroying UNITA bases. As
ing and equipment specifically geared to a coun- in Afghanistan, a major effort is being made
terinsurgency effort, RENAMO is a serious to interdict external support to the guerrillas
threat to the survival of the regime. If the This procedure requires dedicating a dispropor-
security situation deteriorates to where the tionate amount of resources to air defense in an
new Mozambique Government decides it has no effort to cut off South African supplies ;)e!* aved
recourse but to call for major Soviet assistance, to be coming in by air.
the Soviets would probably demand substantial In 1986, Soviet arms support continuud witl:
concessions, such as permanent air and naval the delivery of additional FLOGGER aircrnft;
basing rights in the country. HIP H helicopters; SA-3 and SA-8 surface-to-air

missiles; and numerous tanks, artillery pi-"ces,
Angola and BMP armored vehicles. Soviet advisers

Direct Soviet support, as well as that of also participated in the continued dry-season
36,000 Cuban military surrogates, continues to operations against UNITA - albeit somewhat
impede progress tnward a negotiated settlement reduced in scope from that in 1985 but sup-
between the Luanda government and Jonas ported by enhanced Soviet logistics assistance.
Savimbi's National Union for the Total Inde- At the same time, Soviet and Cuban advisers
pendence of Angola (UNITA). UNITA now has have not been able to develop the Angolan
extended its operations into all provinces. The Armed Forces into a military organization de-
regime's counterinsurgency strategy is marked pendable and effective enough to permit with-
by the same ad hoc adjustments characteristic drawal of the Cuban forces now propping up
of the Soviets' war against the Mujahideen. the unpopular regime.

Angola has taken some political and social
measures to enhance its legitimacy. Locally Asia
organized militias and a network of neighbor- Gorbachev drew fresh attention to Soviet
hood informants have been enlisted to expand policy in Asia in his July 1986 Vladivostok
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speech. He emphasized that the Soviet Union is reached last June to establish a So'°iet con-
a Pacific nation with important interests in the sulate in Shanhai and a Chinese consulate in
region. The speech reflected Gorbachev's long- Leningrad, the first two to be reopen~ed since
term effort to improve economic relations with the 1960 Sino-Soviet split. Normalization talks
the Asian nations, particularly Japan, in an continue to be held every 6 months. The Octo-
effort to bolster the Soviet economy. Moscow ber 1986 round was less perfunctory, discussing
believes that improved economic relations with at length Soviet support to Vietnam. Moscow
these nations will lay the groundwork for grad- consistently seeks to portray Sino-Soviet re-
ual political gains. Nonetheless, Moscow's prin- lations as advancing steadily, while Beijing
cipal goal remains the achievement of superior maintains a more skeptical view.
military power in the region through the quan-
titative and, increasingly, qualitative improve- North Korea
r.uent of Soviet forces in the Far East. As in its The improvement in Soviet-North Korean
policy toward the West, the Kremlin remains relations since mid-1984 has been among the
more willing to alter style than substance. most significant recent developments in Soviet

The Vladivostok speech contained unprece- policy in Asia. Its major manifestations have
dented conciliatory gestures toward Chinese been a rudimentary air-navy training exercise
security concerns. The most significant over- and the expansion in Soviet intelligence over-
ture to Beijing was the pledge to withdraw flights of North Korea that until last year
some Soviet troops from Mongolia. In mid- were limited to southbound flights. Soviet
January 1987, the Soviets announced that one strike aircraft based at Cam Ranh Bay, Viet-
of five divisions would be withdrawn from Mon- nam, are now allowed to overfly North Ko-
golia. Gorbachev also renewed a Soviet offer rea on their northbound journey to the Soviet
to discuss *concrete steps aimed at a propor- Union. During these two-way flights, Soviet
tionate lowering" of ground force levels, gave bombers conduct simulated missile strikes as
the appearance of flexibility over Sino-Soviet well as reconnaissance. These flights are tar-
border issues, and highlighted additional areas geted against US and South Korean forces,
for economic cooperation. He did not, how- Okinawa, Japan, and probably Chinese naval
ever, offer to compromise over Soviet support facilities. Apparently in return, Pyongyang has

¶ to Vietnam, which the Chinese regard as the now received the equivalent of at least one
greatest obstacle to improved relations. FLOGGER regiment and part of a second, as

In an effort to revive Japanese interest in the well as SA-3 surface-to-air missiles.
economic development of the Soviet Far East, Moscow and Pyongyang also have made ex-
the General Secretary proposed establishing tensive use of joint celebrations to certify their
joint ventures in the region, as well as research improving relations. The 4 through 8 July
on the ocean's resources and programs for the ceremonies honoring the 25th anniversary of
peaceful study and use of space. Gorbachev the Soviet-North Korean Mutual Assistance
avoided mentioning Soviet occupation of the Treaty were highlighted by aircraft and naval
Northern Territories, the primary obstacle to visit exchanges. A Soviet Pacific Ocean Fleet
improved Soviet-Japanese relations. squadron led by the KIEV-Ciass aireraft car-

rier Minsk called at Wonsan harbor, the second
Ch1n- such visit by Soviet naval combatants in as

At t:'e time of the Vladivostok speech, Sino- many years. The North Korean Navy made a
Sov.:t r.aations had shown little substantive reciprocal visit to Vladivostok for Soviet Navy
-,rogress sinceý the renewal of normalization Day later that month. In October, an unprece-
talks ir. 19ý. Improvements were mainly in dented joint naval exercise took place off the
the econo..,c realm. Building on the 5-year east coast of North Korea. The further ex-
agreement 4 ned in July 1985, First Deputy pansion in ties was confirmed by Kim Il-song's
Premier Ivan Arkhipov's March 1986 visit to October state visit to Moscow.

4 Beijing further enhanced Sino-Soviet economic
and technological collaboration. The Septem- Japan
ber trip by Soviet GOSPLAN Chairman Talyzin Gorbachev's efforts to portray a new image
sought to institutionalize this collaboration. of flexibility in Asia have been apparent

In the diplomatic realm, agreement was in relations with Japan. Both countries'
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foreign ministers made reciprocal visits last The Soviet military presence in the South
year, affirming the reestablishment of bilateral China Sea highlights the increasing reach of
foreign ministerial exchanges after a 10-year Moscow's military power and the potential po-
hiatus. Gorbachev and Prime Minister Naka- litical influence of the USSR on regional issues.
sone may hold a summit in 1987. While these The dramatic expansion of Soviet influence in
visits have improved the opportunities for di- Southeast Asia is primarily the result of vastly
alogue, neither side is likely to yield on the increased Soviet support for Vietnam as well as
two major issues dividing them - the Soviet Laos and Cambodia. Since 1978, Moscow's mil-
military buildup in Asia and the Northern Ter- itary aid to Hanoi has totaled almost $9 billion.
ritories dispute. Notably, Soviet bombers have A military advisory group of over 2,500 Soviet
on a number of occasions flown attack profile military personnel in Vietnam supports this
missions into the Japanese Air Defense Zone. program. Additionally, more than $8 billion in
Moscow will continue to claim control of the Soviet economic assistance has been provided
illegally occupied four islands, as reflected in to Vietnam through 1985. This Soviet aid has
the buildup of Soviet forces there since 1978. been the primary reason for Hanoi's ability

The shift in Soviet tactics has been moti- to maintain its occupation of Cambodia and
vated partly by the desire to revive Japanese has encouraged continued Vietnamese intran-
investment in Soviet Far East development. A sigence in negotiating a peaceful settlement of
new 5-year trade agreement was signed iast the Cambodian problem.
year, including provisions for talks on further
Siberian developinent. A joint commission on India
science and technology, inactive since the So- Gorbachev's November visit to India, his first
viet invasion of Afghanistan, was revived, and trip to the Third World as General Secretary,
a new commercial pact on coastal trade was reaffirmed the "special relationship" between
signed. New Japanese participation in devel- Moscow and New Delhi. The well-orchestrated
opment of the petrochemical industry has been visit, complete with extensive Soviet attempts
cancelled and further cooperation in the joint to prepare the Indian news media and the care-
Sakhalin offshore gas project is stalled. ful sidestepping of sensitive issues, produced

Japan's 9 September 1986 statement strongly a warm reception. Gorbache-7's visit demon-
endorsing SDI as potentially beneficial to strated the wide variety of tactics the Kremlin
strengthening Western deterrence, the US- can use to widen its influence in developing
Japan security treaty, and Japan's conventional countries in general and India in particular.
self-defense capability have drawn stiff criti- The Soviets view India not only as critical
cism from the Soviet Union. in the USSR's rivalry with China but also as

an influential member of the Nonaligned Move-
Vietnam ment, whose support for nuclear disarmament

Cam Ranh Bay remains the largest Soviet is essential to the Soviet initiatives to under-
naval forwarr.i-deplcyment base outside the mine SDI. The composition of the entourage of
USSR, servicing the 25 to 30 Soviet ships rou- Soviet advisers accompanying Gorbachev un-
tinely deployed to the South China Sea. The derscored the importance of the Indo-Soviet
installation includes a naval base, a compos- relationship. These included Georgiy Arbatov,
ite air unit, and a growing communications, the Kremlin's senior US speciatist; Marshal
intelligence collection, and logistics support Sergey Akhromeyev, the Chief of the General
infrastructure. Moscow's commitment to main- Staff; and Foreign Minister Shevardnadze.
tain this former US facility was demonstrated Moscow extended a 1.2-billion-ruble line of
by the completion of a seventh pier, which credit for the modernization of India's steel,
increased dock space by 20 percent, and by the energy, and oil-exploration sectors. Substantial
USSR's utilization of Cam Ranh Bay as if it public relations benefits were gained for the
were sovereign Soviet territory by and large off Soviet Union from a joint Gandhi-Gorbachev
limits to the Vietnamese. Significantly, Soviet announcement - since dubbed the Delhi Dec-
naval and naval air assets at Cam Ranh Bay in laration - which enumerates 10 principles for
February 1986 participated in the first coordi- building a world free of nuclear weapons.
nated anticarrier warfare exercise in the South Despite the rhetoric of a joint call for dis-
China Sea. armament and the focus on economic cooper-
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ation, Moscow continues to be the dominant airfields. The Soviets attempted to make a pro-
supplier of military hardware to India. In one paganda gain in December by signing the pro-
of the most significant deliveries of the year, tocols to the South Pacific Nuclear-Free-Zone
India received its first shipment of the much- Treaty, but their statements of reservation did
heralded FULCRUM fighter aircraft. As part nothing to further security in the region.
of the deal. New Delhi will not exercise its op-
tion to coproduce the French-designed Mirage Middle East-Southwest Asia
2000. However, Moscow is not participating The past year has brought a renewed ac-
in Indian efforts to build its proposed Light tivism in Soviet policy toward the Middle East
Combat Aircraft. Other significant deliveries and Southwest Asia. Moscow has shown its de-
of Soviet-produced military equipment include termination to capture a major role in regional
a KILO-Class submarine, 2 CANDID and 12 politics through visits to the area by high-
CLINE transport aircraft, and SS-N-2c surface- ranking Kremlin officials, as well as through
.o-surface missiles. several "new" initiatives on subjects ranging

from Cyprus and the Arab-Israeli dispute to
ASEAN increasing involvement in the Gulf War. These

Moscow has persisted in its efforts to im- initiatives include a concerted effort to reunify
prove relations with the states of the Asso- the PLO into a cohesive, pro-Soviet organi-
ciation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) zation, and proposals such as the convening
through expanded trade and cultural ties as of a "prepa-atory committee" for an interna-
well as by stressing issues of regional con- tional conference on Middle East peace. These
cern. Economic ties may become increasingly efforts have been supported by a number of
attractive to these states, especially Indonesia high-level visits t-) the region. In August, fcr
and Malaysia, as they seek to boost non-oil example, First. Deputy Foreign Minister Yuliy
exports to improve their trade positions. Thai- Vorontsov visited Syria, Jordan, and Algeria;
land has been a target for new Soviet overtures Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Petrovskiy
through political influence operations and ex- went to Tunisia, Iraq, and Egypt; and candi-
panded cultural ties. ASEAN has reacted coolly date Politburo member Petr Demichev attended
to Soviet efforts to expand their influence in the celebration of the 17th anniversary of the
Southeast Asia, in part due to continued Soviet Libyan revolution.
support to Vietnam's occupation of Cambodia. 1Por the most part, the initiatives have been

In the Philippines, Moscow suffered a set- repackaged versions of the standard Soviet line
back during the election of 1986 by supporting intended to reinforce Moscow's efforts to be-
Ferdinand Marcos until his abdication of power come a major player in regional affairs. This
to opposition presidential candidate Corazon goal remains Gorbachev's key objective in the
Aquino. After initial reluctance to recognize Middle East. Soviet policy is aimed at sup-
the new government, Moscow has undertaken planting the US as the leading external power,
to expand its influence in the Philippines expanding military access, improving ties to
through increased diplomatic, economic, and Arab moderates, and further increasing the
cultural contacts. dependence of Moscow's clients on Soviet arms

and assistance.
South Pacific The Kremlin's efforts to gain influence in

The Soviets are relying on commercial and the Middle East continue to rely on exploita-
scientific programs to gain influence and access tion of the Arab-Israeli conflict. The principal
in the South Pacific. Moscow continues to means for this effort remains the sale of So-
exploit its August 1985 success in signing a viet arms of increasing numbers and sophistica-
1-year fishing access agreement with the Pacific tion. Recent agreements included an estimated
island state of Kiribati. Although it was not $2-billion deal with Algeria and continued
renewed, this agreement could set a precedent deliveries to Syria and Libya. Libya has
for additional pacts with other island states, received more SA-5 strategic surface-to-air
which could peimit Soviet access to a wide missiles, the sophisticated SENEZH air defense
area of the mid-Pacific. In early 1987, Vanuatu command-and-control system, and one KONI-
negotiated an agreement that permits Soviet Class frigate. Libya's eighth NATYA-Class
access to that island state's ports and possibly minesweeper has also arrived. Syria will soon
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take delivery of the FULCRUM, one of the Iran-Iraq
most advanced Soviet fighters. While maintaining official neutrality in the

In return for their military and political sup- Gulf War, the USSR provides extensive military
port, the Soviets have gained greater access to assistance to Iraq and, at the same time, contin-
military facilities in the Mediterranean, ues efforts to gain leverage in Iran. Relations
notably in Libya and Syria. Port calls have with Tehran remained strained in 1986, mainly
increased in frequency, and deployments of So- over Moscow's occupation of Afghanistan and
viet Naval Aviation antisubmarine warfare and support to Baghdad. However, the Soviets con-
reconnaissance aircraft have expanded. tinued to probe for openings, as with the Febru-

ary 1986 visit to Tehran of Deputy Foreign
Libya Minister Georgiy Korniyenko. His delegation

Soviet support to Libya is a clear measure of was the highest level group to visit Iran since
the lengths to which Moscow will go in order Khomeini came to power in 1979. In return,
to expand its presence and influence in the Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister Muhammad
Middle East. Despite evidence linking Tripoli Larijani visited Moscow in August.
to direct support for terrorism, the Kremlin In keeping with their desire to maintain some
continues to supply vast quantities of advanced contact with Tehran, however limited, the So-
arms and to offer public support. Moscow has viets signed several economic cooperation ac-
denied Libyan involvemenL with terrorism, and cords encompassing the renewal of a joint
Soviet active measures campaigns have even economic commission and the exploration for
tried to blame the US for the Berlin disco Caspian Sea oil. The tenuous character of
bombing that led to the April 1986 retaliation bilateral relations was highlighted in Septem-
against Tripoli. The Soviets claim the CIA ber when Iran detained a Soviet merchant ship
planned and executed the incident in order to loaded with arms for Iraq in the Persian Gulf.
fabricate a pretext for attacking Libya. Follow- Following a sharp diplomatic protest by Mos-
ing the US response to that Libyan terrorist cow, the vessel was released and the Soviets
act, Moscow provided intelligence information began to provide military escorts for the arms
to Tripoli on the movemerts of US forces in carriers that have come to symbolize their re-
the Mediterranean and helped to replace or to lationship with Iraq. That relationship is se-
repair some damaged equipment. The Kremlin cured by continued arms sales and military
also gave Muammar Qadhafi substantial pro- assistance. In 1985 and 1986, Iraq received
paganda support that conitinues to portray him $3.5 billion in Soviet arms and equipment. as
even now as an innocent victim, well as the continued services of almost 1,000

On the other hand, Soviet support is tem- military advisers. Moscow will quite likely
pered by a clear understanding of the dangers continue to provide Baghdad with the arms
inherent in a relationship with the unpredict- necessary to sustain its involvement in the war
able Libyan leader. Moscow may even have with Iran.
cautioned Qadhafi not to provoke the US by
conducting or sponsoring others to conduct The Yemnens
terrorist acts. The USSR has not granted the Soviet-North Yemeni relations have remained
treaty of friendship and cooperation long tense following the January 1986 coup in South
sought by Tripoli, thereby providing the clear- Yemen. Moscow's efforts to help the new hard-
est indicator of Soviet reluctance to cultivate line Marxist regime consolidate its power have
an even closer relationship with the regime. aroused suspicion and concern in North Yemen,
Qadhafi apparently was dissatisfied with the and President Salih has provided sanctuary
degree of Soviet support after the US airstrike, and support for the deposed South Yemeni
but Moscow is not likely to give the Libyans leader and his remaining forces. Nonetheless,
a security guarantee that would link the So- North Yemen has extensive ties to Moscow,
viet Union too closely with Libyan adventur- which Sanaa would find difficult to sever. The
ism. Only recently, however, Moscow bowed to USSR remains North Yemen's primary source
Libyan pressure and criticized US military sup- of military aid, having supplied more than
port of Chadian President Hissein Habre's $2 billion in arms, training, and logistic assis-
resistance to Libyan aggression in north- tance since 1962.
em Chad. Moscow's support to the Marxist regime in
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South Yemen has been a major focus of Soviet in the region. Soviet activity in this area
efforts to expand its influence on the Arabian has been highlighted by a number of recent
Peninsula. South Yemen has received more diplomatic firsts, including Shevardnadze's Oc-
than $3.5 billion in military equipment from tober 1986 visit to Mexico, the first by a Soviet
the Soviet Union, and some 1,000 military per- Foreign Minister to a Latin American country
sonnel provide maintenance, training, and sup- other than Cuba.
port for Soviet military activities. In return,
Moscow has ready access to the port facilities Cuba
in Aden, which are used to deliver military The continuing flow of large amounts of mil-
and economic aid and to support Soviet naval itary and economic aid highlights the impor-
forces and commercial ships. tance Moscow attaches to Cuba, the focal point

In the brief civil war between rival Marx- of Soviet policy in Latin America. Since 1960,
ist factions in South Yemen in 1986, Moscow Moscow has provided Havana with about
provided direct support to the hardliners, who $9 billion in military equipment at no cost
eventually emerged on top. This support in- to Cuba, emphasizing Havana's importance to
cluded Soviet pilots flying combat missions on Soviet planners. After very large deliveries
behalf of the hardliners. Also, a battalion of from 1981 to 1985, Cuba in 1986 received modest
Cuban troops, airlifted by the Soviets from quantities of new equipment, including FLOG-
Ethiopia, spearheaded the drive in Abyan GER aircraft, HIP helicopters, T-62 tanks,
Province that led to the expulsion of President T-54/55 tanks, and BM-21 rocket launchers. The
AI-Hasani's main force across the border. Since Soviets continue to support Cuba's military
the January 1986 coup, Soviet involvement in with 2,800 military advisers.
South Yemen's military and civilian sectors has During the 1980s, the USSR has furnished
been greater than at any time in the past to Cuba with over $4 billion in economic assis-
shore up the AI-Attas regime and to ensure tance and subsidies per year. However, Soviet
Soviet military access. Moscow recognizes that subsidies declined somewhat in 1986, primarily
chronic political instability jeopardizes Soviet reflecting the lower market price of oil, some
military access to Aden and complicates efforts of which the Cubans re-export for hard cur-
to establish normal ties to and curry favor with rency. Soviet financial help in 1986 was not
conservative countries on the Persian Gulf. sufficient to solve Cuba's hard currency short-

age. The Soviet Union continues to provide
Latin America most of Cuba's oil supplies, either directly or

Latin America presents the Soviet Union through swap arrangements with third coun-
with unique opportunities to expand its influ- tries. Moscow has agreed to provide Havana
ence and indirectly weaken the US strategic with 2.5 billion rubles in new credits between
position. The USSR and its willing ally, Cuba, 1986 and 1990, an increase of 50 percent over
try to exploit the severe economic, social, and the 5-year period ending in 1985. One project
political problems that undermine the region's that Soviet credits will fund is completion of
stability and those policy differences existing the first phase (two of four reactors) of the
between the US and individual nations of Latin Cienfuegos nuclear power station.
America. Soviet objectives in Latin America In return for its investment, the Soviet Union
are diverse. The Soviets have, to some extent, continues to reap substantial benefits. Cuba
been successful in portraying themselves as supports revolutionaries in L'tin America with
wanting peace and in turn continue to portray training and materiel and assists pro-Soviet
the US as warlike. Moscow seeks to under- states such as Nicaragua, Angola, and Ethiopia.
mine Washington's influence in an area vital to For example, 2,000 to 2,500 Cuban military and
US interests. The Soviet Union is attempting security personnel are in Nicaragua. Cuba also
to divert US resources and political energies provides the USSR with military and intelli-
away from other regions and issues of more di- gence-collection benefits. At least nine deploy-
rect importance to the USSR. Other objectives ments of BEAR D naval reconnaissance and
include spreading 'socialism,* securing access five of BEAR F antisubmarine warfare aircraft
to agricultural products, gaining support for were made to Cuba in 1986. The 26th deploy-
the USSR's positions on such issues as arms ment of a Soviet naval task force to the
control, and improving its geostrategic options Caribbean began in October. The task force,
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Some of the $600 million in Soviet military equipment shipped to Nicaragua in 1986 was
on display in the 25th Anniversary Parade of the Sandinista Party in Managua. Howitzers,
antiaircraft guns, and shoulder-fired missiles were among the newly acquired weapnnry.

Soviets and East Europeans to provide addi- chased large amounts of Soviet military eop"'- "
tional economic aid. About $500 million in ment. The Soviets have supplied near'., ,,.,; .,!
economic assistance was furnished during the the army's and air force's equipmers.ý trained
year, of which some $300 million came from over 200 officers and 2,000 enlisLed men, and
the USSR. However, that aid did not fully re- stationed advisers (currently about 115) with
place the assistance lost from non-Commur - nearly every army and air force unit. Since
sources and has not halted the deterioration ( _ 1973, the value of military assistance to Peru
Nicaragua's economy. has totaled about $1.5 billion. In addition, Peru-

The most visible form of Soviet suppon, to vian ports support more than 200 Soviet fishing
the Sandinistas in 1986 was the substantial vessels in South American waters, resulting in
increase in military deliveries. The USSR and $120 million in revenues. Peru also provides
Eastern Europe delivered more than 23,000 met- the Soviet state airline, Aeroflot, one of its few
ric tons of military and military-related equip- points of entry into South America.
ment worth approximately $600 million. This
amount compares with 13,900 metric tons worth Outlook
$115 million for all of 1985. Warsaw Pact deliv- With the coming to power of General Sec-
eries i.n 1986 included 6 HIND helicopter gun- retary Gorbachev, Soviet foreign policy has
ships, 24 HIP helicopters, 4 CURL transport taken on a seemingly more open and vigor-
aircraft. 3 ZHUK-Class patrol boats, and more ous style. Initiatives in such diverse realms
than 1,200 vehicles for probable mili- as arms control, public diplomacy, counterin-
tary use. surgency, and increased presence abroad have

been launched. Despite the variety of these
Peru overtures, the USSR's ranking as a world

Throughout South America, the Soviets pa- power - a result of its powerful armed forces
tiently persist in their efforts to develop eco- - does not depend on a network of well-
nomic. political, and military relations while developed commercial, diplomatic, social, and
engaging in anti-US propaganda and covert economic relationships. In the near term, So-
activities. Moscow's relations, however, are viet global ambitions will quite likely remain
mostly limited to economic activity. Peru is unchanged as the USSR's foreign policy activ-
the only South American country to have pur- ities remain buttressed by military strength.
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The
.... US Response

To meet the threat posed by the continuing
buildup of Soviet military power, the US, in
coordination with allies and friends who share
common security interests, is following a dual
approach. The US has established strategies,
policies, and programs to improve our forces
and those of our allies and friends to deter
Soviet aggression in all its forms. At the same
time, we seek to secure a more stable military
balance through the negotiation of significant,
verifiable force reductions.

This chapter provides a brief overview of US
defense policy and strategy designed to deter
the threat of Soviet military power, as well
as the aggressive designs of other states and
groups hostile to our interests. There is also
discussion of the forces and programs we have
deployed or initiated to enable us to meet our
defense strategy.

US defense policy is guided by the necessity
to maintain nuclear deterrence while pursu-
ing research into strategic defenses. It seeks
to maintain deterrence against conven-
tional attacks while combating the more am-
biguous forms of aggression characteristic of
low-intensity conflict. The US is enhancing
military stability, where possible, through ne-
gotiated arms reductions and by utilizing en-
during US strengths to exploit long-term Soviet
weaknesses through competitive strategies.

More detailed accounts of these programs
can be found in the Fiscal Year 1988 Annual
Report to the Congress by the Secretary of
Defense and the United States Military Posture
FY 1988 prepared by the Joint Staff.

The new HOKUM attack helicopter, now
in flight-testing, will give the Soviets a
significant rotary-wing, air-to-air combat
capability for which no Western counterpart
exists. Deployment of the HOKUM and
HAVOC (lower right) attack helicopters will
further underscore the capabilities and the
challenge of Soviet military power.
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Nuclear Deterrence
We seek to preserve the US and our allies Actual and Puv#cted DO0 Budgets

as free nations with our fundamental institu- ExpftwsIn Tierm of
tions and values intact. Since World War II, Total Oblig xiiuulAthorfty (TOA)
we have sought to accomplish this objective suIco.of nstontofConstant Cons~tant

by maintaining military forces capable of de- FY•US Y N S

terring Soviet and other military aggression 350 3-n

and of frustrating their efforts to use mili-
tary strength for political intimidation. And
while we believc that, as President Reagan 3o - 3o

has stated, ',a nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought," the most effective means
of avoiding such a catastrophe is through an 250 250

effective deterrent. This strategy requires that
we be able and prepared to defeat armed ag-
gression, should deterrence fail. For the longer 200 -20

term, we hope to be able to move toward a
more defense-reliant deterrence based on the
increasing contribution of defensive systems, IN ISO
which threaten no one.

Simultaneously, the US is committed to ne-
gotiating real arms reductions - agreements 0 ,,
that provide for equitable and effectively ver- I*7S Isi Im I= is" ISM 110 1110 152

ifiable arms reductions. Such agreements, if Am oA .O._
complied with, co_.d strengthen deterrence and Preious Admsnetrm-s @udgt Protect*o•f -

enhance stability while reducing the numbers Curam ginu .i st Projectios -

of weapons and total destructive power of So-
viet and US nuclear arsenals. Our proposals to
the Soviets at the Nuclear and Space Talks in cluded the hardening of ICBM silos and other
Geneva reflect that commitment. key military assets, combined with our re-

straint in upgrading our strategic offensive
Nuclear Forces Modernization nuclear forces, significantly eased the problems

Strategic Forces for Soviet nuclear planners. They could begin
to envision a potential nuclear confrontation

Neither the promise of strategic defense nor in which they could threaten to destroy much
the brightening prospects for deep arms reduc- of our land-based force in an attack while
tions obviates the need to keep our nuclear retaining overwhelming nuclear forces to deter
deterrent strong. For the foreseeable future, we reta lin nur fortomust maintain a modern and credible nuclear any subsequent retaliation on our part.

mustmaitaina mder andcreiblenucear This condition also threatened to destabi-
deterrent - a requirement that mandates not Tiz condition lso theen o stabi-
only adequate forces and effective plans for lize the deterrent link between our strategic
their use, but also effective command, control, nuclear forces and our forward-deployed con-
communications, and intelligence, as well as ventional and nulear forces. Additionally, by
reliable, safe warheads. In 1981, President increasing their emphasis on advanced defenses

Reagan committed the US to reversing the against ballistic missiles, the Soviet leader-
potentially dangerous erosion of the credibil- ship might come to believe that they could
ity of our strategic nuclear deterrent. This emerge from a major conflict with their forces,
erosion resulted from the Soviets' expansion command-and-control systems, and other sup-
and modernization of their strategic forces port systems damaged but still functioning.
during the 1970s, as well as the USSR's During the past 6 years, however, the US
plans to press ahead with development and has begun to make significant improvements
deployment of new generations of ICBMs, in our strategic nuclear deterrent which, if
submarine-launched ballistic missiles, and carried to completion, will greatly increase our
strategic aircraft. deterrent capability. The program's purpose is

This Soviet modernization effort, which in- not to achieve strategic superiority over the
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Soviet Union but to frustrate its efforts to our vital national security interests by signif-

shift the strategic balance in its favor. Our icantly increasing the threat to friends and

strategic modernization program consists of allies, as well as our own forces, in Europe

five key elements: and Asia. A collective Western response is
"* We are replacing a limited number of therefore necessary to deal with this threat.

Minuteman missiles with Peacekeeper Together, we and our NATO Allies are meeting
missiles to balance the threat posed by the challenge. In accordance with its 1979 dual-
Soviet fourth-generation deployments track decision, NATO has completed deploy-
and to counter Soviet efforts through ment of 108 Pershing II missiles. Deployment
hardening to undermine the effectiveness of ground-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs)
of a US retaliatory response. We are continues on schedule, with 208 GLCMs de-
beginning advanced development on the ployed as of the end of 1986. At the same
small ICBM and on a survivable rail time, the US, in close consultation with our
garrison basing mode for the second 50 NATO Allies, is seeking to negotiate an agree-
Peacekeeper missiles. Both these systems ment with the Soviets at Geneva that would
are designed to counter improved Soviet eliminate or greatly reduce the entire class of
ICBM accuracy. longer range intermediate-range nuclear forces

"* We are building Trident submarines at (LRINF) missiles.
the rate of one a year to replace our NATO is also following through on the 1983
aging Poseidon nuclear-powered ballistic Montebello decision to withdraw 1,400 nuclear
missile submarine force, which will weapons from the NATO stockpile within the
face block obsolescence in the 1990s. next few years. Taken together with the 1,000
Deployment of the D-5 missile in the warheads already withdrawn, the number
Trident, beginning in late 1989, will of nuclear warheads in the Alliance stockpile
strengthen deterrence, since it will be will be reduced to their lowest point in
able to hold at risk even the most valued 20 years. The USSR has not exhibited compa-
hard targets. rable initiative.

"* The usefulness of our B-52 bombers -
the newest of which was built 25 years Strategic Defense
ago - has been extended for a few more The US Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) re-
years, owing to the standoff capability search program is designed to determine
of the air-launched cruise missile being whether advanced defensive technologies co-Ild
deployed on more than 130 B-52s. contribute to a future in which nations could

"* We introduced the B-lB in 1986. The live secure in the knowledge that their national
B-IB will ensure a continued penetration security did not rest solely upon the threat
capability against Soviet defenses, at of nuclear retaliation but increasingly on the
least until the deployment of a new ability to defend effectively against ballistic
advanced-technology bomber in the 1990s. missile attacks. The SDI program is being

"* In addition to fielding more effective conducted in a manner fully consistent with US
forces, we are improving the endurance obligations under the ABM Treaty.
and effectiveness of our command, At a minimum, the SDI is a prudent response
control, and communications systems. to the very active Soviet efforts in offensive
This enhancement adds to stability by and defensive forces. If the Soviets were to
making the systems more survivable and have a monopoly on advanced defenses against
therefore less attractive targets should ballistic missiles, in addition to their large and
the Soviets contemplate a preemptive growing offensive and defensive forces, they
attack against them. Additionally, these might come to believe that they could launch
improvements will ensure our capability a nuclear attack against the US or our allies
to manage our strategic forces effectively, without fear of effective retaliation. Most

important, the SDI offers the promise of a far
Non-Strategic Forces more stable and secure strategic order cver

The growth over the past decade of Soviet the long term - one based on the increasing
theater nuclear capabilities - in particular, contribution of defensive forces.
SS-20 deployments - poses a unique challenge We see the potential merit of advanced tech-
to the US and its allies. These weapons affect nologies providing for a layered defense de-
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rived from the possibility of destroying a strategic forces, the US has proposed sublimits
ballistic missile or its warheads at various of 4,800 ballistic missile warheads, of which
points after launch. Because our security re- 3,300 can be ICBM warheads. No more than
mains indivisible from that of our allies, we 1,650 of the ICBM warheads can be on ICBMs
are working on technologies with applications other than silo-based light and medium ICBMs
for defense against both long- and short-range with 6 or fewer warheads. These reductions
ballistic missiles that threaten our allies and would be carried out in a phased mariner and be
our own forces. completed by the end of 1991. The US proposal

Our SDI research program is fully consistent regarding continued adherence to the ABM
with our objective to achieve deep, equitable, Treaty until 1996 in the context of elimination
and effectively verifiable reductions in Soviet of offensive ballistic missiles is also on the
and US offensive nuclear forces. Because effec- table in Geneva. We have made clear that at
tive defenses would deprive ballistic missiles of the end of the period, either side could deploy
much or even all of their military utility, they advanced defenses against ballistic missiles un-
would provide the basis for deep reductions in less the parties agreed otherwise. Further,
those offensive weapons. The US hopes that the US put forward ideas on verification that
we and the USSR could jointly manage a tranm were discussed and agreed to in principle in
sition to a more defense-reliant deterrence. We Reykjavik. These call for a comprehensive and
have proposed "open laboratories" that could accurate exchange of data, onsite observation
enable each side to reassure itself concerning of the elimination of these systems down to
the other's strategic defense research. As the agreed levels, and effective monitoring of re-
President stated on 6 August 1986: maining inventories and associated facilities,

SDI is no bargaining chip; it is the path including onsite inspection.
to a safe and more secure future. And Another area in which we are making pro-
the research is not, and never has been, gress in arms control is that of lowering the
negotiable. As I've said before, it's the risk of conventional war. Last fall, agreement
number of offensive missiles that needs to be was reached at the Conference on Confidence
reduced, not efforts to find a way to defend and Security Building Measures in Europe on
mankind against these deadly weapons. measures providing for an exchange of military
In summary, the SDI seeks to move us toward information among the 35 nations involved.

a safer world -- one with reduced levels of arms They agreed to provisions concerning the fore-
and deterrence based on defending against an cast, notification, and observation of military
attack, rather than retaliating after an attack. exercises, as well as inspection for the purpose
We will continue to try to convince the USSR of verification. Further, we continue to seek
to join us in working out a stable transition enhanced stability and security in eientral Eu-
toward this realistic, achievable goal. rope through the Mutual and Balanced Force

Reduction Talks in Vienna, although Soviet
Arms Control refusal to exchange basic data and discuss the

We are seeking to build upon the progress verification procedures hinders an acceptable
made at the October 1986 meeting in Reyk- agreement. In an effort toward further sta-
javik between President Reagan and General bility in Europe, the NATO Ministers issued
Secretary Gorbachev and their agreement in the Brussels Declaration on 11 December 1986.
principle for: It expressed willingness to open discussiuns

"* a 50-percent reduction in strategic on enhancing conventional stability in Europe
offensive arms, which would be appro- from the Atlantic to the Urals. At the Geneva
priately applied over the next 5 years, Conference on Disarmament as well as in US-
to be implemented by reductions to 1,600 USSR discussions, we are engaged in negoti-
strategic nuclear delivery vehicles and ations to ban chemical weapons. Currently,
6,300 warheads on those delivery ve- verification procedtures constitute the greatest
hicles; and hurdle to progress I.cause the Soviets have

"* a reduction to a global limit of 100 been unwilling to engage in sprious discussion
warheads on LRINF missijes, with none on this issue. In US-Soviet confidence-building
in Europe. measures, our initiatives have led to the mod-

To enhance stability at these lower levels of ernization of the 'Hotline' between our heads
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of government and a common understanding ernization. We must be ready to fight today
to the 1971 Accidents Measures Agreement and at the same time invest in our future
designed to facilitate communications in the capability. Moreover, new systems must add to
event of a possible terrorist nuclear incident. our capabilities in proportion to their cost. To
We also are negotiating with the Soviets on ensure balanced modernization, no one system
the establishment of 'Nuclear Risk Reduction can consume a disproportionate share of our
Centers" in Washington and Moscow. total resources.

The MIA1 tank, M2/3 Bradley Fighting Ve-
Conventional Forces Modernization hicle, and AH-64 Apache antitank helicopter

To help deter non-nuclear aggression, US are examples of the mature and modern systems
strategy emphasizes the role of conventional that are now entering the Army in significant
forces. This emphasis is in preference to re- numbers. At the same time, the Army is contin-
liance on nuclear weapons, whose deterrent uing research on a future family of armored ye-
value eroded as the Soviet Union matched .or hicles, improved air defense systems, antiarmor
exceeded US capabilities in key areas of our missiles, helicopters, and command, control,
nuclear posture. A robust conventional posture communications, and intelligence systems. The
provides us with the safest, most reassuring Forward Area Air Defense initiative and Light-
deterrent at the lowest feasible risk of nuclear Helicopter Family are examples of systems fat
war, indeed of any major war. The conventional the forefront of research and development that
forces of the US are structured and deployed are needed for the future battlefield.
primarily to counter, in cooperation with our As in the Army, the Marine Corps has mod-
allies, our most serious global threat - Soviet ernized in the face of the worldwide prolifer-
military power. However, they must also be ation of modern weapons. It is improving its
designed to operate in conjunction with our tactical mobility with the light-armored vehi-
special operations forces to counter less omi- cle ,and improved assault amphibious vehicle
nous threats at the lower end of the conflict (AAV7A1). It has fielded the CH-53E Super
spectrum, and to complement diplomatic and Stailion to provide heavy tactical lift and is
economic measures supporting our security. upgrading the AH-1T attack helicopter fleet to

the more capable AH-lW Super Cobra. The
LanL Forces MV-22 Osprey holds promise as an advanced

US land forces, our Army and Marine Corps, tilt-rotor aircraft to perform assault transport
contribute to deterrence and defense through missions at greater speed and range than cur-
their presence abroad and by our capability to rent conventional helicopters. It will also
deploy them from the continental US to crisis permit direct deployment from CONUS as well
areas worldwide. Our forces are more complex as maneuverability on the battlefield.
and widely deployed than those of any other
nation. They reflect our global commitments Naval Forces
and the variety of missions to which they may Over the past 6 years, impressive pro-
be assigned. The increased capability of our gress has been made in restoring the maritime
land forces bolsters deterrence by helping to strength required to maintain our global de-
convince adversaries that they cannot capture fense responsibilities. We have substantially in-
and hold terrain whose loss would be counter creased both the size and quality of our forces.
to US interests. Our force objective is to Since 1980, the fleet has grown from 479 to 555
attain a fully modernized, sustainable, deploy- deployable battleforce ships. If our program is
able, and ready 28-division Army, as well fully funded, the Navy will achieve its goal of
as a 4-division Marine Corps manned with qual- 600 ships by the end of the FY 1988-FY 1989
ity personnel. budget period. This growth in numbers reflects

Procuring new systems in numbers adequate corresponding increases in naval capabilities
to modernize our active and reserve land forces, in all major mission areas. All our naval
at the same time that we are developing new improvements bolster deterrence by showing
ones, is an expensive but necessary undertak- our adversary that he cannot control the sea,
ing. A rapidly modernizing threat and our nor prevent our maritime support of US forces
own limited resources dictate a prudent and and interests worldwide.
well-balanced approach toward our own mod- We have ebpecially improved our power-
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projection forces. Our 14th deployable aircraft Tactical Air Forces
carrier has joined the fleet, to be followed by Over the past 7 years, we have greatly im-
the 15th carrier at the end of the decade. Three proved our tactical aviation capabilities. The

reactivated battleships have already augmented overall US fighter/attack aircraft force struc-

our carrier force. A fourth will join the fleet ture - aircraft operationally assigned to corn-
next year. Large numbers of Harpoon cruise bat units - has increased by about 10 percent.
missiles have been deployed, and we are in- Significant modernization has also taken place.
troducing new Tomahawk missiles aboard our With continued fielding of F-14, F-15, F-16, and
surface ships and submarines, giving our forces F/A-18 aircraft, we are well on the way to
a vastly improved capability to strike targets at replacing completely our less capable F-4s. The
sea and on land over long distances. To mod- number of F-4s in combat units has declined by
ernize and expand our amphibious forces, we 50 percent since FY 1980. We are also acquiring
have begun construction of three new types of additional AV-8Bs, which are unique because
assault ships and procurement of air-cushioned of their ability to take off and land without
landing craft able to transport troops and equip- prepared airstrips.
ment from ship to shore from over the horizon. In tactical command, control, and communi-

Our antiair warfare capabilities have also cations, we have several programs, such as the
grown considerably. Seven CG-47 Aegis cruis. Joint Tactical Information Distribution Sys-
ers have now joined the fleet, providing a tem, underway. Sophisticated tactical weapons
major leap forward in the surveillance range such as the imaging infrared Maverick are now
and defensive firepower of our battle groups. in full production, and revolutionary missiles
The Aegis weapons-control system has already such as the AIM-120A (AMRAAM) are being
demonstrated its effectiveness under combat tested. These modernization programs have
conditions during deployments to the Mediter- enabled us to increase the quality of equipment
ranean in support of our antiterrorism opera- in our tactical aviation forces relative to that
tions. Our 5-year program provides the fleet of our principal adversary.
with more Aegis-equipped ships through con- We continue to exploit our technological
tinued procurement of CG-47 cruisers and advantages by adding to our target acquisition,
DDG-51 destroyers. surveillance, and warning capabilities. Im-

Our antisubmarine warfare forces have provements are being made to our E-3 (AWACS)
grown in number, and we have extended their aircraft, while concurrently we are develop-
effective range. The attack submarine force ing more advanced systems such as the Joint
has been modernized through the addition of Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System
SSN-688 submarines, up from 10 in 1980 to to keep us technologically ahead in this
36 today. The number of nuclear-powered at- vital area.
tack submarines has grown from 73 in 1980 Improvements are also being made in the
to almost 100 today. Additionally, we are de- area of defense suppression, with specialized
veloping a new attack submarine, the SSN-21 aircraft such as the F4G, EA-6B, and EF-111
Sea Wolf, that will offer quieter operation, being updated. Our high-speed antiradiation
increased speed, better under-ice capability, as missiles are also being improved to keep pace
well as more weapons. with the threat.

The range of antisubmarine systems deployed We plan to fund advance procurement of
aboard surface ships is being greatly extended the Air Force Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF)
by new sonars and antisubmarine helicopters, beginning in FY 1992. The ATF is intended
Four squadrons of the new SH-60B LAMPS to incorporate entirely new engines, avionics,
(light-airborne multipurpose system) helicopter and airframe design approaches, giving greatly
are now operational, enabling our surface ships increased air-to-air capability over the F-15
to engage submarines detected dozens of or F-16. The Navy also has an entirely new
nautical miles from our forces. With new aircraft in development, the Advanced Tactical
MK-48 ADCAP (advanced capability) and Aircraft (ATA).
MK-50 torpedoes, our forces will be able to Our planned modernization program also in-
attack and destroy Soviet submarines that are cludes our important reserve forces, which are
quieter, fNster, deeper diving, and harder to a significant portion of our tactical aviation
damage than their predecessors. assets. National Guard as well as Air Force,
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Soviet BEAR H bombers have routinely flown training missions against North America during
which they have been intercepted by US F-15s.

Navy, and Marine Reserve units are pro- Soviet threat, the US has improved its ability
grammed to be equipped with the latest aircraft to project forces worldwide using a combina-
and weapons. tion of airlift, sealift, and pre-positioned ma-

teriel. This capability allows us to deploy our
Readiness, Mobility, and Sustainability forces rapidly when and where needed.

Readiness, sustainability, modernization, and Since 1980, we have expanded our airlift
force structure are essential components of capability by 35 percent, giving us the means
military capability. In the past 6 years, substan- to move troops and equipment by air that is
tial progress had been made in all four areas. unmatched by any country. The current Mili-
Major investments have been made in both tary Airlift Comma'id force includes 72 C-5 and
manpower and materiel to bring our readiness 234 C-141 long-range cargo aircraft, designed
and sustainability up to a reasonable level, primarily to transport materiel to or between

Readiness. Our strategy is defensive; there- theaters of operations, and 45 KC-10 dual-role
fore, we determine o',r requirements based on airlift and aerial-refueling aircraft. The Army,
the need to be able to deter or defeat Soviet Navy, and Marine Corps can provide more than
aggression. Since our forces in the US are far 700 helicopters (CH-46s, CH-47s, CH-53s, and
from their probable theaters of operation, we CH-54s) to move troops and supplies within
must maintain higher relative readiness levels theaters. The civil fleet would contribute 247
than the Soviets to ensure a timely response to passenger and 74 cargo aircraft through the
their actions and those of their surrogates. Civil Reserve Air Fleet program.

The readiness of our forces has improved There have also been increases in govern-
significantly. For example, reenlistment rates ment-controlled sealift. Most of these increases
for all personnel and the number of recruits have been achieved by acquiring ships from the
having a high school diploma rose during the commercial sector. Many of these ships, which
past 6 years. Because our forces enjoy better previously were available for requisitioning in
equipment, better training, and have highly time of war, would otherwise have been sold or
motivated personnel, our military is better pre- scrapped, owing to the economic decline of the
pared to accomplish its peacetime and war- privately owned US-flag merchant fleet.
fighting tasks. Approximately 103 dry-cargo ships and 30

Mobility. In response to the growing global tankers are now under control of the Military
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Sealift Command or the Maritime Adminis- is a signatory member to 7 security agreements,
tration in the Ready Reserve Force. Other with some 40 allies. By pursuing a coalition
government-owned ships, those in the National strategy with them and by maintaining close
Defense Reserve Fleet, are a valuable but ag- working relations with other friendly states,
ing asset, containing about 100 ships to meet we are able to marshal the forces of the Free
sustainability requirements. World to deter aggression. These alliances

Our military sealift forces would be aug- allow each of us to share the burdens of defense
mented in a major deployment by ships drawn rather than each having to bear the burden
from the civil fleet as well as from NATO ship- alone. This strLtegy also promotes regional
ping. Tiis US-flag fleet could supply approxi- security by demonstrating to potential aggres-
mately 1i0 dry-cargo ships and 110 tankers. sors that they would face a determined and

The US looks to pre-positioning, whether united opposition. To support this strategy, we
a&hore or at sea, to reduce sharply the response seek to strengthen our allies and friends so
times in the critical early stages of a deploy- they can provide or help provide for their own
ment. Pre-positioning programs are in effect defense while resisting the increasing threats
for Europe, the Pacific, and Southwest Asia. of low-intensity conflict, including terrorism,

Sustainability. Adequate logistics support - subversion, and insurgency, from the Soviet
munitions, fuel, equipment, and repair parts - Union and its surrogates.
is important to deterrence as well as to defense. Our alliance relationships require our con-
Our objective is to provide full support to our stant attention in order that we may effectively
conventional forces from the beginning of a counter increases in Soviet capabilities and
conflict to its successful termination. To do aggressie activities. We seek to achieve a bal-
this, we need sufficient war reserve stocks to ance among the diverging and often conflicting
support our forces until a mobilized industrial interests of our partners.
base can meet our requirements. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is

Since 1981, we have substantially improved involved in a continuing effort to counter the
our sustainability with gains in all four ser- threat tc, vital interests in Europe and North
vices. We have reduced the maintenance back- America posed by the USSR and its Warsaw
log, increased medical support, increased war Pact allies. For nearly 40 years, NATO has
reserve stocks and special munitions, and helped keep the price in Europe by maintain-
expanded the availability of spare parts. Al- ing strong groups of standing forces that are
though improved, the current level of sustain- forward deployed to protect against incursions
ability is still inferior to that of the Warsaw into NATO territory, and establishing other
Pact. As with readiness, sustainability can- forces that can rapidly reinforce the forward
not be purchased quickly because of the lead area in any crisis. The Alliance is committed
times required to produce and deliver many to deterring intimidation and aggression and,
of these items. But together with our allies, should deterrence fail, to mounting a strong de-
we will seek to build on our recent gains to fense of a member's territory. NATO's strategy
ensure deterrence. of flexible response is designed to produce an

appropriate response to aggression by drawing
Alliance Security Structure on a spectrum of conventional, non-strategic

Since World War II, Soviet actions have pro- nuclear, and strategic nuclear forces.
vided a clear, enduring picture of the threat Two key force improvement programs are
the Soviets pose to peace and freedom. Their progressing in NATO. One involves strength-
actions in Eastern Europe, Afghanistan, Viet- ening conventional forces through the Con-
nam, and Angola, as well as those of their ventional Defense Improvement program. The
surrogates in Central America, Africa, and other consists of responding to Soviet deploy-
Southwest Asia, continue to promote conflict ment of SS-20 missiles by stationing 108
and destabilization. Pershing II missiles and by completing the

To deter the Soviets and their surrogates, the deployment of 464 ground-launched cruise mis-
US relies on an alliance strategy that includes siles by 1988. Cooperation among NATO Allies
a system of defensive alliances. We participate in the development and production of new con-
in and support a number of formal alliances es- ventional weapon sytems, involving emerging
tablished to protect common interests. The US and new technologies, is an important element
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in the effort to improve the organization's con- and its proxies - Cuba and Nicaragua - are
ventional force capability, trying to take advantage of the social, political,

East Asia and the Pacific are vital to our and economic instability of the region. They
economic well-being and security. More than are expanding their foothold in Central Amer-
35 percent of US trade is conducted with this ica and the Caribbean through low-intensity
region. Five of our seven mutual security conflict and terrorism. Our objective in the
treaties link us with East Asian or Pacific region is to maintain the security of North
nations. We therefore maintain a strong and America, the contiguous Caribbean Basin, and
visible presence to deter the Soviet Union, the sea and air approaches that link us to
North Korea, and Vietnam from encroaching the rest of the world. Our policy seeks to
upon our friends and allies, foster democracy, reform, and human rights;

Over the past 6 years, we have strengthened economic development; dialogue and negotia-
our ties in this region. O01r help to Thailand tions; and a security shield under which these
and South Korea, which are faced with contin- elements can be nurtured. The Rio Treaty and
uing conflicts or threats, contributes directly the Canada-US Basic Security Plan reinforce
to our own defense. In the Philippines, we have our commitment to regional security. Despite
encouraged reforms and economic development Soviet efforts to undermine democratic devel-
and assisted the armed forces in their efforts opraent, the leaders of countries such as El
to cope with a serious insurgency. In regard Salvador have demonstrated their willingness
to Cambodia, the US provides moral, financial, to resist aggression with our security and eco-
and political support to the non-Communist nomic assistance.
Cambodian resistance forces opposed to Viet- Africa is also faced with Soviet and Soviet
nam's continued occupation of their country. proxy penetration, low-intensity conflict, and
Japan has assumed a greater self-defense ca- terrorism. This threat directly challenges our
pability and pledged further efforts, including regional objectives of reducing violence, in-
territorial, air, and sealane defense to 1,000 creasing stability, ensuring free access to
nautical miles. Requisite capability will be critical resources, and lessening Soviet in-
achieved with full implementation of its 1986 fluence throughout the region. In Chad, which
through 1990 defense program. While forced is resisting Libyan aggression, we have sup-
to drop our formal commitment to the security ported unification of the country, assisted
of one our oldest allies, New Zealand, we economic development, and established our own
continue bilateral cooperation with Australia military assistance program to augment the
under the provisions of the ANZUS treaty. French program. We have made substantial

Although we have no formal alliances in the progress in implementing security assistance
Middle East and Southwest Asia, we remain in countries such as Guinea and Madagascar
steadfast in our commitment to protect Free to encourage their shift away from the Soviets
World interests and to achieve stability in these toward a more nonaligned posture. The ad-
regions. This task poses complex and dan- ministration also seeka to help the countries
gerous challenges to US interests and policies of the Sub-Saharan region raise their levels of
because of the regions' political and military food production and overcome the effects of
instabilities. To meet these challenges, we have economic stagnation and extended drought.
continued to strengthen our relations with the
nations of those regions. Our objectives are Third World Issues
to deter Soviet aggression, promote a last- Challenges to US security interests in the
ing Arab-Israeli peace, and ensure continued Third World usually are not apparent and their
access to Persian Gulf oil for ourselves, our significance often not understood. Inattention
friends, and our allies. In addition to improving to these problems frequently results in difficult
our readiness and mobility force capabilities to rev•rse crisis situations that can cause en-
for the regions, we have expanded our se- during harm to the interests of the US and our
curity relationships with regional states and allies. Although the USSR is not solely re-
increased cooperation with Egypt, Jordan, and sponsible for the turmoil we must deal with in
Pakistan. We have also continued to solidify many Third World states, Moscow nonetheless
military cooperation with Israel. often stands to benefit from such instability.

In the Western Hemisphere, the Soviet Union Indeed, the Soviet Union has demonstrated a
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Cuban airfields provide bases for long-range naval intelligence platforms as well as the BEAR F
ASW aircraft, shown here being intercepted by an F-15 over the Caribbean.

willingness to actively support nations such as Low-intensity conflict is also useful to
Libya and Nicaragua as well as to exploit an in- Moscow because it is relatively inexpensive
surgency or subversive movement if prospects and difficult to counter. Since Soviet sponsor-
for expanding Soviet influence or diminishing ship of these forms of aggression is frequently
US security present themselves, difficult to trace, the Soviet role is often eas-

The Soviet Union is actively challenging ily denied. Additionally, the ambiguous and
US security interests in many parts of the protracted nature of insurgency and terrorist
world today. An important part of its strategy warfare make it difficult for democratic gov-
involves supporting terrorism, subversion, and ernments to rally and maintain the long-term
insurgency. Since World War II, Soviet support public support and national resolve necessary
to ambiguous forms of aggression, popularly to counter the Soviets and those hostile move-
referred to as low-intensity conflict, has grown. ments that they support. Consequently, low-
As a result, we have had to devote increased intensity conflict will remain the most likely
attention and resources to combating these and the most enduring threat to our security.
subtle forms of aggression that are increasing The core of our efforts to counter these
in destructiveness and frequency. forms of aggression is the economic and

The expanding role of low-intensity conflict security assistance we provide to help Third
is a result of a number of factors. First, World nations solve the problems of develop-
the recognition that nuclear war could exact ment while combating the threats to their secu-
incalculable costs has made the Soviet Union rity. Our conventional and special operations
look for other means to advance its aggressive forces, however, are capable of providing direct
designs. Further, the success of our alliances assistance should the need arise, as has been
in deterring nuclear and major conventional demonstrated in Grenada and, more recently,
wars in Europe and the Pacific has driven in counterterrorist operations against Libya.
the Soviets, and other hostile states, toward While insurgency and subversion pose the
more subtle forms of aggression. Also, many more dangerous threats to US security inter-
Third World states continue to experience se- ests, terrorism has become a more visible and
rious economic, political, and social problems, politicai!y charged form of low-intensity ag-
making them ripe for internal uphosva! and gression. Although still centered in the Middle
external exploitation. These same nations have East, the incidence of indiscriminate terrorist
difficulty opposing the Soviets and supporting acts of violence has increased in Europe. In
Western interests because they are susceptible 1986, facilities and citizens of some 90 countries
to overt forms of Soviet pressure. were victimized. Our citizens abroad are now
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targets for about 25 percent of all international ........
terrorist incidents. To meet this challenge to •Etinon of US and Soviet Military
international order and the rule of law, the us Deliveries by Region 1804-1s us
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US continues developing its active defenses sillion Billions

against terrorism and urging all nations to co-

operate in sharing intelligence and developing -

appropriate counterterrorism measures.
Our security is also threatened by illegal

narcotics traffic. In some instances, drug traf- 4- -40

ficking networks have developed into shadow
governments with paramilitary or military for- 3" 3

ces of their own. They not only threaten the 202

internal stability of the countries in wnich
they operate, but also poison the societies into
which the drugs are smuggled. Indications is- to

are that drug trafficking is also being used to
finance leftist insurgencies in Latin America, s 0

naw Ewt 4 E1 Am"a AMi Ltinthus posing a threat to regional stability. SouthAs &P Uift Amerisa
We are meeting this threat with a cooper- us -Sove a

ative program of assistance to foreign gov-
ernments. Military helicopters and training
related to the eradication of illegal crops and graphically oriented capacity to assist others
production facilities and the interdiction of in defending themselves as well as a potent
drug supply routes have been made available to force for conventional war.
selected states in support of tieir efforts to halt In 1981, we undertook a long-overdue revi-
the illegal flow of drugs. Additionally, DOD talization of these forces, with the objective of
is providing support to US law enforcement completing the process before FY 1991. Our
agencies consistent with national security re- goal was the restoration of a global SOF ca-
quirements and the availability of resources. pability to deter the escalation of violence
We have flown surveillance and transport mis- encountered in low-intensity conflict and to
sions, loaded equipment, towed or escorted operate with conventional forces in a war. The
seized boats, and provided advisory assistance following developments are taking place:
to local governments. Army: A fifth Special Forces Group, a second

Humanitarian aid has also proved effective aviation battalion, and the Special Operations
in Third World countries faced with low- Command's first communications and support
intensity threats. Through the Department of battalions will be activated by 1991.
State's Agency for International Develcpment, Navy: An additional SEAL (Sea/Air/Land)
these efforts include the transportation of hu- team to meet the goal of three teams per fleet
manitarian cargo. from ,rivate ioncrs wlhen as well as a Naval Special Warfare Unit in
space is available, and providing excess, non- the Mediterranean will be activated. Naval
lethal US property worldwile. This assiataice, Special Warfare Group and Unit staffs will
such as that given to the Sticane .- rtnA. the be expanded to provide necessary command
Afghan peoples, has been expanded since 1984. and control, and the Naval Special Warfare
We also are increasing our capi-city 4o pro-vide training organization will be expanded.
timely and effective civic i- istance. These ac- Air Force: Our program corrects major spe-
tivities are performed in colijunction with eu- cial operations airlift shortfalls by procuring
thorized military operations, provided they or modernizing aircraft needed to support con-
promote our security interests and specific tingency and wartime SOF taskings. This pro-
readiness skills. gram includes procuring additional MC-130

Combat 'alon II aircraft and MH-53 Pave Low
Special Operations Forces helicopters to support infiltration, exfiltration,

Fully capable special operations forces (SOF) and resupply missions; AC-130 Spectre gun-
are essential to our national security. They ships to provide precise, day/night, adverse
provide us with a unique culturafly and geo- weather fire support; and navigation and avion-
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The Soviets have deployed over 300 MiG-29/FULCRUM
Mach-2 + fighter-interceptors. The FULCRUM, with
AA-10 and AA-11 air-to-air missiles, will increase
the air-superiority threat to th, US and the West.
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ics upgrades for the AC-130H and MC-130E aid grew - from 63 in 1981 to 103 in 1986 -
aircraft in the inventory, as did the number of students receiving US

military training.
Security Assistance This administration worked closely with

Security assistance is an integral component Congress to develop an effective security assis-
of our worldwide alliance strategy. Our goals tance program through a number of new fund-
are to help our friends and -'lieg better defend ing instruments and other legislative changes.
themselves, while at the same time contribut- A reinvigorated Military Assistance Program
ing to the collective security effort that benefits (MAP), a small support program for non-US
us all. Security assistance helps the US to manufactured equipment, forgiven-debts for Is-
retain access to foreign bases and training rael and Egypt, and streamlined procedures
areas for our forward-deployed forces and to have enhanced the security assistance program.
gain critical overflight privileges. The administration has used these funding,

Our security assistance programs respond legislative, and management improvements to
well to Soviet-supported or other radical chal- bolster relations with recipient countries. For
lenges around the world. The Soviet Union, example, we have established a program in Pak.
in conjunction with its military buildup, has istan; augmetited programs in Central Amer-
increased its military aid and arms sales ties ica, Tunisia, NATO's southern tier, Israel, and
to several Third World countries. Moscow Egypt; and expanded planning to ensure bal-
supports a policy of opportunism and influence anced programs and the best use of funds.
expansion that emphasizes military aid over Additionally, we have pursued specific ini-
economic aid, preferring to use its military pro- tiatives to stretch our dollars through more
duction and logistics system to create and to careful management and better terms. Leg-
exploit vulnerabilities around the world. These islatively, we have obtained more flexibility
military priorities have created a wealth of mil- by obtaining more MAP funding and conces-
itary equipment to supply to their surrogates sionary credits. Such efforts help to lessen
who, in many cases, use these arms to heighten future debt problems for many countries. Our
tensions and exploit regional instabilities, policy initiatives include continued pursuit of

The military element of US security assis- improved management efforts as well as some
tance comprises the following: creative approaches and alternatives to coun-

"* Foreign Military Sales Credit Financing, try financing to help ease their debt burden.
which provides direct credits to countries The administration developed an austere
at prevailing interest or concessionary but responsible continuity budget for security
rates, allowing the purchase of equipment assistance framed within an overall budget
or services from the US Government or responding to the requirements of the Gramm-
directly from US contractors; Rudman-Hollings Act. Recent congressional

"• The Military Assistance Program, which appropriations, however, have not realized the
furnishes on a grant basis defense articles administration's amesament of the security as-
and services to eligible governments; and sistance need.

"* The International Military Education and Without continuity, many of the advances of
Training Program, which allows DOD the past few years, which serve to strengthen
to provide training support to foreign deterrence and contain any aggression, are
military personnel as grant assistance. threatened. And other advances in key areas

We have made considerable progress in Cen- - such as base rights and access - may be
tral America, the Middle East, NATO's south- severely impaired. These gains were acquired
ern flank, and other regions of US interest, with great effort and would be very difficult to
We have worked closely with friendly countries reestablish if insuffiiently funded.
to expand dialogue, to aid the planning and
execution of programs in ways that respond to Technology Security
countries' defense needs, and to address any One of our most important endeavors is to
economic difficulties caused by thGse needs. safeguard those technologies that contribute
This effort has produced military and economic to the efficient and effective operation of our
assistance programs tailored to each country's weapons and support systems.
situation. The number of countries receiving By consolidating all the technology security
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responsibilities of the Office of the Secretary We must continue to encourage our allies
of Defense, we have entered a new phase in and friends to strengthen their programs of
controlling the transfer of militarily signifi- technology security. We hope that many of
cant technology to the Soviet Union and its them will place greater political emphasis on
allies. As part of this consolidation, we are export controls, set tougher penalties for viola-
pursuing management objectives of efficiency, tors, and tighten enforcement procedures. The
predictability, and openness, while providing US must work with COCOM and other govern-
expertise in the identification of military ap- ments to gain more information on how the
plicability of proposed dual-use exports. Soviets are trying to acquire our technology

Efficiency and predictability in export !i- and to plan joint strategies to stop them.
censing strengthen the competitiveness of US Our SDI technology security approach builds
industry and, in turn, contribute to a healthy on established DOD procedures for transfer of
defense industrial base. We are developing technical data, classifying material, and the
an export case precedent decision-aid system competitive procurement process. Further, for
based on an export case history and policy the first time we have integrated cechnology se-
data base. The data base will contain guidance curity with technology cooperation objectives
that will enable DOD export license applica- at the outset of a major program.
tion officers to identify key current policy con- Heightened awareness of technology secu-
siderations relevant to the applications they rity is essential as we cross new frontiers in
are processing. This flexible system will keep our defense partnerships. We are ensuring
guidance and licensing criteria up to date and that control over Western technology is an
will ensure consistent treatment. integral part of every agreement being entered

Another means of increasing the predictabil- into within the framework of the President's
ity of export licensing is to track the capability Strategic Defense Initiative, in other cooper-
of all technologically sophisticated countries ative ventures in military technology, and in
worldwide in terms of the years they are ahead civilian technologies with military application.
or behind the US, as well as the parameters
of equipment that give the country its state-of- Conclusion
the-art capability. This approach enabies the The US, together with our allies and friends,
foreign-availability aspect to be included in the must maintain the military capabilities re-
export license decision process. It should de- quired to deter and, if necessary, defeat Soviet
crease the flow of militarily critical technology aggression against our vital interests. Real-
to potential adversaries. izing that the perceptions of the Soviets, our

A major step in slowing the Western tech- allies, and other nations are affected by the
nological subsidy of the Soviet military is to military global balance, we cannot accept a
increase both government and private sector position of military inferiority. Maintaining a
awareness of the problem. We conduct this strong military capability over the long term
information campaign through briefings, semi- requires that each year we fund an adequate de-
nars, publications, and technical meetings pre- fense program, one that is grounded in a clear
sented to private and government groups. understanding of the nature and character of

Internationally, we are trying to raise the the threats posed to our national interests.
awareness of the need for technology security The purpose of this publication has been to
and export control programs. Export control document the realities of Soviet military power.
personnel exchange programs have included It is clear that the Soviet Union, together
visits from officials of a dozen countries. Ad- with Soviet-backed forces, is fully capable of
ditionally, the countries associated with the simultaneous aggression in multiple regions of
Coordinating Committee for Export Controls the world and of threatening our vital inter-
(COCOM) are seeking comprehensive trade se- ests. US national security strategies and the
curity agreements with friendly, non-COCOM capabilities we acquire to execute them must
nations that produce militarily critical goods take into account this, the reality of Soviet
or are the site of potential diversion attempts. military power.
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